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ÀBSTRACT

This thesis examines interest group influence in the for-

mation of Canadian pension policy. In addition, the impli-

cations which the terms of these policies have for flexible

retirement are investigated. Based upon the functionalist

theory, the typology of interest groups centers upon the

functions which interest groups fuIfiIl within society in

carrying out societal tasks. Furthermore, the basic tenets

of the elite theory of interest group influence are utilized

in the attempt to establish who the most influential groups

are within each functional grouping.

Interest group submissions to four Commissions of Inquiry

into pension policy matters, 1g24, 1950, 1966, 1g78 are the

major data upon which the evaluation of interest group in-

fluence is made. Records of the Proeeedings of the Commis-

sions of Inquiry, plus government documents of the eras un-

der study are also included in the data for examination.

The content analysis from this historical perspective shows

that there has 
. 
been a societal attitudinal change from one

of income security for the elderly considered as "welfare"

to one of "right".
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The majority of Canadian social policy research indicates

that interest groups have an influence on policy decisions

and some appear to have a greater influence than ot'hers. In

general, this research into Canadian pension policy forma-

tion supports this premise. Moreover, retirement practises

are usually considered to be the product of pension policy

decisions and it appears that flexible retirement is con-

strained by the lack of retirement choice specified within

Lhe terms of the policies. There are indications from this

research that the most influential groups do not support

greater flexibilities of retirement patterns. Í'IhiIe no firm

conclusions can be made because of the lack of research done

in this particular area, implications for further research

are suggested on the basis of these findings.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTTON

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the role of inter-

est groups in the formation of Canadian social policy

through a case study of the Canadian public pension plans.

It is generally recognized that people and organizai"ions

form into groups within society in order to protect or en-

sure their particular interests (Presthus, 1973¡ Pross'

1975; Wootton, 1970), and the redistribution of resources is

the one issue which most often initiates action in the form

of their articulated concerns (Lowi, 1964).

Because the issue concerning the development of federal

pension policy is large and difficult to study empiric.a1ly,

this study concentrates on four Canadian Commissions of ln-

qu'iry holding public hearings related to pension policies on

retirement matters. These are the Special Committee Ap-

pointed to Make an Inquiry into an OId Age Pension System

for Canada, 1924, the Joint Committee of the Senate and the

House of Commons on OId Age Security 1950, the Special Joint

Committee of the Senate and House of Commons to Examine BiII

C-136, 1964, and the Special Senate Committee on Retirement

J\ge Policies 1977.

1
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This chapter discusses the significance of studying the

iesearch question while at the same time introduces the

problems entailed in the examination- of social policy in

general. In addition, the vital concerns of Canadian poli-

cy-makerS, the demographic changes, and the economic hard-

ships experienced by many of our elderty are discussed in

order to understand the increasing pressure for reform which

is currently building in Canada.

Social policies are commonly defined in the literature as

guiding principles or courses of action developed by socie-

ties and their governments for the management of society to-

wards social ends (Freeman and Sherwood, 1970¡ Gil, 1973).

They are decisions which pertain to the quality and the cir-

cumstances of living together in societY, creating intra-so-

cietal relationships among individuals and society in gener-

al. Presupposing a choice of alternatives within our social

system, social policies tend to reflect cultural and politi-

cal aspects of society. They are social because they are

formulated through governmental intervention in the distri-

bution of resources in response to a perceived "need" within

a society.

The study of social policy is significant because social

policies are the basis for the organization of our societY,

reaching into every aspect of our lives. Ïn the first in-

stance, social policies are not formed in isolation, but in-

teract with each other, with far-reaching implications. Às
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Kaim-Caudle (19732Ð noLes, the side-effects of social poli-

cies are often as unexpected and unpredictable "aS they are

in medicine" and often create poLential problems in other

areas of social Iife. He claims for instance, that "high

levels of old age pensions, subject to a means test' are in-

consistent with a policy encouraging high levels of personal

savings".

Thus some contemporary problems may be the unintended

consequences of existing social policies designed to serve

other purposes. There is evidence to suggest (Ci1, 1973)

that this is so because policy makers often accede to par-

ticular pressures in policy planning rather than carefully

designing policies to take into account other values on oth-

er isses. AS an example, many politicians are currently ar-

guing t.hat unemployment figures must be deereased. À simple

solution suggested by some interest groups is that public

pension eligibility should be reduced to age 55 in order to

encourage early retirement. This, they suggest, would open

up the job market for younger employees. In addition, it is

often suggested that the age of mandatory reLirement should

also be lowered for the Same reason. In this instance there

is the dilemma of allowing a personal choice of retirement

age versus a forced retirement at any age which is already a

continuing Source of human rights concern in the courts.

SecondIy, the literabure indicates that interest groups

have a substantial influence in the development of social
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policies (Van Loon and Whittington, 1971¡ Thompson and Stan-

bury , 1979¡ Bauer and Gergen, 1 968 ) . Consequently, it is

important to know how the influence in generated and with

what results. Pross (1975) argues that pressure groups are

an essential part, of Canadian politics. Van Loon and Whit-

tington (1971) claim that wherever government functions,

there will be some kind of organized group operating wíth a

decisive span of influence. Moreover, they suggest that be-

cause the relationship between interest groups and govern-

ment is such a vital one, it should be examined in greater

detail.

It is generally understood (Wootton, 1969) tfrat the com-

plexities of policy making precludes simple explanations,

and interest groups constitute only one source of public

poticy decisíons. Furthermore, it is realized (eerry, 1974)

that caution should be exercised in assuming that a particu-

Iar interest group is influential in the development of so-

cial policies. Because the concept of "pressure" Or "influ-

ence" is difficult. to define, Berry (1974) contends, it

becomes a problem to sustain empirically. However, it has

been suggested (titmuss , 1977 229) that the student of social

policy must understand that the difficulties of an accurate

measurement "should not prevent us...from seeking to extend

our knowledge of the causes at work't.

The Iiterature tends to suPPort

is disagreement about the strength

the view that while there

of influence which inter-



est groups have in the policy making process'

support for agreement thaÈ there has been

done in this area, Therefore, assessment of

is difficutt (Aucoin, 1975; Thorburn, 1964)"

5

there is also

IittIe analysis

their influence

It is clear from the foregoing that the process of policy

making is an intricate subject for study. Moreover as has

been noted, the development of social policy, particularly

income maintenance measures, by their incursion into our po-

titical, economic and social value systems, Stimulate the

activities of interest groups who seek to protect or ensure

their interests. Às this introductory discussion suggests,

it is difficult to determine how much these interest groups

influence the policy making process. However, it seems ap-

propriat,e to assume that further study of interest group in-

iluence in policy making can only add to a greater uncler-

standing ín that area of concern. This then is the impetus

for the study.

In Canada, studies concerning interest groups and the po-

litical process have gradually begun to appear (Thorburn,

1964; Berry, 1974; Dawson, 1975; Kwavnick, 1975; Van toon

and Whittington , 1974; Thompson and Stanbury, 1979), aI-

though the implications for society have not been stressed.

So far, questions st¡ch as who are the groups that partici-

pate, what pressures can they bring to bear and what are the

consequences of their action have not been adequately an-

swered.
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This thesis is an attempt to ansvrer these questions" Oñe

cannot feasibly deal with all Canadian social policy in its

redistribution of resources for its citizens' Therefore,

one segment of the redistribution process, income mainte-

Rance for t,he elderly in the form of Canadian public pension

plans, has been chosen for analysis.

The study of interest group influence in these policies

is important for two particular reasonS. First, bhere are

no known empirical studies published in the field of pension

policies and interest group influence in Canada, âlthough

there have been references made to interest groups in stud-

ies of Canadian pension policies themselves (nryden, 1974¡

Leman, 1977¡ Irving, 1980).

Second, âS has already been suggested' retirement as an

off-shoot of pension policies, has had consequences which

affect aIl society, and often with unintended negative re-

sults. By way of further explanation, Back (1977 ) argues

that it was initially understood that pension benefits would

be paid to the older worker only after he was no longer able

to perform in the workplace. However, over the years there

has been a subtle shift of emphasis. From being a provision "

of aid when the vtorker was no longer able to work, it has

become the "definition of the disability". When a worker

becomes eligible for full benefits, he is expected to retire

and policies have been designed with this in mind. This in

effect has created a segment of society bound by social and
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economic restraints not envisioned in the original policy

formations. If the development of social policy reflects

particuJar groups' interests as the Iiterature seems to in-

dicate, then the question of which groups have contributed

to this change of attitude is an important one for consider-

ation.

The relevance of this thesis topic is supported by the

increasing attention which is being paid to Canadian pension

policies by all segments of the population. The recent gov-

ernment report Better Pensions for Canadians (1982) is only

one of a growing number of similar publications to express

the concern of many in the public sector that existing pen-

sion arrangements are no longer viable in our changing soci-

etal environment.

As the literature review will indicate, the present pen-

sion debate is not a new issue but one which has been a con-

tinuing source of controversy since the beginning of federal

government involvement in public plans. Each pension Act as

it has been proposed and enacted, from 1925 to the present,

has generated opposíng viewpoints of interest groups. What

is new, however, is the increasing sense of urgency for re-

form which is directed by both structural and social changes

occurring within our society.

While this thesis is concerned primarily with how Canadi-

an pension poticy is influenced by the various groups with
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particular interests to protect or ensure, it is useful to

note the relevant societal changes to which a comprehensive

cension poticy must be addressed if this added pressure for

reform is to be fu}ly undersLood. Two of the greatest con-

cerns of present policy planners are the shifting age of our

population and the economic plight wh.ich many of this group

are experiencing. This is the topic of the next section.

1.1 DEMOGRAPHICS

Studies indicate that the aging of the Canadian popula-

tion is a demographic fact (Brown, 1975¡ CroII, 1979; Begin,

1979; Government of Canada). Figures quoted in these re-

ports forecast a dramatic increase in our older generation

within the next fifty years. Àt the beginning of the centu-

ry, one out of every 20 Canadians was aged 65 and over; in

1981 one i.n 10 or 9.7eo was a member of this age group. "By

the year 2001, nearly 12e" of Canada's population is expected

to be 65 years old or more". The chart on the following

page shows the population projections for Canada for the

years 1 951 to 2021 ,

As these cohorts reach retirement â9ê, strains on the

present social system will become evident. Concern has been

expressed (regin, 197g; Cro11, 197g; Economic Council of

Canada, 1979¡ Task Force, 1980) over the expected increase

in the proportion of Gross National Product (GNP) that wilI

be required to support this dependent population.
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Figure 1 
l

Percentages ol Tolal Populalion in Selected Age Groups, Canada' 1951 lo 2021
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Fforeover, the increase in the beneficiaries of pension

benefits which is already placing an added burden on the

pension system is exacerbated by the economic difficulties

many of the older population are presently experiencing.

1.2 ECONOMICS

It is weIl documented (Stone, 1979; Begin, 1978; Croll'

1979; Ðulude, 1978; Menzies, 1974) tt¡at today the incidence

of poverty is much higher among the elderly than the rest of

the population (fable 1 ) The current retirement income sys-

tem clearly has inadequacies for according to Powell and

Martin (1980226), almost 54 per cent of the present elderly

have incomes so low that they are receiving Guaranteed In-

come Supplement benefits. Although employer-sponsored pen-

sion plans are usually blamed for inadequate pension ar-

rangements, such as indexing, vesting and portability of

pension payments, the low maximum pension payable under the

public pension plans contribute to the economic deprivations

of many of our retired population (Cro11, 1979).

Other than unions, interest groups per se cannot pressure

the private sector for advantageous change in particular

pension p1ans. But it is becoming noticeable by the latest

public Statements of some ministers of the crown, that pres-

sure is being brought to bear upon the federal gpvernment to

push for reforms in private arrangements (Economic Council

of Canada, 1979¡ Begin, 1982'). In a speech to the Canadian
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Pension Conference in 1g82, Begin noted the difficulty that

the federal Government faces in pushing for the strengthen-

ing of private pensions. The provinces have authority to

pass legislation covering private pension plans, she ex-

plained, but "Ottawa can exercise influence in that area

through income tax policY". She warned that unless the

provinces moved in the direction of forcing the companies to

upgrade their pension plans, the federal government would be

required to act in response to numerous petitions from the

general public.

However, it is also apparent that pressures for reform in

the public pension system are building, as evidenced by the

increasing governmental pubtications on pension reform in

recent years - the Canadian Gover nt-al Report on Aqinq

1982, the Better Pens 10ns for Canadians 1982, and the Fact

Book on Àqinq to name only three.

The above discussion shows that both the economic and de-

mographic factors in our modern society are vitally impor-

tant in adding pressures for reform in the pension field and

are worthy of extensive study. However' this is beyond the

scope of this thesis. Rather, this study focusses upon

groups who have responded to these emerging societal diffi-

cult ies.

The relevance

demonstration in

this study

I i t.erature

further enhanced

interest groups

of 1S by the

exert athe that



considerable influence in policy decisions. Because of

particular interests of each group, those that have

greatest impact on policy makers are in a position to

shape legislation to fulfill thei'r expectations. Thus

social policy under question wiIl advance the interest

some groups while impeding progress in others.

13

the

the

help

the

sof

As the Iiterature indicates, any tampering with pension

levels is met with stiff resistance by some pressure groups.

While for example, the Canadian Manufacturers' Àssociation

(1982) declared in a brief to the federal government that

they would consider changes in legislation affecting employ-

er-sponsored plans in such areas of vesting, portability and

survivor pensions, they rejected any attempt to absorb addi-

tional costs. The Canadian Chamber of Commerce (1983) t¡etd

similar views in their policy position. Any major expansion

of the Canada Pension Plan, they Suggested, would be "cost-

ly, would reduce the capital formation from private plans

and would add to our economic problems" (p.2).

However, the Canadian Association of Gerontology (1983:3)

expressed the view in their brief, that Canadians have a

right to a decent and adequate retirement income. They ar-

gue that the governmentf in its position paper entitled Bl-L-

ter Pensions for Canadians counters this principle by not

advocating reforms for greater pension adequacy. They fur-

ther caIl for the abolition of means-tested programs which

reflect the "nineteenth century church charity and alms-giv-

ín9".



These are only some
¡

the examination of the

groups seem to have the

dec i sions.

14

of the issues which are dealb with in

data in an attempt to determine which

greatest influence in pension policy

1.3 SUMMARY

This chapter has introduced the aims of this thesis from

a general social policy perspect.ive while relating it to

Canadian pension policies in particular. The impetus for

the study is generated from an understanding that social

policy is decided upon the basis of perceived priorities for

action between competing interests. How these varying in-

terests are reflected in policy decisions is the primary re-

search problem. Moreover, the recognition that social poti-

cies, and Canadian pension policies specifically' have

unintended conseguences which affect aI1 society has added

motivation for the research.

It has been argued that pressures for change in the so-

cial policy field are compounded by demographic and economic

factors in our contemporary Canadian society. Nevertheless,

as government has increasingly encroached into social Iife'

particularly with social welfare programs, it has resulted

in the proliferation of pressure groups seeking to protect

their self-interests. The pressures .which these interest

groups bring to bear on'policy planners are commanding in-

creasing attention. While acknowledging that the complexi-
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ties of interest groups and social policy defy simple analy-

sis, an ünderstanding of the formation of social policy is
essential before one can even begin the process. Therefore,

chapter 2 includes a Iiterature review which provides a

fuller insight into the policy making procedure in general

by placing it within a theoretical, political and cultural
framework, and discussing the Canadian pension policy in

particular.

The Iiterature review also concentrates upon three varÍ-
ables which form the focus of this thesis: social policy,
interest groups and retirement patterns. Àlternate theories

concerning policy formation and interest groups in general

are reviewed as is a historical review of retirement pat-

terns. In the summary, interest group influence in Canadian

social policy formations are presented in relatior¡ to Cana-

dian pension policies in particular, with implications for
flexible retirement patterns noted.

Chapter 3 focusses upon the methodology of the study,

followed by a discussion of the analysis of the data and the

findings in chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 6 includes the con-

clusions reached on the basis of the analysis of the data

used in the study and the implications for future research

which is generated as a r.esult. A glossary of terms used

for the purposes of the study are included as an appendix Lo

the thesis. This is done with the expectation that it may

be helpful to clarify terminology which may not be familiar



to some of Lhe readers while at

researcher I s eoncepts for the

contains a listing of interest
aI grouping"

the

daLa

9roups

same time,

analys i s .

accor:di ng
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Chapter

LTTERÀTURE

II

REVIEW

2.1 POLTTICAL AND CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

À nationrs social policies are generally assumed to be

developed as solutions to social problems based upon per-

ceived "need", but the recognition of and SoluLion for

"need" is vitatty affected by the ideology of the prevailing

political stance. Because social policies, and in particu-

lar social welfare programs, are influenced by political

ideologies which in turn affect social valuesr êD analysis

of divergent ideologies is relevant in order to understand

the relationship between the two. In Canada, "three models

of welfare" have been suggested (Parker, 1976; Irving, 1980)

as profoundly affecting policy legislation and are a con-

stant Source of tension between policy p1annerS. These

three ideologies are termed Conservatism I Liberalisrn, and

Soc ial i st .

The basis of Conservatism holds that people in a society

are not considered as separate entities but aS components of
l.

a community as a whole. In order to assure that the commu-

nity holds supremacy over its members, .the state is held as

17
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having a strong role in society. Society in this respect is

seen as an organism in which the whole is greater than its

parts. Structured along hierarchal lines' society accepts

poverty and inequality as fixed characteristics within its

system and relief for the poor or destitute is considered a

',mora1" responsibility of the government, rather than a

'rright" of the individual.

Original Ljþe-ra.-I-i.,s-m, on the other hand, stresses the im-

portance of the individual over the community, and values

the freedom of the individual for competition and enter-

prise. Rejecting the notion of the supremacy of the state'

it is considered that individual thrift and hard work will

provide the necessities of Iife. The phrase 'Laissez-faire'

indicates the minirnal role of the sLate in society's af-

fairs. In demanding that all individuals be treated equal-

Iy, it rejects the notion of special protection for the

needy and considers government action only when the despera-

tion of the poor threaten the st,ability of the whole of so-

ciety.

Social-ism can be seen as a combination of the "collecti-
vist- organic ideas of toryism with the individualistic-e-

galitarian ideas of liberalism" (trving, 1980:7). Believing

that freedom for the individual can only be achieved through

collective action through the state, the government becomes

responsible for providing equal opportunities for aII. Ac-

cording t,o this ideology, poverty shouid not exist, for dis-
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society's resources is decided on the basis

rn Canada in the 1800's i¡du,striaJiTatfo¡ expanded rapid-

ty and created a highly urbanized, competitive, free-enter-

prise society. With it came the Protestant "work ethic"

which regarCed poverty as self-induced through thriftless-

ness and mismanagement of one's affairs. However the indus-

trial workplace, with its technological advances, could not

support many of the displaced rural workers and their fami-

Iies. Additionally, previous family networks of support had

been weakened through the separation of the workplace and

the home. Private charities, which were the only aLternate

source of aid, could not cope with such large numbens of ap-

plicants. Guest (1981) claims that social problems created

by the neglect of those unable to care f or t.hemsel-ves, added

to the problem of the exploitation of men, vtomen and chil-

dren in the industrial sector. This situaÈion generated a

great outcry from the general public for social reforms.

The ideologies of laissez faire and individualisrn were being

challenged, Guest (1981:2a) notes "by notions of social jus-

tice, by a concern for the well-being of the group and of

the wider interests of the community as a whole".

PubIic opinion gradually shifted to the tory approach

which accepted the position that lhe whole of society would

suffer if one portion of the community was allowed to dete-

riorate. Collective solutions to social problems became the
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general theme of social reformers. This argument vras sup-

ported and expanded by both the Urban Reform Movement of the

'1980's and the Social Gospel Movement which sprang up in the

1890's" WhiIe Lhere vrere spirited debates concerning ap-

proaches to solutions of social iIls, the majority of mem-

bers within these movements favored liberal reform measures

which would lead eventually to a welfare state (Guest,

1981).

Guest ( 1 981 ) suggests that the Protestant ethic dominated

both the cultural values and the political ideologies of

Canadian society up until the 1940's, shaping policies and

programs initiated during this period. However, a change in

the philosophy of the nation, which graduaIly recognized

that the benefits and costs of industrial progress should be

shared by all, was reflected by the ideology of socialism.

This ideology emphasizes the notion of equality through co-

operative and collective action. The strong support which

the electorate has given to the socialist party in Canada

has tempered both the tory and the Iiberal approach (the

'residual' and the 'institutional') in order to satisfy the

changing culturaL values of its citizens.

Leman (1977) and Bryden (1974) suggest that differing po-

Litical ideologies have been particularly important in poli-

cy development in Canada. It stems, Leman (1gll ) feels,

from the specific competitive situation which constantly

creates a tension within government. Although the liberal
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.ideol-ogy has dominated the field of politics' economicq.. and

-ethics within this century i.n Canada (Guest, 198-1 ) , there is

s,tro,ng support f rom the electorate f or the soc ial i st and

-.tory traditions, which c¡:eate pressures for action. "The

1927 and 1 951 innovat ions" in the publ ic pension plans, f or

instance, Leman (1977:281) contends, "were enacted by a Lib-

eral government against Conservative opposition and were an-

svrers to initiatives and pressures from the left".

Social policies in Canada are therefore influenced by the

political ideology of the party in povrer at the time of ini-

tiation, while at the same time being pressured t.o adapt to

the changing cultural environment in which it operates.

Furthermore, pressures from the public often precipitate ac-

tion on a particular issue in order to prevent a crisis de-

velopment. PoIicy development, of which pension policies

are a part, is thus stimulated by both political and social

initiative.

WhiIe acknowledging the importance of political ideology

in the development of social policy and pension policy in

particular, it is not a variable to be measured empirically

in this thesis. Tts importance neverLheless should not. be

overlooked and has been discussed here in order to give rec-

ognition to its importance in policy development. Of more

concern to this particular thesis are the sociological at-

tempts to understand and explain the evolution of social

poJ-icy. This is the focus of the next section.
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2"2 THEORETI CAL CONSTDERATTONS

Although the literature indicates that the political and

cuibural climate of a society at a particular point in time

is conducive to initiating particular social policies, the

internal development of social policy is associated with

many theories. The concepL of "sociaI" policy is based upon

redistribution of resources for the benefit of all society.

What means should be used to achieve this objective and how

it should be explained is the subject of much debate. While

it has been suggested (Townsend, 1975; Yelaja, 1978) ttrat

there is a lack of overall poticy perspective in sociology,

it seems appropriate to apply theories of social change to

social policies. Reisman (1977 t9) stated this position

clearly when he said "ÀIf policy means choice involving

change: and thus implies by its very nature that we believe

we can affect change in some form or another".

2.2.1 Conflict Theorv

Polícy development can be underst.ood from two very dif-

ferent approaches. One is conflict theory which posits that

social behavior can be understood in terms of tension and

conflict between both groups and individuals. Conflict

theorists focus upon what they consider to be the causes of

oppressive conditions within a capitalist societY, and advo-

cate fundamental social, economic and political reforms.

Conflict theory ranges from the Marxian traditionalist who
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sees change and conflict in terms of total revolution and a

eompletely new society to what YeIaja (1978) calls t'he radi-

cal perspective. Coser (1956) for one' believes that con-

flict makes for an increase in adjustment and adaptation as

groups learn to live side by side. Therefore conflict can

be a creative force that stimulates change in society (Cos-

êr, 1958¡153).

However , Ratz OIson (1980), another conflict theorist,

argues that liberal accommodationists have only reinforced

inequalities in wealth, income and power. Rather than bas-

ing their policies on the systematic requisites of capital-

ism, she suggests that radical reformers form their policies

"orÌ working class and community needs".

This approach can be valuable in the analysis of social

policy because it highlights the potential conflict which

may occur between competing groups within society seeking to

secure their particular aims. However Canada, âS a demo-

cratic nation, does not entertain revolutionary ideals and

prefers lo deal with tension before it reaches conflict pro-

portions (LaMarsh, 1969; NcNaught, 1969). Although it is

important to note that some policy analysts argue persua-

sively from this conflict position, this writer suggests

that another theory of social change seems much more appro-

priate for the analysis of Canadian social policy. r
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2 "2 "2 5!¡gc'EuraI-f unct i-q¡al:Lg!q

Known as structural-functionalism it is the "analysis of

social phenomena in terms of both the structure of society

and the functional relation of its parts" (fheordorson

1969), It assumes that social units within society interact

and mutually influence each other. In adapting, through co-

operation, competition, conflict and accommodation, âD equi-

librium is maintained to form a relatively unified social

system. Parsons and Smelser (1961) consider a society as a

system containing within it a number of subsystems which in-

teract v¡ith each other. The four fundamental functional im-

peratives for social system action are (Iatent) pattern

maintenance (including tension management)' goal attainment'

adaptation, and integration.

These four "problems" of society must be met adequately

if the social system is to be maintained. Cultura1 changes

taking place outside of the existing value system of society

may generate pressures for change. The stabilization of the

system in the face of societal tensions is called the pat-

tern management function. In addition, the social system

requires cooperation between its members if it is to main-

tain an equilibrium. Pattern maintenance is achieved by

members abiding by the normative cultural patterns estab-

lished by the society. Because they lend coherence to soci-

etal activ,ities and are of relatively long endurance, they

are pattern maintaining (Skidmore, 1975).
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Furthermore, goal attainment is also associated with cul-

tural values. Not only are people socialized to behave in a

particular manner for the maintenance of the social system

but they do so vrillingly in order to receive gratification

(a giving or receiving of an award). These desires and mo-

tives Skidmore (1975) suggests, which are so necessary for

the integrated social system, are in turn legitimized by the

cultural values. This relationship between the system and

the situation is termed the 9oa1 attainment. Once attained,

the state tends to be maintained and thus the system must

"seek goal states by controlling elements of the situation"
(Skidmore, 1975¿17).

In complex society which has a plurality of goals and

sub-goalS, goal "attainment" and "adaptive proceSses" become

differentiated. In order to maintain the equilibrium, there

must be generalized interest in establishing and maintaining

control over potential antagonistic interests. While goal

attainment is considered a personal conformity to the norma-

tive values of a society, adaptation is equated with pres-

sures from an external environment. Society must find col-

lective solutions to situations imposed from outside and

accommodate to their environment in order to maintain a sta-

b1e society (Skidmore, 1975).

The fourth functional imperative is to "maintain solidar-

ity in the relations between the units in the interest of

effective functioning". This is what Parsons and Smelser
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(1961 :18-19) calI "iniegration". Integration simply means

relating of all the parts to the whole. Adjustments to the

social system in order to accommodate pressures from strains

within the system itsetf or initiated from'the external en-

vironment results in social change.

Adherents to the structural-functional theory usually

distinguish between l-atent and manifest functions of social

relationships (Uerton, 1957:19-84). Manifest functions are

those that are specifically designed for the social system

and are understood by all group members. Latent functions,

however, are unintentional and unanticipated conseguences of

the system set up to achieve other purposes.

Another 'functional' approach is that of a systems per-

spective. As a derivative of structural-functionalism, em-

phasis is placed upon the study of organization and interre-

lationships rather than upon the subsystems as associated

with Parsons (Easton, 1965).

In contrast to the earlier functionalist model which

places its emphasis on change through pressures which

threaten the equilibrium,-the systems model conceives social

systems as involved in a constant process of adaptation,

both to their environment and internal organization (fheor-

dorson and Theordorson' 1969).

The general systems approach emphasizes

in which information exchange ("feedback")

an ttopentt

act ivates

system

a con-
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tínuous adaptation within socieby. Society, viewed in to-

tality rather than isolated parts of t,he whole, enables one

to understand the causes, the possible conseguences, the mu-

tual interactions and the "totaI emergent processes" as an

outcome of choices made available from positive or negaÈive

"feedbacks" of individuals or groups involved (Buckley,

1967:80 ) .

As David Easton (1965) has outlined, the political system

operates on the basis of "inputs" and "outputs". Inputs

consist of demands for scarce resources and support of soci-

ety for the authority of those who make the decisions. The

outputs are the decisions and actions of the decision makers

to the specified demands. Information, or "feedback", is

then communicated to the policy makers who then are expected

to respond with further policy outputs. The choice that

"poficy makers" (lindblom, 1973) or the "authorities" (Ea-

ston, 1965) make between the demands are often not total

satisfaction, but an accommodation to a variety of inter*

ests. The advantages of the functionalist theory in social

policy analysis then, are the questions which it examines;

the structures involved, the functions which have resulted,

and the functions which take pJ-ace in terms of the given

st,ructures (YeIaja, 1978:15).

In summary, the literature indicates that policy

ment is inextricably influenced,by the political

within which it is formed. Though Liberal ideology

develop-

context

has dom-
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inated Canada's politics for the last century, Lhe Conserva-

tive and Socialist äoctrines, with their support within Can-

adian society have influenced policy outcomes"

Of more direct relevance for this thesis are the sociolo-

gical theories of policy development. Although some social

scientists cLaim that the redistribution of resources cannot

achieve full equality Ì{ithout conflict as its motivating

agent (coser, 1956; Katz OIson, 1983; Tucker, 1978), other

policy analysts stress the structural--functional and systems

position (Merton, 1957; Parsons and Smelser' 1961¡ Easton,

1965; Lindblom, 1973; Yetaja, 1978). They posit that adap-

t,ations can be achieved between conflicting interests to

maintain an equilibrium which is the basis of a relatively

unified social system. The political process from this po-

sition, aIlows a feedback from society of policy decision

consequences which becomes a never- ending process of adap-

tations to policies as required. It is generally accepted

(eegin, 1979) ttrat Canadian policy decisions are based upon

this premise. Though these theories collectively sLress

that social policy through government intervention provides

an opportunity to advance the welfare of its citizens' none

suggest how priorities are decided in terms of conflicting

interests. Other theories which focus upon groups within

society address these issues much more clearly and are the

subjects of the following section.
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?.2 "3 I nLe rest GrquP Theo r les

2.2 "3 "1 PluraI i sm

one school of thought is expressed by the theory of Plu-

ralism. This concept defines the proper state of society as

one in which public authority is predicated on coexisting

groups who reåch compatible accommodation to their conflict-

ing interests. 'The role of government is to maintain an

equilibrium which emerges as a consequence of these amiable

arrangements between the groups.

Pluralist,s assume that individuals belong to severaf

groups with different objectives and differing points of

view. This encourages a tempering of ctaims of each indi-

vidual in order to reach a compromise and maintain a stabil-

ity in group relatiqnships. It has also been suggested

(presthus, 1973¡ Eckstein, 1960) ttrat Pluralists assume that

multipJ-e group membership along diversified Iines enhances

an interest in political affair.s. Diversification of ideas

lead to a widening knowledge needed for intelligent govern-

ment decisions in the policy field without one group achiev-

ing a greater influence than another.

Pluralists further posit that while influencing political

decisions, pressure groups may also butLress the political

system of which they are a part. By using J-egitimate chan-

nels through which to demand "inputs" they provide "at least

implicitly, supportive inputs for that system" (Van Loon and

whíttington, 1971 :298).



based upon a wide variety of g_roup influences, and rather

than the domination of powerful single grovps// the process

is a steady appeasement of relativety small groups. Rather

than acknowledging the government as the instigat'or of so-

cial policy, they prefer to consider it only as an agency

for facilitating agreement (Kariel, 1 968) .

ÀIthough the pluralist theory has received widespread ac-

countability throughout the literature (Garson, 1977; Tru-

man, 1 951 ; Kariel, 1 968 ) , it fails to explain clearly

enough, for the purpose of this thesis, how the groups with-

in society are able to achieve complete consensus of opinion

to which the government may respond. Moreover' it seems ap-

propriate to assume that some groups, either through superi-

or organizational efforts or economic advantages, are able

to apply greater pressure on the policy makers than those

groups who do not possess these attributes. Studies indi-

cate that this is often the case (fhompson and Stanbury,

1979) and thus the pluralist theory cannot be totally sup-

ported within the framework of contemporary society.

2.2.3.2 elitism

30

s believe that government isIn addition, the Pluralist

A much more clearly enunciated theory,

seems most appropriate for the analysis of

policy, is the elite theory. In the belief

ties, simple or complex, need authorities to

and one

Canadian

that all
maintain

which

soc ia1

soc ie-
soc ial
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maintain that a minority of people emerge to

in their field who are then influential in

policy decisions in aIl spheres of social

ELite theorists contend that every sector of social Iife

contains an eIite, and each elite is differentiated from the

other by their different attributes. Moreover' some elites

have more social weight than others because "their activi-

ties have greater social significance" (KeIler, 1 968:26) .

Where a society remains Iargely undifferentiated, elites

are few and their powers are limited. However, in a large

industrialized nation, society is stratified according to

âger work, wealth, and Iife style, and marked by ethnic, re-

gional and occupational differences. It is understandable

therefore, that gradations of "strategic" elites evolve in

unison with these dif f erentations (neller, -1968).

Thus for Lhe elitists, there is a specialized group of

peopte who rule for the "collective good of all society".

Politics if the eooperation of a relatively few elite groups

who determine major government policies in their mutual in-

terest (Garson, 1977). The general function of elites is to

coordinate and harmonize diversified activities by emphasiz-

ing common goals rather than factional disputes.

Presthus (1973) posits that while a1I political systems

require elite leadership, his interpretation of elitism "ac-
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commodation of elites" is a valuable theory to help explain

the Canadian process of governmenL and the vital role of in-

terest groups in that process. Suggesting that political

culture is fragmented along ethnic, regional and party

Iines, Presthus (1973) feels that Canadian politics is domi-

nated by an economically-oriented brokerage syst,em which

serves to insure a prominent role for interest groups.

The resolution of conflicting interests has occurred in

most Canadian policy making by ad hoc bargaining and compro-

mise between the groups. This process, Presthus (1973'.17)

states, is "often the major activating force in the behavior

of governmental eIites". Interest group influence is there-

by strengthened for those who are strategically Located, ei-

ther as a confidante of the governing elite or aS a source

of economic and pol i t ical support f or those in povrer .

There are differing opinions concerning the strength of

interest group influence in the decision making process in

Canada. Presthus (1973), thompson and Stanbury (1979), and

Van Loon and Whittington (1971 ) agree that leaders of impor-

tant interest groups "pIay direct, continuous and active

roles in the Canadian political apparatus" (Presthus,

1973:8), Citing instances of interest group activities be-

fore various government committees and commissions' it is

noted by all three authors that this group activity is usal-

ly associated with business groups who may always have had

an influential role in the policy formation process. Thus
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it might be correct to assume that policy outcomes t'end to

promo|e,,the inLerests of the economic elite and, more gen-

erally, the preservation of the status quo" (Thompson and

Stanbury, 1979),

Moreover, it is generally conceded (Thompson and Stan-

bury, 1979¡ Van Loon and Whittington, 1971; Eckstein, 1960)

that the most influential groups are those that have certain

characteristics to determine their effectiveness. First and

foremost are the physical resources, or wealth' with which

to obtain maximum access to influential political bodies ei-

ther directly, or through the public media.

Organizational cohesiveness is another important aspect

of group efficiency. If their leaders can speak from a

united stand within the group, their effort will be greatJ-y

enhanced. Group coherence strengthens the bargaining power

of the group for not only can the leaders mobilize a disci-

plined group of people who have clear group goals in mind,

but a carefully defined and articulated group demand often

deflect the oppositions' inLerest who may have less group

Ioyalty.

In Canada, the federal Cabinet has almost t'otal control

of policy decision-making. While they may take interest

groups' represent,ations into account, their monopoly allorvs

them free latitude in which to respond. Before the enact-

ment of any legislation, it is preceded by specific steps of
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consideration whereby it, is guided by internal committee de-

Iiberations from which the public is excluded. InLerest

groups'access is Iimited to the bureaucrats who help to de-

sign the policy proposals and the Cabinet members who con-

trol the finaf outcome. Their only public access is at pub-

l ic hear ings establ i shed by governmenb to accept inter'est

groups representations, although "Iobbying" may be a contin-

ual process within other bureaucratic and governmental cir-

cles (Pross , 1975; Van Loon and Whittington , 1971; Thompson

and Stanbury, 1979).

It is generally assumed that interest groups do play a

particularly vital role in policy formulation and implemen-

tation in Canada (Presthus, 1973; Thompson and Stanbury,

1979; Pross, 1975). Moreover, most agree that the function

of interest groups is to organize and articulate the con-

cerns of the members in tl. political process, thereby

strengthening opportunities for individual participation.

The forum which these interest groups use to press their

claims vary according to ¡¡hat they pereeive to be the most

influential means. Lobbying by interest groups in Ottawa is

most of ten considered t,o have t.he greatest impact on govern-

ment policy. Robert Lewis (1977240b) for instance, states

that "lobbying is the fourth--occasionally the senior--arm

of governmentr'. But as interest groups have become more or-

ganized and coherent in their demands, presentations in the

form of briefs to the various boards and commissions are be-
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also often effective (van Loon andcomr.ng more

whittington,
common and

1971 ) "

vrhile it-is difficult to see a cause-effect relationship

between the brief "input" and the policy "ouÈput", groups

use the procedure not so much as to expect a positive reac-

tion but also as "counter-vailing pressures" (GaIbraith,

1958) to neutralize rival group submissions (Galbraith,

1958; Van Loon and whittington, 1971¡ Castles, 1967).

Therefore, Canadian public hearings, pâFticularly those

which hold hearings across the country, provide an opportu-

nity to express a diversification of opinions and attitudes
toward the particular issue in question. while the most

povrerful- and welI organized groups establish an ongoing re-

lationship between their leaders and the bureaucrats who are

the policy makers, their formal presentations serve to veri-
f.y their positions.

To summarize this section, it would appear that interest
groups play a particular part in the political process by

the articulation of their concerns. Theorists differ in

their interpretation of how these groups influence the polí-

cy-makers. The Pluralists believe that aIl of social life

is governed by compatible accommodation to conflicting in-

terests of coexisting groups. The EIitists, meanwhile, be-

lieve that aI1 societies need authorities to govern, and

maintain that a small number of people emerge with particu-

Iar characteristics which make them leaders in their field.
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The concern of this thesis is the examination of policy

making in Canada. Àlthough it is important to understand

the various positions which social scientists adopt in the

analysis of social policy in general, the question arises

whether or not these general ízat ions can be supported by an

examinaLion of Canadian pension policy. The next section

therefore turns to a discussion of these theories specifi-

calIy in reLation to these policies.

2.3

2.3.1

CANADT AN PENSION POLT CI ES

Historical Review

-
Canadian pension policies, as part of the social policy

system, are also related to the political and cultural con-

text in which they were formed. The historical- l-iterature

indicates that although concern for the elderly had been ex-

pressed in various public forums from the 1880's onwards

(Guest, 1980; Bryden , 1974¡ Irving, 1980), the only initial

direct aid to those in financial need was ihat provided by

the municipalities and charitable organizations. The matter

of public aid in the area of health and welfare concernsr ôs

established by the division of powers in the B.N.A Act were

"the sole responsibility of the provinces and their munici-

palities" (Guest, 1980:6). Therefore, while a greater need
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for assistance to the needy on a national basis grew along

with industrialization, the responsibility for developing

and paying for these Services $Ias left to the provinces who,

aS the dependent poor became more numerous, could not afford

to carry t.he burden. The separation of powers between fed-

eral and provincial governments delayed the original social

welfare programs (Guest, 1980) and has resulted in continu-

ing conflicts and accommodations in further social policy

leg i slat i on .

It has been noted (nryden, 1974; Guest, 1981) that pres-

sures from the general public for some type of pension plan

for the "deserving poor" gradually mounted as interest in

developments abroad were noted. In 1889, Germany instituted

the first contributory pension plan for a1l vrage earners'

fol-lowed by various plans in Ðenmark, 1891, New Zealand'

1898, and the ÀustraLian states of New South Wales and Vic-

toria, 1901. The United Kingdom instituted a Iimited plan

in 1908, which added stimulus to the Canadian concerns

(CIark, 197g; Begin, 197g; Guest, 1 980 ) .

As early as 1889, a Royal Commission, set up to study Ia-

bor relations in Canada, included in its report an examina-

tion of those who had become too old to work. The commis-

sioners recommended the establishment of a government

sponsored annuity system whích would allow workers to save

for their own old age (Guest, 1980; Clark, 1979r.
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However , t,he i ssue vras not brought t.o the f ore unt i I 1 906

when both unionists and members of parliament started agita-

tion for o1d age pensions (Bryden, 1974; Guest, 1980; CIark,

1979) " To forestatl such "socialist experiments"n Parlia-

ment approved the Government Annuities Act of 1908 in order

that "habits of thrift be promoted, and that thereby oppor-

tunity be given to the people of Canada to provide for old

age by means of annuities" (C1ark_, 1979), Justified on the

grounds that it eliminated the need to establish government

sponsored.old age pension (clark, 197921-2), ít successfully

stalled the pension debate for twenty years.

Private annuities had been available through insurance

companies for many years. However¡ very iew workers had ei-

ther the desire or the means to take advantage of them' In

1 91 0, Iess than 2,000 contracts were in force (Economic

Council of Canada, 1979:121). Government annuities fared

litt1e better for beLween 1908 and 1927 "only 7,713 annui-

ties were issued, leaving the vast bulk of aging, needy Can-

adians dependent upon families, friends or organized chari-

ty, often in the form of indoor relief" (Guest, 1980:36).

Despite the implementation of the Annuity Act of 1908,

pressure continued Lo mount for o1d age pensions. Although

Lhe pension issue was raised in the House of Commons in 1911

and again in 1912-13, and two special select committees vrere

appointed to consider the subject, no active consideration

was given until- 1924 when recommendations of a special com-
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mittee to ínvestigate a system of o1d age pensions were de-

bated. Although some other countries had already adopted a

contributory or social insurance type of plan, t,he commit-

tee, reflecting the prevailing view of the Victorian ideals

in Canada, opted for a means-tested non-contributory plan,

whieh would not deter the notion of private citizens saving

for their own old age. Despite strong objections from the

Senate, the measure finally became law in 1927.

Under the provisions of the Act, the federal government

agreed to reimburse each province which participated in the

scheme, to a maximum of fifty per cent of the provincial ex-

penditure for old age pensions, subject to some qualifica-

tions. This share was increased to 75 per cent in 1931. It

was not until 1937 Èhat the last province, New Brunswick,

joined to provide a fully national plan. The amount of pen-

sion was set at ç240 a year subject to a means test with ad-

ministration entirely a provincial responsibility (Bryden,

1974; Guest, 1980; C1ark, 1979).

WhiIe t,he introduetion of this first public pension ad-

vanced what Guest ( 1980 ) calls the "concep+- of pensions as a

right" rather than the degrading one of "welfare", it was

not accomplished r"Iithout a great deal of conftict between

competing pressure groups. From 1907 oñr the Trades and La-

bour Congress of Canada argued strongly for some type of.

non-contributory pension legislation. It was supported in

Parliament by R.A. Pringle, a Conservative member, who first
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the one that New

1898(Irving, 1980)'

1907, He proposed a scheme similar

Zealand had alreadY introduced
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Apart from the trade unions' agitation on the federal

Ievel, with the support of the labor members of parliament

provincial organízations were attempting to infl-uence the

pension debate. In Ontario, an Old Age Pension Àssociation

was formed in 1924 to "develop a climate of opinion favora-

ble to pensions" (Bryden, 1974:83). Their persistence, with

the added pressure of the municipalities and the opposition

parties, persuaded the Government of Ontario to accept the

plan for their Province in 1929.

The government of Alberta also vtas influenced by outside

group interests. A Labour resolution in 1926 urged the pro-

vincial government to support the plan being considered fed-

era]ly. However, the province' supported by the United

Farmers of Alberta held out, until faced with division with-

in its ov¡n ranks, finally accepted the plan in 1929.

In euebec, implementation of the federal plan was delayed

while the traditional philosophy of economic liberalism,

which would not allow any state intervention' was chal-

lenged. This resistance was finally broken down by pressure

from l-abor unions (the Trade and Labor Congress and the

Mont,real Labor Council), and bhe religious orders (the Con-

federation des Travailleurs Catholigues du Canada and the
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1936 (Bryden, 1974:81-92).
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eventuallY came into effect

pressures for the abolition of the means tesL for old age

pension eligibility resulted in the revamping of the 1927

old Age pens.ion Àct to accommodate t.he old Age security Act

and t,he old Age Àssistance Act of 1950. However' the Sharp

decline in the standard of riving for the pensioners after

retirement provided the stimulus for continued att'ention to

a revision of pension arrangements. The Trades and Labour

Congress continued to press for a contributory earnings-re-

lated plan, compulsory and universal. GraduaIIy gaining po-

Iitical acceptance in principle, this type of proposal be-

cameapoli'ticalcampaignissueandthoughit'wasdebated
throughouttheConservativeyearS¡1957_1963,flopositive
federalproposalwasadopted.TheLiberalparty,inits
election campaign of 1963, promised in its ''sixty days of

decision,' that one of its priority considerations would be

of an earnings-related pension program which would add a

third tier to the exist,ing old age pension system (LaMarsh'

1968; Guest, 1980; Bryden , 1974; Leman ' 1977) "

The national plan 
. 
that emerged was a compromise between

conflicting federal and provincial interests. Achieving a

barance between the two powers is a delicate .manipuration of

accommodation (Simeon ,1974'). The Canada/Quebec Pension PIan

debate was a classic example of "the constant Canadian com-

promise at work" (LaMarsh, 1968279)'
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The plan came into effect January 1., 1966. While it en-

sured a basic "f]oor" of income for Lhose reaching 65, it

also allowed scope for personal saving above this level'

thereby combining both philosophical concepts - the "insti-

tutional" which stresses the state responsibility for those

in need and the "residual" which Iimits social security to

that residual to private ar.rangements.

Revisions to the Canadian pension system have occurred

over the years partly in response to demands made by organ-

ized groups, supported in many instances by the media. The

amendments made in the universal plan in 1970, 1972, and

197g were Bryden (1974) observes' directly attributable in

particular to pensioners' organízations and their growing

political strength. Bryden (1974) further suggests that it

was politically astute to take note of Canada's nearly 2

million pensioners, almost all of whom were eligible to

vote.

2.3.2 Present Canadian Public Pension PIans

The Canadian pension system is generally referred to as

three- tiered. The first tier consists of the Federal OId

Age Security, Guaranteed Income Supplement and the Spouse's

Allowance program. The second is the Canað'a/Quebec Pension

Plan. The third tier is composed of private pensions and

savings.
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The OId Age Security Plan (O.A.S. ) is universally payable

to persons 65 years of age providing they meet certain resi-

dence requirements and payments are escalated quarterly for

the full increase in the Consumer Price Index. The Guaran-

teed Income Security Plan (G.f.S.) as a supplement to the

O.A.S. is income-tested, with entiblement based normally on

the income in the preceding year. The G.I.S. is reduced by

$1 for each $2 of income over and above the O.A.S. pension.

The Spouse's Allowance Program (S.p.a.) is payable to pen-

sioners' spouses aged 60 to 64, is income-tested and is pa-

yable as equivalent of O.À.S. plus G.I.S. at the married

rate.

These three pension benefits, the OÀS/GIS/Spe' are sup-

plemented in some provinces. AIberta, gritish CoIumbia,

Nova Scotia, Saskatchewan, Ontario and Manitoba have intro-

duced guaranteed annual income plans to assist low-income

pensioners. They are income-tested and provide the differ-

ence between OAS, The Canaða/Quebec Pension PIan and other

taxable income. À guaranteed income level is determined by

each of tbe provinces.

The Canada/Quebec Pension Plan (C/App) is contributory,

earnings- related and covers aII members of the labor force,

providing retirement benefits, disability benefits and death

and survivors' benefits. The C/Qpp contribution rate is

3.6eo ofì earnings between the range of $1 ' 
100 and $11 ,700 '

half paid by employers and half by employees. Self-employed
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persons

range of

contribute aL the combined rate of 3.6e" on Lhe same

annual earnings.

The C/QPP retirement pension is payable at any time aft,er

a contributor reaches age 65. A person who chooses to con-

tinue working after age 65 may contínue to contribute to the

C/Qpp until age 70" However, after age 70 or once a retire-

ment pension is in PaY¡ no further contribution may be made.

CPP monthly payments are subject to annual adjustments ac-

cording to Consumer Price Index. The C/Qpp also cover dis-

ability, so that a worker who becomes disabled can withdraw

from the labor force and draw a disability pension (fask

Force, 1979).

Because one of the purposes of this thesis is to examine

the imptication that pension policy has for flexible retire-

ment issues, the next section explores the history of Cana-

dian retirement. It follows naturally from the foregoing

review of Canadian pension policy development, for present

retirement practises are a conseguence of Canadian policy

decisions reached over the years.

2.4 RETIREMENT

Retirement from a worker's major occupation in

at around the age of 65 has become the accepted

society. A recent phenomenon, it is the result

factors associated with industrialization.

pa id

norm

of

Iabor

in our

complex
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Begin (1979211) says that retirement â9e "is t.he age at

which one ceases to work for pay". Pensionable â9ê, on the

other hand, is the age "at which one becomes eligibile for

retirement pension". WhiIe there are cases where pension

eligibility allows one to leave a place of employment for

another at a fairly young age (the armed forces in Canada

fOr inStance), "penSionable age" and "retirement age" are

usually considered to be one and the same. One reason vrhy

this is so is because most people cannot consider retirement

until their pension benefits become payable. Secondly' most

private pension plans are designed to remove the worker from

his regular employment into retirement at the same time as

his pension eligibility becomes due. Thus, the connection

between vrork and retirement is eSpecially relevant, fot in-

come after retirement is primarily work-related and the age

of retirement usually tied to the age of pension eIigibili-

ty. Because the retired worker's income is derived at least

in part from a retirement pension earned through prior years

of service as a "job holder" (Àtchley, 1976), Begin's (1979)

definition of retirement appears to be apt for the study of

retirement Patterns.

The establishment of a standard age for retirement can be

traced to a plan implemented by Germany in 1889. A series

of laws passed in the 1880's which included the Sickness ln-

surance Law of 1883, and the Accident Insurance Laws of 1884

and 1885, were designed to ensure that the few workers liv-
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ing beyond age 7O were not left destitute (cro1l, 1980).

The German OId Age Insurance Law of 1887, attribuLed to

Prince Otto von Bismarck, established 70 as the age when

benefits could begin. Other countries followed suit and

through custom, law and reguì.ation, the age of retirement

has gradually plateaued between 60 and 70 '

In Canada, the accepted age of 65 as the age of retire-

ment followed federal legislation which introduced social

security benefits in 1927. In the 1950's and 1960's, most

companies developed or modified their private plans to com-

plement and be intregated with government pensions, particu-

IarIy the Canada/Quebec PIan (fask Force, vol.1, 1979; Sta-

tistics Canada, 1 980; Begin, 1979) .

Industrialization of the workplace with the accompanying

technology has allowed for a greater economic productivíty

and a generated surplus (Strieb and Schneider , 1971). In

Canada, âS in most other industrializing nations' a greater

affluence allowed the government to embark on social securi-

ty measures (Leman, 1977). Among these were benefits for

the older worker who could now retire with at least a mini-

mum guarantee of income. But this has not occurred without

a disruption in the Iifestyle of the older population, thus

setting the stage for the "institution of retirement" to

evolve.
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Àtchley (1971) suggests that industrializaiuion weakened

the Calvinistic ProLestant work ethic concept which was the

professed doctrine of the capitalist societies. Because in-

dustrialization separated paid labor from family and commu-

nity, it became only part of Iife's activities. Leisure

gradually gained acceptanee as a vaLuable component in

changing societal values and retirement as an "earned" right

has gradually become a way of life (Shanas et aI, 1968i Tay-

1or, 1972) .

Assured pensíons at a particular â9er however admirable

it may be, have also produced a dissatisfaction among Some

older workers who wish a choice of Iifestyle. This is the

focus of the next section.

2.5 MANDÀTORV RETT REMENT

Mandatory retirement is at best a controversial issue as

the literature attests (Finn, 1978; Palmore, 1972i Gunderson

and Pesando, 1980; Hum, 1981¡ Brown, 1975¡ Dunlop, 1980; À1-

lentuck, 197g; Baum , 1974; CroI1, 1979; Rothstein , 1982) .

Interest groups also are divided on the issue and supporters

on both sides are becoming more vocal at every opportunity

( nryden , 197 4') .

Mounting pressure from the

tus tor the establishment of

tirement age policies. One

public has provided the imPe-

Commissions to report on re-

such Commission, the SPecial
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Senate Committee on Retirement Age PoIicies, chaired by Da-

vid A. Crotl (1978), held hearings across the country in or-

der to gauge public opinion on the subject. Its recommenda-

tions included a substantial expansion of the Canada/ Quebec

Pension PIan, and most importantly, that "the eventual abo-

Iition of mandatory retirement be adopted as a 9oa1" (Croll,

1979:1 28 ) .

The Manitoba Government established a Commission on Com-

pulsory Retirement in 1981. Seven public hearings were held

in various areas of Manitoba, êS well aS comprehensive re-

search in atl aspects of compulsory retirement. The report,

released in February, 1982, confirms previous Canadian re-

search (Ounlop, 1980) which indicated that views on the sub-

ject were st,rongly held on both sides of the issue. Large

companies tended to favor the retention of the mandatory

rule, while smalI companies, not particularly affected' were

not concerned v¡ith the issue. Labor groups seemed divided

in their opinion, while human rights groups supported full

abolition (nothstein, 19822124). How many workers in Canada

are affected by the mandatory retirement age? The Confer-

ence Board of Canada (1980) claims that the percentage and

number of workers who are directly affected each year is

very smalI. For large firms who have good pension benefits

and early retirement provisions, a greater percentage of em-

ployees leave before age 65. In these organizations only

0.2 per cent of the total employees retire at age 65 each

year.
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Within the tast few years' Human Rights legislation in

Canada has become a vehicle for challenging induced retire-

menL and t.here are those who have Successfully sought re-

dress for such action through the courts (Winnipeg Free

press, Jan./gl; Jan. /gZ¡ Kerwin, 1977), Moreover, this leg-

islation has allowed interest groups to strengthen t'heír po-

sition in submissions to the government.

However, Hum (1981:31) indicates that "eliminating manda-

tory retirement is not the same as allowing older workers to

choose their age of. retirementt?. He, Iike Back (1977), note

that, social legislation and union-management negotiations

have made it possible to withdraw from the work force and

still receive an income. It has been considered a privi-

Iege, êD "earned right" which has been fought for throughout

industrial history. This right to retirement , Hum ( 1 981 )

cautions, could be in doubt if employers, through the elimi-

nation of mandatory retirement practises, attempt to alter

contracts that have been collectively negotiated. Flexibif-

ity of retirement practises for Hum (1981) is to guarantee

,,the right to income, the right to retire, and the right to

work" (p.31 ) .

Although Canada is beginning to develop optional arrange-

ments within the retirement system, the present gains are

very slight. Moreover, the Iiterature suggests that many

interest groups do not support any greater flexibilities

than already exists (Rothstein, 1982¡ Dunlop' 1980; Brown,

1975).
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However, the trend toward earlier retirement from the

work force during the 1970's demonstrates a certain flexi-

bility of arrangements in Canada. Canadian staListics indi-

cate that the labor force participation rates of t.he older

population in this country has dropped significantly over

the past twenty-five years; 34,8 per cent of the male popu-

lation aged 65 and over was in the labor force in 1953 com-

pared to 15.5 per cent in 1977-a drop of almost 20 per cent

in the twenty-four years (CroII, 1979:48). Near1y all pri-

vate plans covering 96 per cent of total membership provide

for the retirement of employees before their normal retire-

ment ages on a reduced pension (Statistics Canada, 1980:46).

Retirement at ages ealier than 65 is in part due to

changes within some private pension plans where eligibility

for retirement has been tied to years of service and chrono-

Iogical age. Although only a small percentage , 6 per cent

of plans, permit this flexibility of special retirement'

there has been a steady gain in employee coverage (from 20

per cent of all plan members in 1970, to 42 per cent in 1980

(Statistics Canada, 1982247) .

In the case of deferred retirement in Canadar E5 per cent

of privat,e retirement plans provide for postponement of re-

tirement beyond the normal age of 65; although this option

is generally at the discretion of both employee and employer

who act in conjunction with each other in the decision pro-

cess. Furthermore, : of all members belonging to such plans
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in 1980, aPProximately two-thirds could also accrue addi-

tional benefits as well, if they so decided (Statislics Can-

ada, 1980:48). À person who continues to work after the age

of 65 may choose to continue to work after the age of 65 may

choose to continue contributing to the Canada Pension PIan

until age 70 when no further cont,ributions may be made (¡e-

9in, 1979: 1 06 ) .

One of the implications for society arising from the Can-

ada pension system is the effect which a specified age for

pension eligibility has for those most vitally affected.

RetiremenL today is a recognized position in a person's

Iife. It developed as a result of societal trends and poli-

cies in the economic and workplace environment. However'

Back (1977) suggests that policy makers may be motivated

primarily at solving problems affecting society as a whole

rather than considerations for the welfare of the older

vrorker. In Canada, current Iiterature seems to support this

position (Brown, 1975¡ AIlentuck, 1979; Canadian Council on

Economic Development, 197Ð. The values that originally in-

fluenced the acceptance of retirement policies reflected a

humanitarian stance and pension policies were meant to re-

lieve the suffering of the elderly poor (Guest, 1980); Bry-

den, 1974). But in recent years, there has been a growing

concern that the needs of the retired worker are being sub-

sumed under other considerations. High unemployment figures

and the economic crisis in recent years have colored aII
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pension policy detiberations, and there are strong pressures

to maintain the sLatus quo.

policy statement of 1976, the Canadian council onIn a

SociaI

longer

should

ic ies" .

Development noted this when they stated: I'It

satisfactory that retirement from the labor

or employmentbe the casual offshoot of economic

Furthermore, theY conclude

rs no

force

pol-

we need to be clear as to the
er interests are being Put
sioners and their survivors
the pension system within the
caI system (p.2 ) .

extent to which oth-
before those of Pen-
in the functioning of
economic and politi-

It is clear from Canadian pension policy Iiterature that

pension policies have been designed to meeL a "collective

need". But the development of the "institution of retire-

ment" with its restraining infLuences does not allow much

latitude for personal choice. PoIitica1 and cultural val-

ues, the literature indicateS, have been the motivating fac-

tors in establishing the policies. However, the Iiterature

also demonstrates Lhe influence that particular interest

groups have had in the development of these policies. Re-

tirement then, âs we know it today, is the culmination of

these collective interests.
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2"6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUST ON

It lvould appear from the review of the literature that

interest groups do have a substantial influence on Canadian

social policies. In addition, there are indications that

some interest groups have a greater influence in the deci-

sion-making process than do others. While most of the

available literature on interest groups is American in ori-

9in, recent Canadian studies have begun to appear with ten-

tative conclusions (see Thompson and Stanbury, 19792 f'oot-

notes, 8,77r78). However there are stiII not enough studies

to support definitive statements. Dawson (1975) suggests

that even where some factual material is available in Cana-

da, there is stiIl not enough to form sound generalizations.

This is aII the more difficult in regard to interest group

influence in Canadian pension plan Iegislation becuase there

has been little documentation published in the field.

Elements of the Structural-functionalist and EIite theory

both lend themselves to the analysis of Canadian social pol-

icy. Functionally, the separation of povrers between the

federal and provincial jurisdictions compels an accommoda-

tion to these sometimes opposing interests in order to main-

tain a stable Canadian society. This is particularly true

for the Canadian pension system where federal and provincial

powers are distinct in controlling any adaptations', to the

policies, both pubtic and Private.
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Furthermore, in the re-allocation of Canadian resources'

accommodation must be sought between 'competing groups if an

equilibrium is to be achieved within society. Lindblom's

(1968) incrementaliSt model of "mutual adjustment" is per-

haps the most appropriate theory with which to examine Cana-

dian policy making. If one accepts the systems analysts'

hypothesis that there is a continuous cycle of "feedback"

from society of policy decisions and "adaptations" to poli-

cies as a consequence, there is a built- in Support for the

incumbent authority by the general public. The Canadian

cabinet, which is the final authority in policy decision

making, cannot be indifferent to such support and therefore

must make accommodations in order to maintain its position.

Moreover, it is obvious that there are consequences to

the Canadian pension plans which must be taken into account.

Of interest to this researcher is the practise of mandatory

retirement associated with pension benefits which often sub-

mit the recipients to a lifestyle to which they may not want

or can afford.

The review of the Iiterature also indicates that interest

group articulation is one important facet of influence in

the development of social policy, and some interest groups

aþpear to have greater influence in the process than do oth-

ers. Thus t,he basic tenets of elitism seem appropriate for

this study.
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On Lhe other hand, the Iiterature review clearly indi-

cates that interest group influence in pension policy devel-

opment cannot be conclusively documentated. The lack of

studies in the area and the difficulty of measuring interest

group influence are obstacles not easily resolved. However,

being reminded of Titmuss (1977 )- who advised that one should

not be deterred from adding to the knowledge, this study

utilizes the attempts of others in an endeavor to build upon

existing work.

In applying a functional model to examine interest group

influence, the benefit becomes two-fo1d. Besides providing

a basic model for the analysis of influence that particular

groups have in the Canadian public pension policy decision

making, it is also useful in indicating implications which

the policies have for flexible retirement patterns, The

following chapter details the methodology developed to

achieve these purposes.



Chapter I I ï

METHODOLOGY

3 " 1 INTRODUCTION

In order to assess the influence that particular groups have

had ín the development of public pension policy in Canada'

it is necessary to establish as precisely as possible what

their positions have been in relation to government legisla-

tion in each era of consideration. Therefore, the methodol-

ogy f.or thi s study i s pr imar i ly soc io-hi stor ical and ut i -

Iizes a content analysis procedure. In this chapter the

advantages and disadvantages of using this method rviII be

discussed, as wiII the operationalization of the variables

and the data collection.

3 "2 DATA COLLE CTION

3.2.1 Archival Documents

The use

lection is

policy has

of hist,orical documents as

most appropriate foL this

its origin in the values of

a source of data col--

study because social

a particular societY.
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Tt should be examined as Titmuss (1977 ) indicates, in the

context of the society's unique set of circumstances, de-

pending upon the cultural, economic and political ideologies

of its inception. Moreover' contemporary policies are based

upon existing policies firmly est,ablished within society"

For example, Canadian public pensíon plans are generally re-

ferred to as a three-tiered system. As each tier has proved

to be inadequate, another layer has been added' one building

upon another (Brown, 1975).

Historical research is gaining credence as researchers

begin to take advantage of the prolific documentation which

is becoming available for review (pitt, 1972). Tts impor-

tance is reflected in the insights which it provides, suP-

porting a time frame necessary to understand both the socie-

ty in which we live and also to comprehend the changes which

have taken place throughout the research era.

In the case of this study, the historical source of data

is significant because it provides a wider base upon which

to judge an interest group's influence. This panel type of

Iongitudinal study gives ready access to an examination of a

particular group's continuing influence over time. These

secondary sources are also valuable in enabling lhe data to

be studied cross-sectionaIly, furthering the research by a1-

Iowing for a comparison between groups at a particular point

in history. This is an important component of this research

in order to judge which interest groups have the greatest

influence in the specifíc decision process.
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It is important to note that there are disadvant'ages in

using archival documents as a data source or research pur-

poses. One is the constraint imposed by the type and amount

of information which the records contain. The researcher

has to be aware that what is recorded represents only a

small fraction of behind-the-sceRes behavior. Secondly, the

data source is confined to a one-vray transmission and the

researcher, cannot in most instances, personally verify the

described situation. Therefore he or she must rely on the

ability to evaluate the statements that have been made about

the situation (euda, 167; Pitt , 1972).

Both of these concerns are significant in the data col-

Iection for this study. One of the greatest difficulties in

studying interest group influence in the process of policy-

making is, aS the literature review revealed, the often un-

obtrusive forms of Iobbying between groups and government

of f ic ials which usually take place avray f rom the publ ic

view. Fortunately, this researcher has the advantage of

having access to written submissions presented by groups to

the various eommittees on pension and retirement policy, fot

these are a matter of public record. These secondary Sourc-

es are valuable because the groups' positions are explicitly

stated.

Because not

groups however,

issues would be

aII issues

a dec ision

examined.

addressed

to be made

by a1I interest

concerning which

read through ini-

were

had

The briefs were
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tially to gain a preliminary understanding of the most sa-

lient issues. It vfas felt that if approximately 10e" of the

interest groups, computed on the mean of the 4 studies,

spoke to the issue, it would reflect a significant concern

to be discussed. Accordingly, 4 interest groups discussing

the issue provided a percentage of 9.5. This was used as a

cut-off number for each of the studies. Therefore if a par-

ticular issue Ì,¡as raised in at least 4 submissions in a spe-

cific study, that issue was included for analysis in that

study.

Another difficulty in using these secondary sources for

data collection is clearly that of the availability of the

sources of informati.on for it is difficult to assume that

alI groups who unobtrusively lobby also tender formal- pres-

entations to the various public hearings under review.

Therefore only groups whose submissions are a matter of pub-

1ic recgrd can be examined. However' researcherS of inter-

est group influence contend that interest groups use every

available opportunity to state their broad Iines of policy

(thompson and Stanbury, 1979). Written submissions are one

important avenue of expression through which they can pub-

licIy address their concerns.

The Canadian Congress of Labor as an example, stated in a

brief to the Joint Committee on OId Age Security 1950, that

the question of social security had been discussed at numer-

ous Congress conventions and its policies were well defined
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and vreIl-known. The brief contained policy proposals which

had been publicly sLated on many occasions but had never re-

ceived popular approval from either society in general or

t,he policy makers" Furthermore, the brief made mention of

many representations made to the federal government on So-

cial security throughout the years which emphatically advo-

cated more adequate provision for the aged than the govern-

ment had provided. I^7ith this in mind, the data collected

through these types of public statements serve to verify the

groups' standard positions while at the same time affording

an opportunity for both a historical and cross- sectional

analysis. Moreover, it is generally understood (Van Loon

and Whittington, 1971¡ Thompson and Stanbury, 1979i Thor-

burn, 1964), that interest groups who lobby to any great ex-

tent include presentations of briefs to parliamentary com-

mittees at public hearings as a matter of course and so it

is assumed that most groups who seek to influence policy

were represented in the data collection.

In addition, Canada is a young country vrith a short his-

tory. The origins of pension legislation are not far re-

moved from contemporary society. Ïndeed some of Lhe origi-

nators of early pension policies are stiIl active in the

political field (Honorary Member of Parliament, Stanley

Knowles, comes to mind). The question of the origin of the

Source material which can be a problem for some researchers

of archival dat,a will not arise in this instance. Moreover '
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of the historical sources of data.
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avoids a major problem

effect of the study on

1979). rn the case of

of effecting the author

ÀS the literature review indicates, interest groups are

only one source of influence in t,he process of policy mak-

ing. While acknowledging that other factors such as politi-

cal and economic forces are very important variables to be

considered in the analysis of the policy decision process'

this study confines itself to interest group influence.

However, some economic and political groups have also con-

tributed briefs to the parliamentary committee hearings un-

der consideration. Their policy statements ï¡ere included in

t,he data collection and are analyzed according to t,he cri-

teria developed for the analysis of interest group influ-

ence.

Historical secondary sources also include documents in

the form of the federal government's initial position paper

and the final legislation in each area of concern. These

documents are a matter of public record and open for inspec-

tion to this researcher. The advantage of having access to

these documents is evident. Because these are formal docu-

ments couched in lega1 language, t,he policy statements are

precise. The data from this Source can thus be examined

comparatively in order to discern any adaptations to the
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papers or briefs of the interest groups

Commission of Inquiry in question.
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in the positional

presented to the

AIso inctuded in the secondary sources, and open for pub-

Iic inspection, are the Minutes and Proceedings of the Com-

mittees of Inquiry which have been held prior to final leg-

islation. AIl formal briefs presented to the Committees in

question are printed in full as appendices to these docu-

ments as are the summations of the Committees' hearings.

The four Committees of Inquiry which have been held on pen-

sion and retirement matters are:

1. Special Committee Appointed to Make an Inquiry Into

an OId Age Pension System for Canada 1925,

2. Joint Committee of the Senate and House of Commons on

OId Age Security 1950,

3. Special Joint Committee of the Senate and House of

. commons Appointed to consider and Report upon Bill

C-136 1964-65, and the

4. Special Senate Committee on Retirement Age Policies,

1979.

The reports of these Committees were chosen for data col-

Iection purposes because the first three CornmitLees of In-

quiry noted above are the only ones which have been appoint-

ed by the federal government to inquire specifically into

pension matters with the intent of proceeding t¡ith pension
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legislation. These include the Old Àge Pension Act 1927,

the Old Age Security Àct and the OId À9e Assistance Act

1951, and the Canada Pension PIan 1966, In the examination

of the flexible retirement implications of pension legisla-

tionr êS is one of the purposes of this study, the Special

Senate Committee on Retirement Age Policies of 1979 was se-

lected as the source of data collection as indicative of the

retirement issue. While there is no comprehensive final

Iegislation as an adjunct to this Committee of Inquiry which

can be used as a source of data, amendments to both the Old

Age Security Act and the Canada Pension PIan implemented

since 1979 are included as a source of comparative material.

3.3 OPERÀTIONALIZATION OF THE VÀRTABLES

3.3 " 1 Independent Var iable

3.3.1.1 Interest Groups

The independent variable for the purposes of this re-

search is interest groups. Inte.rest groups are designated

as those groups or indiviuduals who have presented written

submissions to the four Canadian Commissions of Inquiry at

pubtic hearings related to pension policies or retirement

matters.

According to Parsonian theory of social organization, the

f undament,al needs of society are met by sub-dividing groups

to fulfill the various social tasks. Each of these tasks is
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viLaI in maintaining an equilibrium within society. Wootton

(1969) accepts the principle of separating societal tasks

into economic, integrative, cultural and political functions

(SmeIser, 1963) within industrial society in order to

achieve social cohesiveness. The functionalists maintain

that the economic functional grouping entails the division

of labor for the production and services which people need

as a means of relating society to the social and physical

environment. The integrative functional grouping requires

adherence to specific rules as a way of binding of roles or

of the persons who perform those roles. This is in an ef-

fort to achieve cohesion within society. The culLural cat-

egorizat.ion can be viewed as the pattern and tension manage-

ment of the Parsonian grouping. Wootton (1969) uses this

concept to distinguish those groups who help to maintain the

social values and thus the maintenance of society. The po-

litical functional grouping is related to the implementation

function and is considered in the Parsonian theory, âS one

in which collective ends will be pursued.

For the purpose of t.his thesis, the operationalization of

interest group categories are based upon Wootton's (1969)

model according to the type of interest groups who have par-

t,icipated in the public hearings under review and classified

according to the meanings of the groupings as defined by

Wootton (1969). The model is printed on the following page

and shovrs the categorization of interest groups according to

each theorist and the adaptations made for this study.



Model I
Model of InteresL Groups as Adapted from

Parsons (1951) and Wootton (1969)

G¡oups Which Fulfill Societal- Tasks

Wootton (1969)FunctionaL Group

Adaptatìon (Parsons)
Econornic ( Wootton)

Integrat-Jon (P a¡sors )

( Wætton)

PatLern a¡d Terrsi:cn
Management (pa¡sons)
Cultwal ( Wootton)

Goal Attåi¡ment (parsons)
PoLiLi-cal ( Wootbon)

Parsors (1951)

economy

religircn, courts, police,
l-rospjtals, professiors,
þpc.iel welfare institutions)

famiì-y, education a¡fl s6r-ial
policy network

pofiücs

Factories, Plants, Mi¡es,
OfFices, Farms or the Legal
Entities (Partnerships or
Corporati.ors)

Legal I¡stituli¡ons

FamiJ.ies, Chwches,
Schools

Legislatures, Execulives
including Government
Departments and Agencreq

Study Adaptions

Business and Trade
Associat ions

Labor uni¡cns and Welf¿¡'g
Organizatiors

Private group6, private
Individual q, chlrches,
Study Associations
and other simiJår
organizatircrs

Legisìatwes, ExecuLives
induding Government
Departments
(divided into federal and
pnovincra'l groups)

cñ(,
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Elite organizations are oesignated as thcse who vere

speciaJ.Iy invited to appear before the CommiLtee in gues-

tion. The terms "elite" and "peak" are considered inter-

changeab).e in the literature (f,owi , 1964; Bryden, 1974;

Wootton, 1969). wootton ( 1969) describes some organizations

whose activities have greater sociaJ. significance than oth-

ers as the peak of. a pyramid- tike structure built upon the

operational. units of the social system (the economic, inte-

grative and cultural. functional groups). while his concepts

of interest groups are complex divisions of power, this

study has simpLified the version to indicate a narrowing of

influence at the Èop. Thus the elite interest groups com-

mand the closest attention of the policy planners with the

regular interest groups forming the base.

Policy Planners

Economic I nt egrat ive CulturaL PoIiticaI
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In this instanee, infIuence is a measuremenL of "ouLputs"

in pension policies which are judged to be in particular

groups' interest as articulated in submissions to the vari-

ous Commissions of Inquiry. The esteem with which these

groups were held is subjectively judged according to the

above criteria and the transcri'pt,s of the Committee hearing,

the Debates in the House of Commons, and the government cor-

respondence and/or publications during this time period"

Answers to the following questions facilitated the judge-

ment:

1 How were the presenters introduced by the Committee

Chairman? (i.e. were they mentioned as representing

an important grouP? )

Did the Committee respond favorably to the submis-

sion? (i.e. did they state that the brief was well

researched and had made thoughtful comments?)

Vlere the organízation's policy statements referred to

Iater in the Committee hearings?

Was the organization mentioned as an important

during the House of Commons Debates around this

period?

Were any of its policies applauded by government

ies or the Comrnittee members?

Is this organization referred to in government publi-

cat ions?

2

3

4 one

t ime

bod-5

6
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If at least, three of these questions could be answered as

a favorable response, and the interest group had been invit-

ed to appear at the Committee hearings, they were ranked as

"e1ite" or "peak" for that study.

3"3"2

3 "3 "2.1

Dependent Variable

Public Pension PIansCanadian

Canadian public pension plans are operationalized as fol-

lows: each Act aS it has been proclaimed as a result of

pension policy decisions, 1927, 1951, 1966. These Acts are

examined in terms of basic issues reflected within them. À

short discussion of some of these issues fo1lows.

The age at which beneficiaries receive their pensions is

one major concern of interest groups which arise from the

Canadian pension legislation. The Old Àge Pension Act of

1927 or iginally set the pensionable age at 70 and successiv'e

legislation has gradually lowered the age to 65. This has

not been accomplished vlithout generating controversy among

competing interest groups. The welfare organizations and

the unions (ttre Canadian Association of Social Workers and

the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada for instance) ar-

gued for a pensionable age of 65 in their submissions in

1950 while at the same time the Canadian Chamber of Commerce

and the Canadian Life Insurance Officers Association as an

example of business interests, opposed any reduction from
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age 70. Furthermore, Dêither Lhe Canada Pension Àct or the

Old Age Securiiy Act permits pension eIígibility below age

65. This has produced numerous responses from interest

groups who seek changes to this section'

In addition, early pension legislation discouraged part-

time or occasional employment on penalty of reduction in

pension benefits, and it still does in the case of the

means-test for pension supplements. This issue continues to

initiate action from many interest groups who either support

or reject the measure.

Factors which have surfaced during pension policy delib-

erations have resulted in policy legislation which have im-

plications for retirement patterns. The economic and polit-

ical issues keep the pension benefits low while at the same

time discouraging supplementary work- related income. This

writer suggests that this, coupled with a rigid retirement

age for pension eligibility, negates any anticipation of

flexible retirement Practises.

Of particular inÈerest in this instance is the Special

Senate Committee on Retirement Age Practíses which was con-

vened in 1978. It had as its priority mandatory and flexi-

ble retirement issues and heard numerous briefs from indi-

viduals and interest groups on either side of the question'

Some, Iike the Canada Employment and tmmigration Commission'

deplored the practise of mandatory retirement. This Commis-
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sion suggested that retirement for some at 65 v¡as sensible'

others should be asked to retire earlier, but for others it

yräs a waste of skiII and experience. Furthermore it forced

many individuals into a lifestyle they did not desire and

often, they pointed out, with tragic results. Most of the

submissions to this inquiry dealt with private pension plans

and the majority such as the Kellog Salada Canada Incorpora-

tion supported the contention that individual retirement

dates continue to be negotiated between the company and the

employee. Moreover they and others suggested that legisla-

tion to abolish mandatory retirement ages is undesirable'

In addition to these general areas of concern in the de-

velopment of pension policy there are specific issues asso-

ciated with each particular Act which are often included in

the examination of existing legislation. The residency re-

quirement embedded in the Old Age Pension Àct, for instance,

is often challenged or supported by interest groups as is

the pay-as-you-go versus the funded reserve type of financ-

íng of the Canada Pension PIan. These types of issues are

also included in the analysis of pensions legislation.

Although many issues in pension policy deliberations bave

stimulated active debate among policy planners and interest

groups, not all have been incorporated into the specific

Acts to the total satisfaction of aII. How the Àct's have

been modified to accommodate particular interests is the fo-

cus of the study. Àccordingly, each Àct is compared and
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the policy state-

government Propo-

relatÍon to

groups, the

Iegislation.

3.4 SAMPLING

The sample includes all written submissions presented to

the four Canadian Commissions of Inquiry which have been

designated as sources of data collection and aIl resultant

pension policy. Because briefs presented formally to these

Committees are included as appendices to each of the printed

Minutes and Proceedings of the Committees' reports, they are

readily obLainable and are reproduced in fulI. Therefore,

for the purposes of this study, a single-stage sampling suf-

ficed. These briefs are examined with the aim of establish-

ing the stated positions of the groups in question and the

positions contained within resultant policy.

3.5 CONTENT ÀNALYSI S

Coding of the research data is of special significance

for content analysis for it is, as Babbie (1979) notes, ê5-

sentially an operation of coding according to a conceptual

framework. Ho1sti (1969) makes it clear that content analy-

sis, as a datum about communication of any sort, is useless

unless it is related to other datum and linked by some type
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of theory. In other wordsf content analysis must include a

comparison between data predicated on the researcherrs theo-

ry, for purely descriptive information is of Iittle value.

Furthermore, HoIsLi (1969)'suggests, the research must foI-

low certain basic rules and procedures in order to obtain as

much an objectivity as possible while also conforming to

specific rules for category construction which allow for un-

biased hypothesis testing.

In order to adequately reflect the research question,

categorization of the data follows the standard system of

coding according to explicitly defined variables or concep-

tual definitions. This, combined with the operational defi-

nitions, wiIl satisfy both the requirements whereby it rep-

resents this researcherrs concepts' and so defined that it

could also be precisely coded in order to produce reliable

conc Ius i ons .

One of the major prerequisites of any scientific research

is that it must have both reliability and validity (nabbie'

1g7g). In this study, both manifest and latent content is

recorded so that it may maintain these criteria. The mani-

fest content of the'documents was coded from the directly

worded communiques which specifically state the positions of

both the policy makers and the interest groups. This has

the advantage of ease and in establishing reliability by de-

tailing how these positions were measured.
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However, in establishing the esteem in which the govern-

menL holds particular interest groups, the Iatent content of

the Minutes and Proceedings of their Committee public hear-

ings is coded" Although there may be instances where it is

specifically stated, f.ot the most part an assessment of es-

teem is made by inferences within the doeuments. It is ob*

vious, f.or instance, in the Report of the 1950 Committee

hearings that the viewpoints of some individuals and inter-

est groups were considered to be more important in the Com-

mittee's deliberations than others. It vras noted in the re-

port that several persons who the Committee considered to be

specialists in the study of problems being considered by the

Committee were invited to give evidence. Furthermore it' was

reported that though they had studied briefs on old age se-

curity presented by a number of organíza|ions, they had

heard testimony f rom representatives 'of eight of the larger

organ ízab ions.

tùese briefs, along with those of the specified individu-

aIs, although already reproduced in full' vfere also summa-

rized in a special section of the report, culminating in a

comparative analysis. It would seem that according to this

particular Committee t,hese organizations and the individuals

who had been singled out for special recognition was less

visible. While this may not provide complete reliability'

by specifying the terms for the measurement of esteem as

noted in the discussion of elite interest groups , ít may

provide validity.
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Coding of latent and manifest data is interspersed where

practical in an effort to generate a greater dept'h of under-

standing of the relationship between the-variables. The re-

sponse categories to each issue is coded numerically and an-

alyzed according to the Statistical Analysis System (SeS)

using the University of Manitoba I.B.M, computer faeiliÈies.

Bivariate analysis is used to assess the frequency distribu-

Lions accordinq to functional groups.

3.6 DÀTA CÀTEGORI ES

The influence of interest groups in pension policy forma-

tion is predicated on the "outputs" of policy legislation in

relation to intereSt groups' "inputS". Because a comparison

between the two is made easier when they are similar in con-

tent and order, the categories of the data generalIy follow

those contained within the written Acts. Termed primary

subject matter categories (HoIsti, 1969), they are standard-

ized for all aspects of the comparative Study. They may be

loosely classified under three broad thematic areas:

financial, administrative and social.

The major difficulty in this type of research lies in the

attempt to make the categories mutually exclusive and ex-

haustive. For instance, many of the distinctions which have

been placed in one subject matter category may be considered

to be relevant to another. !{hile the separation between the
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financial and administrative aspects of the policy statement

is fairty clear, the social delineation is rather ambiguous.

However, the function of social policy is recalled from the

literature review as promoting the welfare of aII members in

the society and creating, by theír goals, a social impact

(yelaja, 1g78)" With this in mind, the measurement criteria

b.ecomes much more c1ear. I t is this writer' s opinion that a

greater social impact is caused by some aspects of policy

legisl-ation than others. Mothers, widows and children's

pensions, plus disability pensions for the elderly' are ex-

amples of variables included in policy Iegislation which,

though they have important financial and administrative

qualities, nonetheless have greater social implications for

the older generation. It is clear from the literature re-

view that the social welfare of all our citizens is vital in

maintaining a cohesive society.

The means test and early retirement options are other

variables in social policy which could properly be placed in

aIl three categories. However, the means test has important

implieations for part- time or occasional employment while

receiving pension benefits as the Iiterature review indi-

cates, often has psychological implications for the reti-

rees. The early retirement options which are a part of some

interest groups' policy statements have considerable impli-

cations iot flexible retirement.
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These items are alt appropriately assigned to the social

subject. matter category. While they do entail f inancial

considerations and administrative decisions, the¡z have a

very significant impact on the social welfare of the older

generat i on 
"

The finer delineations within the subject categories are

taken from the policy statements of both the submissions and

the government legislation. These are classified in terms

of the attributes composing the variables. The list of at-

tributes includes a category for other for those submissions

which contain policy statements which do not fit into the

general 1ist. By defining the general categories and the

attributes of the variables in this manner for the purpose

of this study, the requirements of mutually exclusive and

exhaustive categories are met. The variables which form the

subject matter categories lvere developed from an examinatíon

of the data for each year. Àn example from the 1927 study

illustrates the type of issues which are included for analy-

s1s.

3.6.1

3.6.2

Subiect Matter 1 927

Fina c ial

1. contributory pensions

2. funding

3. amount of pension PaYments

Cateqory
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3"6.3 Administration

1. age of eligibility
2. residence requirements

3. administration of the Act

3 .6 .4 Soc ial

means test
disability pension

3.7 OPERATTONAL PROCEDURES

The data are

dure:

analyzed according to the following proce-

1

2

1 Examine the government's initial position, âs estab-

lished by the policy statements of the government

concerning the Canadian Pension Act under considera-

tion,
examine the policy statements in the submission of

each group which made representations to the Commis-

sion of Inquiry under consideration, and

examine the federal pension poticy decision, compare

it with the original position, and judge how far the

policy decision was related to particular submis-

sions.

2

3
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4. Examine the policy statements contained within the

submission of each interest group which made repre-

sentations to the Committees of Inquiry, compare them

with the Canada Pension Àct under consideration, and

judge the implications for flexible retirement prac-

tises,
5. examine the final legislation of each Canada Pension

Act under consideraLion, and judge the implications

for flexible retirement practises, and

6. examine the adaptations to Canadian pension legisla-

tion from 1979 to the present and judge the implica-

tions for flexible retirement options.

3.8 SUMMARY

This chapter has attempted to make explicit the methodol-

ogy chosen for the analysis of this study data. As has been

detailed, the archival data source is conducive to content

analysis, for it is readily available and can be examined

both historically and cross-sectionally. For the purposes

of this study, the documental evidence contains specific

statements thus deflecting the danger of making inferences

from document contents whiih cannot be totally supported.

The qualitative

searcher must make

are considered to

nature of the study in which this re-

a judgement concerning who elite groups

be is controlled by clearly defining the
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criteria upon whieh the decision is made. WelI defined cat-
egories, as illustrated, vital to content analysis, assists
in assessing the influence that particular interest groups

have had in the development of Canadian public pension

plans.

As has been noted, the greatest disadvantage of using

content analysis is the limitation of data sources. AI-

though the sample for this study includes the total number

of briefs presented to the various Commissions of Inquiry
under review, it does not produce a complete portrayal of

interest group influence, for as the literature has shown

there are many forms of unobtrusive lobbying which cannot be

taken into consideration. However, it is expected that the

sample includes a majority of groups which lobby for the in-
terests particularly relevant for this study. In addition,
this researcher is constrained by the specific information

which is contained within the record. Therefore the analy-

sis must be confined to only those issues which have been

discussed within the briefs. Although there are limitations
accorded t,he final conclusions because of Lhese restraints,
t,he outcome of the study should not be unduly compromised.

Fina1ly, this methodology provides ample opportunity for
comparison between variables, thereby futfilling the basic

objectives of the study: to examíne interest group influ-
ence in the formation of Canadin public pension policy with

implications for flexible retirement.
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ANALYSTS OF THE DATA, 1927, 1950

4.1 OLD AGE PENST ON Àcr, 1927

As was noted in the literature review, resolutions con-

cerning an old age pension syst,em for Canada were debated in
l/-\ --

the House of. Commons f rom 1906 to ry::. Though these reso-

Iutions all concerned an old age pension system for Canada

in general, no firm draft proposals were developed. SociaI -"

u.nrgst after World lriar 1 provided a further imPetus for

those who had long advocated sweeping social welfare meaS-

ures. It was in response, Guest (1980) suggested, to a nevr

nat ional purpose of "postwar reconstruction" of social re-

{gç.tr,. Agitation for an old pension scheme inc¿gased pres-
:--'

"T_. upon the fe*d.e_ral government, who in an attempt to dif -

fuse the situation (sryden , 1g74), uppoint"ui . Special

Committee to make an ilqlirf into an Old Àge Pension system

for Canada in 1924. The mandate of the C"Tltttee included

that oÍ. instilting public hearíngs in Ottawa to consider

the views of interested Parties.

The Committee presented its report
t 

""\-- 

r''-?_ \!'

and recommendations in
.-...\

1925 after the public hearings had been held. These propo-

80
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Sals were accepted by the federal government and eventually

incorporated into the Old Àge Pension Act in 1927. Because

the Committee stas not initially given specific proposals to

which to respond, Lhe analysis for this study could not in-

clude a judgement of change between the official government

proposal and final legislation. However' after tÌ¡e public

hearings were heId, the Committee relayed its recommenda-

tions to the provinces for their consideration before their

final report was given to the federal government.

fn 3umma1y,ì the recommendations suggested old age pen-

sions be paid to deserving indigent persons of 70 years of
Ç'\' Þ-_- "\

age and upwards, the cost Ulyltd equally between the feder-

aI and provincial governments. The amount suggested was $:0

per month which would be lessened by pri.vate inc-ome or the

ability to earn (Proceedings,1925). In this study, these

proposals are used in the comparison to final legislation.

This format does not conform with the methodology chosen of

comparing changes between the government proposal and the

final legislation, as explained in chapter 3. Nevertheless

it indicates how the original pension policy vfas developed

and also gives an insíght into the beginning of interest

group influence on Canadian pension policy decisions.

There vrere 6 briefs presented to the Committee at the

pubtic hearings. One v¡as rejected for inclusion here be-

cause it contained government statistical information only

and did not make any policy statements. Another was not ap-
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rather caIled for making the blind eligible for pensions

age 50. Four submissions were used for this portion of

analysis and are included in the total sample"
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but

at

the

ì

I

I

l

The Committee vras further instructed to solicit opinions

on the subject from both the municipal and provincial gov-

ernments. A circular letter was sent to 135 mayors of cit-

ies throughout Canada with the expressed desire of obtaining

information concerning the aged poor 65 years of age and

over for whom municipal funds. were being expended. They

v¡ere also asked to reply to the question "Your opinion,

briefly given, regarding the desirability of establishing an

old age pension system for Canada". Thirty-three replies

were received and are also included in t'he total sample '

The Committee's deliberations culminated in proposals for

a Canadian old age pension system which were forwarded to

the provincial governments for their attention. Nine prov-

inces responded. The responses from both the municipal and

provincial bodies were not directly related to the public

hearings of the Committee for they were asked for their re-

action to the Committee proposals. However, because only

four submissions were made to the public hearings, in order

to provide a more in depth analysis of interest group influ-

ence in the 1927 plan, they were included in tþe sample.

One individual wrote to the Committee with specific recom-

mendations and was also included as a formal submission' A



total of 47 briefs were used as the sample for

The peak organization is included in the total

general analYsis.

Table 3 shows

(31.9e") interest

interest groups

that financial issues

groups, admini strative

and social issues bY
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this study.

sample for

were addressed bY 1 5

issues by 14 (29.8e")

7 (14.9e") interest

As table 2 ináicates the functional grouping includes 1

private citizen in the cultural grouping, 4 labor organiza_

tions in the integrative grouping and 33 cities and 9 prov-

inces in the Political grouPing'

Às far as can be ascertained from the Minutes of the Pro-

ceedings of the committee, only 1 organization, the Trades

and Labor congress of canada was invited to appear before

the Committee. Because of the special attention accorded to

this group it is considered as a "peak" organization as de-

fined by Wootton (1970) and Bryden (1974) and discussed in

chapter 2.

Issues for analysis vtere develOped from the submissions,

according to established methodological criteria and dis-

cussed in chapter 3 . I t i s noted t.hat not aII interest

groups addressed aIl issues. AIso, not aII issues raised by

the interest groups were analyzed. Hov¡ever' eOnforming to

the methodological criteria noted in chapter 3, there was

enough interest shown in each chosen issue to pursue analy-

sis.
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Table 2

Strnnary of Interest Grotrps bv F\rnctional Grouoinq

L9 24
Ecor¡qnic

Business and trade associations

Integrative

Iabor organizations
uelfare organizations

Cultural

private individual-s
prirrate grops

Political

municipalities
provinces
federaÌ

33
9

Total

4

I

47



Table 3

Issues by Functional Grouping, 1924

Cultural Polítical

N=1 (1002)

Issues
Financlal
contribute
funding
pension

Integratlve

N=+ (1002)

N=

Economíc Total

9

T2
1

N-15(3i.9%)

7

2
N=7(14.97.)

4

?

1

1

4
2
1

N=10(14.32)

Adminlst,ration
age
residence
adrninlstration 1

l\- 4 (2e .8%)N=1 0 (23. %)

Social
means test
disability pension

N=1 (1002) $=

*Numbers do not total since each submissíon could refer to a number of issues. Totals in each column
refers to number of groups who spoke to the íssues in each caËegory. As an example, out of a total of
four integrative groups, four discussed contributory pensions, Èwo mentloned funding, and one spoke of
pension payrnent.s. Totals for t.he functional groupings are:
integrative = 4
cultural = |
political = 42
economic = 0
Total = 47

J
3

3

3 (7 s7.)

1

1

4
0
1

J
I
7

3

I
3 (7 . r7")

N=1 (100%)|rJ=

3

1

3 (7 57")

I

co
{Jl



groups" It is clear that' in this study,

were the primary concern of the interest

closely by administrative issues.

86

financial- issues

groups, followed

Social issues as designated generated the least response'

However, it may be attributed to the urgency felt by the

general public to initially establish some type of protec-

tion for the elderly - in itseli a social innovation for as

the Iiterature review suggested, up untit the 1900's public

assistance for the needy was a stigmatizing experience' It

was expected that famiIl' and private agencies would provide

for those who needed help and applying for

government $tas regarded as a last resort '

created a segment of 
-Canadian ¡o-cjetf who were le_ft unpro-

tected from the effects of a loosening kinship' The social
--.-/'

ills seng¡=1!9d by these conditions challenged the doctrine

of individualism which had characterized Canadian politics

to this time.

However, it is also clear from the analysis of the data

that the municipalities and provinces were more concerned

with administrative issues. This may be reflective of the

wariness that these leve1s of government Seemed to feel in

respect to the first incursion of the fe{-g-r1f g-gvernment

'lrelief " from the
,/iIndustrializat ion /

\
into the welfare field an established municipal and local

jurisdiction. The Province of gritish columbia for instance

noted that the "subject matter of pensions has been entrust-

ed to the provincial legislatures rather than to ParIia-
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ment,," concerned that the civil and property rights of the

provinces could be transgressed by federal legislation, the

enactment of a federal pension system, with its accompanying

obligations "does not falt specifically within the Dominion

field of legislation". They suggested that further consul-

tation with the Provinces should take place to ensure that

their provincial rights would be protected" The City of

Portage La Prairie, although for a different reason, also

expressed concern about federal intervention in the care of

the "aged and indigent". They claimed that local municipal-

ities, by knowing the local conditions, could administer aid

in a much more beneficial and cost conscious manner.

It is also worthy of note t.hat the labor organízations

were interested in alI aspects of the legislation although

financial issues received particular attention. A more in

depth analysis of the issues and discussion of the findings

fo1lows.

The concept of an old age pension System for Canada was

addressed by aII 47 interest groups. Twenty seven (57,4>")

approved, 12 (25.5e") ai¿ not approve, 1 (2.1e") had a divided

opinlon, 5 ( 10.6e") had no opinion, and 2 (4.2e") suggested

they would consider the matter. Those that did not favor

federal intervention in pen.sion matters expressed the view

that besides being too costly for the Dominion, the present

arrangements of maintenance for old persons v¡ere being suc-

cessfully handled by the provincial and local authorities.
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The one labor organization who did not favor state pen-

sions, the Railway Transportation Brotherhood, was concerned

that the pension system established within the Brotherhood

for the employees of the railways would be jeopardized if

state pensions were inaugurated. The provinces vrere hesi-

tant to commit themselves, seeing an ineursion into their

jurisdiction. The municipalities, oD the other hand, gener-

a1ly supported the proposal because they claimed it would

relieve them of 50% of the cost of providing for the old in-

digent person under their care

4.1 .1 Fina c ial t gS_ues_

Nine (1g.1e") interest groups spoke of the principle of

contributory insurance. Four (44.4e") of these 9 called for

contributory insurance which would ensure that the benefici-

ary would participate in the plan while 5 (55.5à were not in

favor of the contribution by beneficiaries'

Pension funding was an issue which was of concern to 12

( 25.5e.) interest groups. Four (30.7e") of the 12 accepted

the proposed 50/50 split between the provincial and federal

coffers while 3 (25e") caIled for federal participation onIy.

Three (25."a) wished for greater federal participation while 2

(16.6e,) rejected the proposal as too costly. One called for

a state/employee equal contribution with the participant

able to increase contributions if desired. Though there was

no clear cut consensus regarding this issue it appears that
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neither was Lhere strong opposition to it. In the case of

the amount of pension payments, only 1 (2.1e") interest group

spoke to the issue. It may be ¿rgued that the urgency of

establishing a public pension system of any sort was upper-

most in the minds of the interest groups rather than the

initial amount of pension payments. However' one organiza-

tion, the Toronto District Labour Council took note of the

proposed $20 per month and recommended that in a country

vrith atI its "wonderful resourcesrt a pension of $30 a month

was a much more acceptable figure.

4.1 .2 Àdminis trat ive I ss_Ue_s

The proposed age

cussed by 7 (14.8e")

indicated that age

(28.5e") agreed with

of 70 for pension eligibility was dis-

interest groups. Five (71 .4>") of. the 7

65 should be the retirement age while 2

the proposed age of 70.

Four (8.5e,) spoke to the issue of residence requirements

for pension eligibility and these were divided in their

opinion. The recommendations ranged from qualificaLions as

a British subject to any citizen who qualified by age.

There was no sLrong objection to the proposed qualification

of a British subject who had resided in Canada for the pre-

ceding 20 years.

Ad"ministration of the ÀcL was addressed by 10 (21 .2e") in-

terest groups. Six ( 6Oe") of the 10 were in f avor of f ede'ral
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off icers were

tions for aid.

while 4 (40e") were insistent that

the proper authorities to adjudicate

90

mun ic ipal

appl ica-

4 "1 " 3 Soc iaI I ssues

The means test proposal was the concern of 7 (14.8>") of

the interest groups. Five (71.Leo) of the 7 agreed with the

principle while 2 (28.5e") aiA not. The Trades and Labor

Congress of Canada suggested that rather than a means test '
t.hose with assured incomes of a reasonable amount should not

be eligible to participate. Thus the proof of necessity,

with its welfare connotations, would be obliterated from the

legislation.

Disability pensions were recommended in only 2 (4.2e") of

the briefs presented to the Committee. Both strongly urged

the government to take note of those who could not continue

in the workforce until pensionable age because of i11-

health. Even though this l¡as not included in the legisla-

tion, it is interesting to note that the Trades and Labour

CongresS aS a "peak" organization, was one who approved of

such a measure in these early years.

4 .1 .4 Di scuss 10n and Conclusion /

The findings in the

Iegislation supports the

study of the 1927

premise of Bryden

old age pension

(1974) who claims
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Iayed an important role in articulating .,"
..... .,. _- \-. .

demands for a nationaf pension scheme. The only formal
(-

Dresent,ations to the committee in 1924 were from 4 labor un-
--- L:--" --'

ions. It is recorded in the proceedings of the committee

that the Trades and Labour congress of canada was invited to

appear before the eommittee to present. its views. Although

there were other interest groups actively organized at the

time (tt¡e canadian l"lanufacturersr Association for one),

there is no evidence to suggest that they were invited to

the same hearings in order to advance their opinion.

The labor unions' major recommendations v¡ere supported by

individual members of parliament. One (House of Commons De-

bates , 1927) quoted excerpts from the Trades and Labour con-

gress of Canada's brief to the Committee during the Parlia-

ment debaLes of 1927, in order to bolster his support of a

federal old age Pension scheme'

Although the findings indicaLe a majority of city coun-

cils and municipalities favored a federal pension system in

principle, remnants of the victorian Protestant ethic dis-

cussed in chapter 2 were evident in Some representatiOrls'

The Mayor of st. catherines stated in his reply to the com-

mittee, for insLance, that an "out and out grant by the gov-

ernment" would nOt be wiSe "as it wOuld tend to encourage

improvident Iiving" (Proceedings, 1g24:93)"
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As Lhe f igures indicate, the prolinces' res,ponse to the

proposed legislation was lukewarm. Thouqh
\,- -"-

they ag¡eed with

o1d agå pensions in prilciple, their resp-onçes reflected a
.---__ t'_ _:.

growing concern $¡ith federal provincial jurisdictional mat-
-... L-._..',..

ters. According to the responses' few of the provinces de-

manded modifications to the proposed legislation before it

was enacted. It may be assumed that because each province

was arrowed to enrer rhe program votuntarily ";;"; ,1" ut-
./'''\.., ,-,'\_ -.v--. \

abling legislation vras approved, each province expected to\- \¿" -

be able to modify the existing legislation to their particu-

lar satisfaction at the opportune time.

One ínstance in this respect is the recommendation of the

Province of eritish Columbia who asked for a provincial/fed-

eral conference to be held with "a view to securing co-oper-

ative actionI with reference to the legislation. Nova Sco-

tia claimed that "without an opportunity to fully discuss it

with your Committee, Do action would be taken upon the mat-

ter at present't. In practise the federal legislation pro-

vided a latitude for varying provincial administrative prac-

tises. The determination of íncome as an eligibility of

pension was one area where provincial authorities could use

their own discretion within the broad outlines of the feder-

aI regulations and there were wide variations between the

provinces.

The final legislation

the Committee' s original

vras enacted with few amen-dments to
/'-\,_*

proposal. OnIy the jurisdictional
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and constitutional aspects of the biII were clarified, PaF-

ticularly in the provisions of recovery

out of the deceased pensioner's estate'

tee asked the mayors of the various cities in Canada for in-

formation concerning those over the age of 65 who would

qualify for federal aid, and the labor organizations except

for one, recommended a retirement age of 65, the proposed

age of 70 was retained. Furthermore, although the labor or-

gan Í zat ions were reluctant to accept the means test as Pen-

sion eligibility, it remained in thq fip]-

initially proPosed.

Iegislation as

The debate over contributory 'versus the non-contributory

financing of the pension funds was not reflected in the fi-

nal legislation. Moreover, the 50eo split between federal

and provincial contributions remained as proposed.

In essence, it would appear that the federal government

1924 v¡ithout modifica-

of pension PaYments

Though the Commit-

ad ed the ProPosed legislation of

tions as suggested by the interest 9ro

Though it is clear that the Trades and L

Canada of the integrative functional group

by the government to be an important voice

Committee's proposals and the government

did not reflect its recommendations' Ther

cult to determine the influence of any f

ups' submissions. 
..

abour congress of U

ing was considered

to be heard' Èh.e

final legislation

efore it is diffi-

unction oupr.ng
\,__./'

in this earlY legislation. As noted in Table 4 | even though
\--__

there were a significant number of groups who did not accept



the government proposals, there

final legislation,

91

were no changes made in the

Flexible retirement issues were not a matter of consider-

ation in this early pension legislation for it vlas obvious

that the *",i1 _:o"cern f or the pol icy planners and soc iety

alike was 
"l1-y_:.inn 

a basic incgme for the wo.5ker no longer

able to continue in the workforce. A pension at age 70 was
\...-.. -

a welcome relief for those who had no other means of sup-

port.
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Tab le 4

A comparison of. consistenq¿ BeÈween Government and rnterest GroupPropcsals rrdicating changes Refläqæ6 in ri"J-r,"gütr"ü"n L927, by percentage*

9lo"p Propcsal consistenL Group propcsar rnoonsistentffi '
lqqUes
Eãñci¿
cohd-Eutory irswance
persücn funding

Àdrninistra tin¡
age of perLS¡On eligi-bili¿y

55.5
30.7

28
60

44.4
69.2

Group Propcsal Subnitt€d
h¡t no,t, included in Ei¡al

4.2

5 7I.4
40

adrninistration

So¿-í¡'l
mearrs test. 7L.4ðicahility pensiors 28.5

change from/rn change = change from government propcsal to final leqislation.
r Percentages based on number of goups who çoke to each issue

\o
L¡
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4"2

4"2

OLD ÀGE PENS TON Açr ðND Q!Ð ÀGE ASSTSTÀNCE ACT 19J1

1 I ntroduct ion

A joint Committee of the Senate and House of Commons vras

established in the 1950 session of Parliament to examine aI-

ternative measures of old age security for Canada' They

vÍere instructed to review the probability of a plan based on

contributory insurance principles, with or without a means

test for benef ic iar ies, and related f inanc ial matters '

while some interest groups based their proposals upon this

contributory principle, most responded only to the federal

government's proposals of 1945 which !{ere presented to Lhe

Dominion-Provincial Conference in that year with the reali-

zation that a more comprehensive social security system was

needed for Canadian citizens[1]. Citing changing demograph-

ic and cultural conditions, the federal government outlined

for this committee's deliberations, desirable features for a

national Old Age pension scheme which should encompass the

following PrinciPles:

Lhe scheme should be nation-wide in scope and capable

of immediate imPtementation;

benefits should be paid at flat rates and should not

in individual cases have to be related to individual

amounts or rates of prior contribution;

provision should be made for more generous scales of

payment and a lower age of eligibility than hereto-

fore;

1

2

3



4 to the exLent that means-testing procedures

to be maintained, they should be left as the

trative responsiblity of the provinces, who

equipped to deat wit'h this problem'

97

may have

admi n i s-

are best

In his motion to Parliament establishing the Committee'

the Honorable PauI Martin (Uinister of National HeaIth and

welfare) made note of the growing feeling in canada for some

type of contributory system which would calt for compulsory

payments by beneficiaries on a national basis (House of Com-

mons Debates, 1950). A contributory scheme, the Minister

explained, meant a scheme "whereby all canadians will con-

tribute each year to a fund for old age pensions and where

old age pensions will be paid out as a matter of right to

those who wiIl have attained the pensionable age" (House of

Commons Debates, 1950;643) .

With t.his in mincl, the Committee was supplied with re-

ports of social insurance programs already in place in other

countries and were asked to consider possible varieties of

proposals based on the experiences of these countries' They

were also to be mindful that constitutional arrangements

would have to be made between the provinces and the federal

government in order to facilitate a universal scheme.

There $¡ere 39 briefs presented tO the committee. Five

were not applicable for this study because they dealt with

issues which were not pertinent. to the proposals at hand'
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Two dealt wit.h requested modifications to the civil service

pension, 1 with the war veterans Allowance, and 1 with a re-

questforaseparateBlindPersonsAct.onebriefwasnoL

included in the sample because it contained unique recommen-

dations, such as simplified application forms which could

not be incorporated in the issues chosen for analysis' var-

ious departments of the federal government presented infor-

mational briefs which were not included in the sample be-

causetheydidnotcontainpolicystatements.The
Department of Finance, fot instance, discussed financial

calculations based upon either the "pay-as-you-9o" type of

funding or that of the "deferred equity" approach. Further-

more, although the committee received 7 replies to a request

for helpful information from the Provinces, they vrere not

reproduced in full and so are not included in the statisti-

cal analysis. However they are recognized in the díscussion

of t.he f i ndings .

Nine organizations vrere defined as peak organízaLions for

t.his study according to the methodology noted in chapter 3'

The committee heard testimony from representations of each

and summarized their recommendations in their recorded Pro-

ceedings. Moreover, 5 individuals considered by the commit-

tee to be experts in their fieId, were invited to give evi-

dence before the committee. Their briefs and testimony were

also summarízed and included in the recorded Proceedings'

AS such, they were considered "peak" organizaLions and their
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proposals were compared ï¡ith the general data in prime areas

of concern. There !{ere therefore 14 "peak" submissions'

Table 5 shows that a total of 33 submissions were used as a

sample in this study. The 14 peak organizations are includ-

ed in the total number for general analysis and separated

for specific issue comparisons.

The development of issues for analysis arose from exami-

nation of the data in accordance with the method developed

for this study as noted in chapter 3. These were generally

in response to the government proposals as discussed earli-

er. However some interest groups used the Committee hear-

ings also as a forum to raise other issues not specifically

included in the 1 950 proposals but which they felt should be

a concern of pension planners. As in the 1927 study' though

not all issues were addressed by each interest group, there

was sufficient response to each to justify analysis accord-

ing to the methodology discussed in chapter 3. These vari-

ables are again assigned to subject categories in order to

facilitate a clearer analysis of the issues.

As can be noted, a greater number of issues were intro-

duced into pension deliberations. WhiIe the basic 1927 plan

remained as the foundation of these new proposals, the more

comprehensive proposed coverage also encouraged response to

more issues.
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of Interest

F\:nctional GrouPrng

Econornic

Business and

trade associations

tive

labor organizations

r*elfare organi zat'ions

Orltural

private individuals

pi:i.rate groups

TotaI

Regular Total

3

4

Tab le 5

r950

Peak

F\rnctional

74

6

4

2

B

I

4

33I9I4

7

3

3

3
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Table 6 indicates that social issues were beginning to

attracL the attention of interest groups although all

aspects of the proposed legislation were fuIIy addressed.

In addition, the figures indicale that all groups vtere con-

cerned with the issues at hand with 100c" of the business and

trade associations speaking to both administrative and so-

cial issues. It would appear that at this era of our histo-

ry, it is as the Canadian Welfare Council stated in their

brief
As the number and proportion of persons over 65
become higher in Canada, the needs of this group
are forcing themselves into the consciousness of
the community. For economic as welI as humanitar-
ian reasons it is important that adeguate plans be
made to meet them (Proceedings, 19502787).

A more in depth analysis of the issues follows, supported by

a discussion and conclusion of the findings.

In the case of the principle of a basic universal pension

plan, 29 (87.8e") interest groups were in favor and 3 (9e")

were not. Those who did not appr.ove felt that the taxpayers

could not afford to extend present pension payments beyond

that already covered by the Old Àge Pension Act.

Except for the private groups who all favored universali-

ty, those that favored universality and those that did not

were spread evenly across the spectrum of the functional

categories. Six groups in the economic category were in fa-

vor, and 1 not in favor, 14 integrative groups in favor, 2

not favor and 9 cultural groups in favor. The findings dis-



Issue s
Flnanc iaI
undlng

Èaxa E fon
fndex lng
pens lon
annulÈ1es
contributory
supp IemenEa ry

ln tesra c ive

Table 6
Issues by Functlonal GroupÍng' 1950

Cultural Policical Economic

N=7 (1002)

N=7 (r002)

Totals for functional groupings are:

Total

l0 4
6
4
2

3

7

I
(802)

6

I
3

I
7

3
(8s6

6

5

6

5

5

3

2

I9
2L

9

I3
6

10

9

4

I
2

t3
6

N=13(8i.2%) ö 1 7")L\-

AdminisEration
age
re s ldence
admln f s! ra E lon
coverage
seI f-emp loyed
IUC lnsurance
prlvaEe penslon

Soc 1a I
means test.
porLable pension
OAS means Èest
medfcal lnsurance
houslng
widor¿/mother
dlsabfliÈy
parc work
early reEfre
f lexlble
late

5 3.77")

Please refer Eo table 3 for explanacion of table numbers.
lnlegraÈive = 7

cultural = t0
Polfrical = 0
economfc = 7

Total = 33

T2
7

II
7

4

2

4

N=14(87.s2)

24
T7

22
I5
l1

7

ö

N=20 (87.8%)

6

5

5

J

2

2

2
(8

7

I
5

2

2

2

I
2

2

I

l4
2

4

6

5

3

6

3

4

5

3
(e

N=

N=8 07")

N=27 (8r.82)

N=31 (93. 9%)

8

I
4

4

I
3

5

3

3
3

3

N=9(902)

29
4

I3
12

6

I
l3

7

9
t0

7
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sub-tinctly
scribed

indicate t,hat

to the intent

the majoritY of interest groups

of the proPosed legislation.

4"2.2 Fine¡glal Issues

The contributory principle generated diversif ied opinions

in the submissions. Of the 27 (81.8e") which discussed this

principle 14 (51.8e.) of the 27 indicated that they favored

such an approach and 13 (48.1e") rejected the proposal' Tak-

ing note of the "peak" organizations, only one' the canadian

Association of social workers, recommended that indivídual

contributions should be related to benefits. Six of these

organ ízations were in favor of some Sort of contributory in-

surance scheme as a supplement to the basic universal flat

rate payment pensions, although there were differences con-

cerning a compulsory or voluntary scheme. of those who were

against such a system, one was a labor union and 2 wete in

the economic categorY.

of the five individuals who were invited to appear before

the committee three suggested that an aIl encompassing so-

cial security system should be developed and were in favor

of some sort of contributory plan. Out of a total of 11

"peak" submissions, it would appear that only the welfare

organ íza|-ions in the integrative category were in agreement

with the contributory insurance principle'
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According to the response of the provinces as reported in

the Commíttee Proceedings (1950) Z submissions included a

mention of a contributory scheme. British Columbia urged an

active and early consideration of the matter and Ontario

suggested that it maY be Possible.

While a majority of interest groups appeared to have ap-

proved of a contributory plan in principle, the relating of

benefits to contributions proved a controversial point'

Some groups believed that though a contributory scheme with-

out a means test might be possible, the difficulties of im-

plementing the plan would defeat immediate action. The

Province of Ontario believed this to be the case and sug-

gested that until jurisdictional and economic problems could

be solved, the existing Old Age Pension Act should be im-

proved. This prop,osal was similar to other presentations in

which financing of a contributory scheme seemed to be the

major concern. While the majority favored a basic flat rate

pension v¡ithout a means test to aII persons at a certain

âg€, financed through specially earmarked taxes, only 2 ot-

ganizations suggested that individual records should be

maintained in order to relate benefits to contributions.

Leman (1977) noted that doubts about the constitutional

problems and the workability of an insurance system prevent-

ed the contributory principle being incorporated into final

Iegislation. Federal/provincial jurisdictional disputes

have colored all policy matters throughout Canadian history'
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Incursion of either government into the

tional Lerritory has traditionally generated

(Leman , 1977) . This þ¡as no less the case Ín

tions. The Minister of Health and WeIfare,

indicated this when he said in the House

10s

other's jurisdic-

heated debate

1 950 negotia-

PauI MarLin,

These Iimitations on
Iate in the field of
cial insurance remain
consideration we may
ning proper measures
population (House of

the f ederal povter to legi s-
compulsory contributory so-
today a vital factor in any

give to the question of plan-
of old age security for our

Commons Debates, 1 950:636 ) .

The provincial responses to the contributory insurance

principle as reported to the Committee, indicates the diffi-

culties which would have to be resolved before this type of

pension could be implemented by the federal government. On-

tario's position, âs stated above, seemed to be the underly-

ing consensus of opinion. A federal-provinciaf conference

held in 1950 apparently reviewed the Committeers recommenda-

tions (nryden, 1g74). According to their report, because of

the realization of difficult provincial negotiations, their

recommendations did not include the contributory principle.

The provinces accepted these proposals and so it would ap-

pear that the federal government responded to the political

groups in rejecting the proposal for a contributory plan.

Thirteen (39.4e") submissions included a discussion of

pension benefits. They ranged from $30 per month to ç62.

The lowest amount of $30 was proposed by the Canadian Cham-

ber of Commerce who suggested this figure as a basic founda-
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tion which could be supplemented by "private enterprise and

thrif t,,. The District Five, ufìited EIectricaI, Radio and

Machine workers of America recommended the highest figure of

$62.40 which was the present maximum benefit under unemploy-

ment insurance. They argued that anything less is "Iittle

more than a protection against outright starvation" ' These

varied amounts of proposed pension benefits were spread

fairly evenly throughout the various functional groups'

Just over one-half of the "peak" organíza|-ions responded

to this measure, and the majority, 37.5e" favored the amount

of $40. Because the pension payment was set at $40 per

month, the influence of those who advocated otherwise would

seem inconsequential.

There v¡ere 21 (63.6e") interest groups who discussed the

financing of the pIan. The majority suggested that it

should be supplemented through general taxation and ear-

marked for social security purposes on1y. There 19 (90'4e")

of the 21 submissions that supported this viewpoint while 2

(9.5e.) did not.

Those that did not support a general taxation were not in

favor of any sort of a contributory plan' They believed

that only those in need should receive a pension and these

could be serviced through general revenues. These interest

groupswerebothintheeconomiccategory.Itisclearthat

the final legislation reflected the viewpoint of the majori*



ty and those who rejected the proposal did not influence

decision. An OId Age Security tax was levied on sa]es,

porate income and personal income, and credited to an

Age Security Fund.
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the

cor-

ord

Associated with the financing of the pension fund was the

issue of a reserve fund versus a pay-as-you-go scheme. Of

1 9 (57 ,6eo) int.erest groups who addressed thi s question, 18

(g4.7e") indicated that it should be on a pay-as-you-9o ba-

sis. However most suggested a modified form in which a con-

tingency reserve fund should be built up equal t'o two or

three years of pension payments. They stressed that this

would prevent a sudden high adjustment on taxes as would be

the case on a straight pay-as-you-9o basis. A tax of Zeo was

levied on both the taxable income of the taxpayer (up to

$60) an on the sales price of taxable goods. This provided

a form of modified pay-as-you-go funding as was proposed in

most submissions. The data analysis indicates that support

for the pay-as-you-9o funding was supported throughout all

groupings and thus no particular influence could be detect-

ed. The findings suggest Èhat the government took note of

the majority viewpoint when designing the final legislation,

for the proposed pay-as-you-go funding was changed to a mod-

if ied pay-as-you-9o tYPe.

Nine (27.3e") organizations discussed the indexing of pen-

sion to the cost of living index. Eight (88.8e") of the 9

proposed that it should be incorporated into the Àct, while



1 (11.1e") did not' The

stated that the Pension

annuities and PaYments

chase contract.
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Dominion Foundries and SteeI l,imited

should be in the form of governmenL

would be determined under the Pur-

The functional categories indicate that 2 labor organiza-

tions, 2 welfare organíza|-ions in the integrative category,

and 4 private organizations in the cultural category ap-

proved of this principle. one group in the economic catego-

ry disapproved.

Six (18.2e") interest groups addressed the

federal government' s existing annuity program'

ed that it be expanded in order that private

be encouraged.

i s'sue of the

ÀIl suggest-

savings could

Thirteen (3g.4>") interest groups spoke of supplementary

benef its 'as proposed. Then (76.9v") of the 13 were in f avor

while 3 (23e") rejected the proposal was too costly. Two ec-

onomic aroups, 5 integrative groups and 3 cultural groups

supporLed the measure while 1 econonic, 1 integrative and 1

culturaL grouping did not. The final legislation seemed to

recognize the majority viewpoint in this instance and evi-

dence suggests that "Iobbying" by those interest groups who

supported the measure may have been instrumental in having

it included in the proposals. The Canadian Manufacturers'

Association, for instance, indicated in their brief that

they had long advocated such a proposal in previous repre-
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sentations to the government and viere pleased that it was

part of Èhe proposed Act, The canadian congress of Labour

also noted in their brief that they had "made many represen-

tations to the federal government on social security" and

that changes to existing plans had been emphatically put

forward. They also agreed with the government proposal of a

supplementary pension scheme and claimed that they were re-

stating a well known Position'

4.2.3 Administrat ive I ssues

There were variations in proposed age eligibility for

pension benef its. out of 24 (72.7eo) submissions, 4 ( 16 ' 6e")

recommended age 60, 12 (50e") suggest.ed age 65 and I (33.3e")

proposed age 70. In addition, 6 (18.1e") submissions sug-

gested that 65 for men and age 60 for women should be the

retirement age at which old age pension benefits should be

payable.

Of those that favored the retirement age of 60, one' the

FIin Flon Council on Rehabilitation and Post War Reconstruc-

tion Association stated that they would tike to see people

retired earlier at age 55 but in any event' compulsory re-

tirement should be at age 60. Though they realized that it

would be costly, they suggested that a pension should be

considered as a "Iife pension" not a "burial allowance".

Thelaterpropsedag:ofTowasgenerally,approvedaspro_
posed becauser, as they stated in their briefs, the cost to
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the taxpayer would be lower. One, the Canadian Life Insur-

ance officers Association, added that with greater longevity

and better health, people should be able to continue in some

form of employment longer than before. This sentiment $¡as

echoed by the others who approved of this age of pension el-

igibility.

of those who responded to this proposal, the majority of

them were in 2 functional groups the economic and the in-

tegrative categories. An examination of the data concerning

the ,,peak,, organ izations shows that there vrere 12 ( g5.7ea)

responses to this proposal. Although a majority approved of

age 65 as pensionable âgêr the economic groups supported the

age of 70, The final legislation retained the age of 70 and

one can only assume that in this case, the economic groups

exerted the greatest influence in restraining any change to

the proposal "

Twenty-two (66.7e") interest groups discussed the adrninis-

tration of the proposed plan. OnIy 1 (4.seo), the Confedera-

tion des Travailleurs Catholiques du Canada felt that the

system of federal-provincial administration, as practised

under the o1d Age Pension Act of 1927, should be continued

under the nevr proposed Act. The other 21 (95.4e") proposed a

complet,ely federal administration. These were spread evenly

throughout the functional categories'
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The Act was enacted as proposed which included the provi-

sion f or a f ederal administration. It is clear' that t'he

dissenting group had no influence in changing the proposal

and the majority viewpoint prevailed

of 15 (45.seo) interest groups who discussed coverage of

the pension plan, 14 (93.3e") suggested that it be compulso-

Êy, while 1 (6.6e") advocated a voluntary inclusion. Most of

the submissions which proposed a compulsory coverage' rea-

soned that only a universal coverage would be economically

feasible. L'union catholique Des cultivateurs, while argu-

ing for a continuation of a minimum basic pension for all

eligible applicants, stressed that a compulsory contribution

by their membership, the farm workers, would be hard to ac-

cept by farmers, and very difficult to apply' The plan as

proposed included a compuJ-sory component. This was accepted

and so there is no indication that this particular interest

group had any influence in having this clause amended.

The (30.3e") submissions included references to the self-

employed. They all suggested that they could be included in

the national plan and advocated various means of establish-

ing contributions. while they stressed that it' should be

voluntary inclusion, they proposed that special arrangements

should be made for self ernployed persons. An examination of

the functional groupings and the issue of the self employed

and old age pensions shows that 4 were in the economic cat-

egory,4intheintegrativecategoryand2inthecultural
category.
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Of this total 5 were "peak" organizations representing

the 3 functional categories included in this study. The na-

ture of the final legislation precluded any delineation of

income. .Because the proposed contributory plan vras not f o1-

Iowed, the issue of self employment was redundant. However,

it does show that those who included the subject in their

presentations were in total agreement that any contributory

plan should incorporate the self employed persons'

There were some proposals which interest groups felt

should be included in an old age pension system but which

were not included in government proposals. Seven (21.2e")

interest groups suggested that the Unemployment Ïnsurance

program should be integrated with the Old Age Pension sys-

tem. The FIin FIon Council on Rehabilitation and Post War

Reconstruction Àssociation for one claimed that an early re-

tirement at age 55 with adequate pension would reduce unem-

ployment to the point -uhat there could be an amalgamation of

the 2 schemes and funds. Dr. t.i. Marsh, one of the "peak"

individuals, was another who suggested that Unemployment In-

surance should be included in the overall plan'

Although there vras only a smalI percentage of interest

groups who felt this to be important enough to be addressed'

5 of them were "peak" organízai-ions. The functional group-

ings indicate t.hat 3 business groups and trade associations'

1 labor organization, 1 welfare organizationr, and 2 private

individuals vrere in favor of such a move. This proposal was
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benot íncluded

ascertained,

in the final legislation and

never seriouslY cónsidered bY

as

the

far as can

government '

The issue of private pensions and integration with the

federal Àct was discussed in I (24.2>") submissions" Two

(25e") indicated that they should remain separate, and 4

(50e") suggested that they should be encouraged and expanded

as private entities to provide additional income security

for pensioners. Labor organizations were split in their

opinion, while 1 economic aroup did not agree with integra-

tion, and 1 economic group supported the view that they

should remain in addition to the federal scheme.

Of the g submissions five (35.7e") were "peak" organíza-

tions who were concerned wittr this issue and were split in

their opinion. One (20>") integrative group supported this

position, 2 (40e") rejected the idea and 2 (40e") cultural

groups considered that private pensions should be encouraged

in addition to public pension plans'

Neither the government proposals or the final legislaLion

made mention of private pensions and the mandate of Èhe Com-

mittee did not include such reference. However, it is evi-

dent by the inclusion of this issue in some submissions that

the idea of a more encompassing pension system was beginning

to f ind expression through this vehicle of arti'culation '

The residencY requirement

the interest groups making

$¡as a concern of 17

submissions to the

( 51 .5e") of

Commi ttee.
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Seven (41.1e") of them recommended that Canadian citizens

alone should be eligible for benefits , 2 (11.7e") proposed

both a Canadian citizenship and years of residency for e1i-

gibility, while 3 (17.6e") advocated that years of residence

should be the criteria. Two (11.7e") suggested that wage

earners should be the beneficiaries but they also were in

favor of a contributory insurance scheme and based their

proposals upon that premise. one, the canadian welfare

council, supported the proposal of allowing Indian and Eski-

mos to be included in the plan while another, DE. cassidy'

suggested that they be excluded as they were in the 1927

Act. It would appear that the inclusion of the Indians and

Eskimos in both the proposal and final legislation may have

been partly aS a result of the Canadian Welfare Council's

influence during the drafting of the proposal. It was clear

from the Minutes of the Committee Proceedings that they v¡ere

considered an important organization who had presented

briefs to the government with specific proposals on other

occasions.

However, the legislation designated the residence re-

quirement as years in residence modifying the clause "in-

cluding a period of 3 years immediately preceding the date

of application" to that of "at least one year". Although

some interest groups had suggested time frames' none had ad-

vocated this particular change. There were 11 (78'5e")

"peak" organíza:ions who spoke to this proposal, only 2
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(14"2%) of whom recommended that years of residence should

be the criteria for pension eligibility; none suggesting

this time period. Though it is adduced from the examination

of the data that provincial negotiations during a Provin-

cial/federal conference which followed the hearings of the

Committee achieved t,his modification to the federal govern-

ment proposals, it is difficult to sustain empirically.

However, it sras noted in the brief presented to the Commit-

Lee by the Province of Ontario, that residence requirements

might be open to question and suggested "a lesser period of

continuous residence would suffice, and yet provide adequate

safeguard against abuse". Thus it may be presumed that this

position would be used as a basis for negotiation of terms

during the Provincial/nederal conference.

4.2.4 Soc iaI I ssues

One of the most fundamental points which had caused con-

siderable debate since the inception of the OId Age Pension

Act of 1927 was the means test as eligibility for pension

benefits. Bryden (1974:11g) notes that in the 1g4g election

all parties made it a part of their political campaign. A1-

though there was â majority of interest groups who calIed

for its abolition, it was not unanimous or advocated by par-

ticular functional types of groups. Of the ?9 (87.8e") in-

terest groups who discussed it, 20 (68.9ga) proposed aboli-

tion and 9 (31e") recommended its retention. Four economic
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theabolitionrwhile3economicgroups,2integrative
and 2 cultural groups supported the retentíon'
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f avored

groups

Although there was overwhelming support for the elimina-

tion of a means test for a basic universal plan' some resis-

tance was noted in the discussion of it in a supplementary

scheme. Most who rejected the proposal argued that t'he

economy of the country could not support the increased

costs. The representations from the "peak" organizations,

with the exception of I'union catholique des cultivateurs

reflected the same desire for the elimination of the means

test in a federal plan, but were supportive of it in some

form of supplementary assistance'

Of the '13 ( 33.3e") interest groups who proposed a f orm of

supplementary benefits, 11 (84'6e") also supported a means

test for pension eligibitity. The "peak" organizations rep-

resented 10 (71.4>") of the total representations who gave

overwhelming support to this proposal. The Canadian welfare

council suggested that rather than a means test for pension

eligibility, a health test would be more advisable.

The proposals which included both a universal plan and a

special assistance plan were clearly in response to the con-

troversy surrounding the means test and formed a compromise

to both sides of the issue. Evidence suggests that the cost

factor was a primary concern of both the provincial and fed-



eral governments as s¡elI as the economic groups

universal pension payments without a means test

Iow. In deference to thOSe who maintained that

who needed greaLer assistance should qualify, the

remained in the canada Àssistance Act in order

this segment of societY.
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and so the

rema i ned

only those

means test

to servíce

Some social issues were discussed in submissions even

though there was littte indication that they could be incor-

porated in an old pension system. l'ledical insurance was a

proposal , f.or instance, in which 1 1 of 12 (36.4e") interest

groups vtere in favor. Housing was another issue raised by 5

(15.2e") interest groups who favored such government action

in this regard. Mothers and widows allowances were another

important subject raised in submissions. Eight' (24"2e") in-

terest groups addressed this issue in favorable terms, 5 of

them "peak" organizations. Nine (27.3eo) naa other concerns

which ranged from pensions for incurables to training of

personnel for elderIY Patients.

Some functional groupings showed greater concern with

some of these issues than others. The welfare organizations

in the integrative grouping were more concerned with medical

insurance (42e") and housing f or the elderly (60e") than the

oLher groups. Thirteen (39.4e") interest groups addressed

the issue of disability and all recommended that allowances

for disability should be included in any pension legisla-

tion. Groups in alI functional categories supported this

content,ion.
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Most interest groups who advocated age 70 as retirement

age a.lso Suggested that there be provision for pensions to

those 65-69 of age who, because of ill-health, could not

continue i.n t,he workforce. Eight "peak" organ izations v¡ere

included in this number" Dr. L.C. Marsh, as one' suggested

t,hat both survivor benefits and a disability pension should

be included in the OId À9e Pension Act because he considered

the program to be inter-related with protection against oth-

er universal risks, such as sickness, disability, widowhood

and death. He proposed a provision for disability pensions

at an earlier age than what he considered to be the normal

retiremenL age of 65 for men and 60 for women. The Canadian

llelfare CounciI, ín another "peak" submission, claimed that

a disability pension should be paid to those considered pre-

maturely aged (age 65-69) and to their wives if retired from

employment.

There were particular issues regarding a supplementary

scheme which attracted the interest groups' attention. Sev-

en (21.2e") organ izations proposed changes to the government

proposals which v¡ould aIlow part-time work while receiving

supplementary benefits v¡ithout penalty. Five types of in-

terest groups supported this principle: 1 economic group' 2

integrative groups and 3 cultural groups, while 1 integra-

tive organization rejected such a recommendation. Five of

these vtere "peak" Organ izationS who generally recgmmended

that part time work should be encouraged for psychological

and economic reasons.
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ÞlhiIe pension eligibility was not affect.ed by part time

work in t,he OId Age Security Act of 1951, allowable yearly

income levels in the Old Àge Assistance Act was set at $720

for single and widowed pensioners, $1200 for those who were

married, and $1320 for those whose spouses were blind. Thís

stipulation allowed littIe leverage for part time work al-
though it was raised slightly from what $¡as proposed in
1945.

EarIy retirement provisions were incl-uded in 9 (27.2e")

submissions. Three (33.3e") approved of an early retirement

with graduated income while 4 (44.4e") suggested that a full
pension be granted. lwo claimed that early retirement

should not be encouraged. One economic group, and 2 inte-
grative groups approved of this principle, while 1 economic

group, 1 integrative group and 2 cultural groups felt that a

full income should be available for those who retire early.
One individual in the cultural category and 1 labor organi-

zation in the integrative category rejected this concept.

While there were varied eligibility criteria for ful1
pension such as length of service rather than ê9€, the.ma-

jority of those who addressed this issue approved of early

retirement provisions under a contributory scheme. Those

that would not endorse early retirement vrere speaking di-
rectly to a fully contributory social insurance scheme in

which later retirement would be encouraged.
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seven (21 .2e") organíza|ions dealt with the issue of later

retiremenL and all proposed that it be included in both pub-

lic and private plans. One economic group' 3 integrative

groups and 3 cultural groups submitted t,heir approval in

this respect.

of those that advocated a later retirement â9ê, all sug-

gested that it. be a voluntary decision in order to facili-

tate those who wished to continue working. Although some

indicated that the old age pension should be withheld from

those who continued to work, the option should be included

in the old age Pension sYstem.

FinaIIy, flexible retirement issues were discussed in 10

( 30.3e") submissions; I ( 80e") in f avor and 2 (20e") against '

Those that support.ed ftexible retirement proposals generally

suggested that the age of retirement which was included as

the suggested normal retirement should be flexible and re-

tirement at a specified age should not be compulsory.

Dr. charlotte whitton, in u rrpeak" submission, f eIt that

employment opportuniLies should be available until one was

no longer able to sustain a gainful occupa!ion. A contribu-

tory plan would tend to discourage labor mobility, she

claimed, and would prejudice the hiring of older workers.

Ffexible issues, when grouped according to functiona] cat-

egories, 2 economic groups, 5 integrative groups, and 1 cul-

tural group supported the principle. Two cultural groups'
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both in the "peak" category, rêjected the not'ion of flexi-

biliLy and suggested t,hat a beneficiary should retire from

the normal earning position at a specified retirement age'

AII others however, recommended lhat flexibility should be

the goal of any old age pension system.

4.2"5 Discu sston and Conclusion

Debates in the House of Commons during the period under

study indicated that the government was being pressured from

the opposition parties to produce some t'angible results from

their stated policy of an early pension system resolution'

It appears from the findings of this study that the old Age

Security act and the OId Age Assistance Act vtere adopted in

response to these pressures rather than a concerted effort

for specific action from particular interest groups. The

rejection of the contributory insurance principle, proposed

to the Committee aS a professed aim of the government ' can-

not be tied, according to the analysis of the data, to in-

fluence generated to a great extent on the part of any sub-

mission or functional groupin9. Those that rejected the

contributory principl.e may have been instrumental in per-

suading the government to disregard their own preference for

a contributory scheme, âlthough the data suggest that the

government was not at t.his time totally prepared to inaugu-

rate such a scheme at any rate. The Minister of Health and

Welfare, in moving a resolution to establish the Joint Com-
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mitLee to examine the concept of contributory pensions' v¡as

careful to include the caution "vre need to study with the

greatest care all the implications of these programs before

making up our minds" (House of Commons Debates, 19502642).

He also warned about the provinciaJ-/federal jurisdictional

problems which might arise from legislation in this area as

well as the added cost which such a program would entail. À

member of Parliament, Mf. Donald Fleming, in speaking to bhe

resolution, suggested that it would appear that the Minis-

ter's "whole Speech was in essence a defence of the Status

quo" (House of Commons Debates' 1950:645).

The 1945 federal government proposals for an OId À9e Se-

curity Act and an OId Àge Assistance Àct vlere supported in

large part by the interest groups who made presentations to

the Special Joint Committee of the Senate and House of Com-

mons, 1950. It may be that representations to the govern-

ment in the form of "Iobbying" prior to the official govern-

ment' s proposals had influenced the intended provisions.

The findings indicate that the proposals of the Green Book

of 1945 were accepted with few modifications in the OId Àge

Security act and the Old Age Assistance Act. Table 7 shows

the diversified opinions regarding the contributory insur-

ance principle as proposed in 1950 and the responses to the

1945 proposals.

However

data that

there are indication,s from

Lhe modi f ied: pay-as-you-go

the examination of the

scheme may have been
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À Comparison of ConsÍstenry Between Government a¡d Interest Group
Propæals Indicating Chånges Reflected in Fjnal Legis)acion 1950, by Percentager
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66.6
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Chanoe from

100.

48.1

5.3
9.5

23.1

3I

76.9

33.3
95.4
93.3

sr.8

7
4

94
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adopted partly in response to those interest groups who ad-

vocated this type of funding rather than t'he basic pay-as-

you-go- scheme as originally proposed. The "peak" organiza-

tions may especially have had some impact in this area for

they r¡ere aI] in favor of a modified pay-as-you- 90 scheme'

The recommendation from the canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion was indicative of others who supported this principle.

They suggested that a reasonable compromise between a

straight pay-as-you-9o scheme and large contingency reserve

be developed by the policy planners. This organization,

along with other "peak" representations, made reference to

numerous submissions to the government in which their poli-

cies vfere well documented and thus may be indicative of

their influence in this area.

Notwithstanding the slight impact on pension policy noted

through the analysis of these data, there are intimations to

suggest that there was a beginning of interest group influ-

ence on government policy. Às was noted earlier during the

discussion on specific issues, a few groups appeared to have

exerted some influence in isolated instances. The economic

groups , for instance, by supporting the proposed age of 70

as against the majority position of 65 would indicate that

they may have been instrumental in retaining this proposal'

The Canadian Welfare Council in the integrative category

also may have been instrumental in influencing legislation

on their behalf in the case of the inclusion of Indians and
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analysis for the study seems to indicate that both

and integrative functional groups emerge as seeming

fluence pension policy decisions in 1950.
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Thus the

economic

to in-

Moreover, the submissions from a wide representation of

societal functional groups indicates that a growing interest

in submitting to such commissions on social policy was be-

ginning to take hoLd in all segments of society by 1951.

Moreover, the "peak" organ iza|-ions in these functional

groupings appear to have had, if not a marked influence, at

least a noticeable attention paid to their vievrpoints by the

governments. As discussed earlier, the Canadian Welfare

Council, the Canadian Congress of Labour and the Canadian

Manufacturers' Àssociation, aIl "peak" organizations, âP-

peared to have maintained an influential relationship with

the government policy planners at this period of our histo-

ry.

FIexible retirement issues vtere beginning to be of con-

cern to some interest groups. The majority of the groups

who spoke to this issue realized the implications of a man-

datory retirement age and called for greater flexibilities

to be built into the pension system. While the discussion

of flexible retirement issues is not particularly important

in the analysis of a non contributory pension system, they

become valuable in the overall assessment of implica,tions

for flexible retiremenL from a historical viewpoint. This
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in the chapter discussing flex-wiIl
i ble

be explored more deeply

retirement implications "
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Noles to Chapter 1V

t1 I The 1945 federal government proposals contained with the
Green Book are summarized as follows:

a system of National- QId Age Pensions entirely
financed and administered by the federal govern-
ment and paid at a uniform .rate of $30 per month
without a means test to both men and women aged
70 and over in all parts of Canada;

1

2 to províde old age assistance for persons of age
65-69 in cases of need according to similar Do-
minion-provincial agreements already in effect
under the Old Age Pensions Àct with certain lib-
eralization of conditions. Provincial govern-
ments would administer this old age assistance
and the federal government would contribute 50e"
of the cost up to 50e. of $30 per month.

Moreover, it was proposed that the applicant must have

resided ín Canada a total period of 20 years since age

18, including a period of 3 years immediately preceding

the date of application. For those eligible for old age

assistance I a maximum exemption of $125 of personal in-

come would be allowed before reduction of payment was

computed. Old Age assistance would be provided by the

province in which the applicant resides and the existing

requirement, whereby payments of old age pension must be

recovered where possible from the estate of the recipi-

ent after death would be abolished (Oominion/erovincial

Conference, 1 945) .



ChaPter V

ANALYSTS OF THE DATA , 1964, 1977

5.1 CANÀDÀ PENSTON ÀCT,1966

A Special Joint Committee of the Senate and House of Com-

mons v¡as appointed by the federal government in 1964 to

,,Consider and Report upon BiIl-136" (Proceedings, 1965:1 ) '

As the Iiterature review revealed, the Liberal election

platform of 1963 included the promise of an early inaugura-

t.ion of a pension program. An earnings related pension was

tabled in the House soon after their election in 1963' Bry-

den (1974) makes mention of lengthy debates in Parliament

and of prolonged negotiations with the provinces. BiIl

C-75, a revision of the original proposal' was placed before

Parliament for debate, and replaced by Bill C-136 after ne-

gotiated revisions [1 ] .

consultation between the provinces and t'he f ederal .gov-

ernment from the first proposals of 1963 until the final

Iegislation of 1965 provided the impetus for many of the

modifications to the proposed Act. While it may be assumed

that continuing "Iobbying" by major interest groups had also

influenced the policy planners iil the initial stages, the

compendium of views presented by all interest groups to the

128
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thus facilitating a judgement of specific
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compet-

influ-ing groups,

ence "

public hearings held by the committee to solicit the

viewpoints of interested parties attracted 57 formal presen-

tations. Eight of them were not used for'this study for

they only discussed issues which were not applicable to ei-

ther the proposals or t,he f inal legislation. In summary'

they were concerned with Civil Service Pension matters' with

the Blind Allowance, and one asking for clarification of

coverage for an overseas posting. Moreover' some federal-

departments presented informational briefs which were not

included in the sample. These were background briefing pa-

pers and statistical information to be used as resource ma-

terial for the members of the Committee. For examplet a

brief presented by the Ministry of Transport discussed the

rights of funnelling accumulation of funds to the "purchas-

ing resources of the individual who has retired from active

initiative", and made no particular recommendations' À to-

tal of 49 briefs were used as the sample in this case.

The Committee sent a letter to 12 organízaÌ-ions informing

them of the dates of the Committee's public hearings and in-

viting them to appear. Seven responded. These were consid-

ered as "peak" organízations for the analySis in accordance

with the developed methodology noted in chapter 3, and their

proposals were compared with those of the regular groups in
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prime areas of concern. They were included, however, in the

total number for general analysis. As Table I shows, all

functional groupings were represented in the submissions

made to the Committee.

Às in the 1927 and 1950 studies, in keeping with the es-

tablíshed methodological criteria and discussed in chapter

3, particular issues f.or analysis were developed from an ex-

amination of the data. Many of these issues vrere in direct

response to the proposals of Bill C-136 and were the basis

for the analysis. However, âS in 1950, some interest groups

raised other issues and these were also included in the data

analysis. Part-time employment and integration of the Unem-

ployment Insurance Act with the Canada Pension Àct are indi-

cative of some of the subjects not covered in the proposals

but discussed in briefs. Many of these issues had been

raised in briefs presented to the earlier committee hearings

under review and appear to have been of continuing concern

at this time. AIso, aS formerly, not all the issues v¡ere

addressed by aI1 groups, but enough interest vtas shown in

each to justify analysis in keeping with the established

methodological criteria.

The issues chosen for analysis and assigned to subject

categories are summarized in Table 9 It would appear from

the figures that interest groups spoke primarily t'o their

particular interests rather than the more general aspects of

the proposed legislation as was indicated in the 1950 study'
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Tab le I
Stmrr¿rv of Interest bv F\:nct ional Group I ncr

1964

F\nctional Groupinq

Eænqnic

Br:siness and

Trade Àssociat.ion

fnteqrative

r-hor organizations

Fþlfare organizations

Orltural

Prir¡ate groLps

private individuals

Political

Federal deparftents

Provincres

Peak Regular llotâI

L2 l6

2 2

t7 L7

4

,

2

I

2

B

4

li

I

I

I
I

Tbtål. 427 49
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Issues by Functlonal Grouplng, i964

lssrres lntesrâtive Cult ural Po 1i onomlcÊc To r¡l
Flnanc{aI
fund fng
taxa t 10 n

contribucory
f nd ex fng
pen s 1on
base exemptlon
0AS extenElon

N=8 (66. Z )

^dm{nlsfrarlonrransltlon
âge
admlnlstrarlon
c ove rage
prfvace pensfon
concracÈlng ouÈ
OAS age
OAS elfglbflfry

N-ro(83.32)
Soc1aL
meana tesC
wldor.'s /mo c he r s
dlsablllty
par! work
early reEtremenÈ
flexlble
IaÈe reclrement
por rable
olher beneffEs

*Please refer !o table 3 for an explanacion of
lnt.egrat lve = l2
culrural - l9
PolfclcaI = 2

economlc - 16
Tocal = 49

I
1

7

6

6

I
N=12(7sz)

20
2l
25
T7

I6
L4

5
N"36 (73. s2)

7

l0
9

iI
IO

2
)

N=12(75.2)

l8
l3
¿.t

23
22
I8
IO
II

N-33 (67.32)

2

2

2

I
I

I

3

4

6

2

3

4

I

I
.,

2
t
t
)

3

4

5

5

6

3

2
,)

3

6

4

I
3

l
I
3

I
9(7s.2)

N-2(1002)73N-

7
a

t0
7

5
3

3

4(

7

¿.

7

7

3

3

6

7

r(

5

4

4

2

3

3

3
)
')

(37

7Z)

N= 64 ,7 7") N=2(1002)

2414
L 7 l8

. I 7 L6
3

L 4 II
28

4
L 4 lo
2 5 lo

6.82) N=2(1002) N=t0(62.s2) N=zB(s7.it).
table numbers. Tocals for the functfonal groupings are:

L,J
N)
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In addition, it is clear that financial issues garnered the

greatest attention of the interest groups with 36 (73.5eo)

addressing these concerns. Admi-nistration of the proposed

Act generated 33 (67 "3e") responses while social issues

lagged behind with 28 ( 57. 1e") responses "

It is understandable that an earnings-related pension

plan would initiate financial concerns from all segments of

society. However, the social issues related to the propo-

sals were not addressed by as many interest groups as might

be anticipated given the impact which this plan was expected

to have for the general public. Perhaps the ramifications

of the terms of the proposed Act had not been fully under-

stood at this time by a community inexperienced with this

type of income related pension insurance. The 1927 OId Age

pensions Act, the first major government incursion in Lhe

social welfare field in Canada had provided many years of

experience with a means tested state funded public plan.

However, the 1965 proposals heralded a new and untried era

of retirement income security for canadians and the effects

on society could not be totally anticipated. This first

earnings-related contributory uníversal pubtic retirement

income plan , for instance, substantially affected those in

most private pension plans. CIark (1979¿1-14) stated that

following the implementation of the Canada z /Quebec Pension

Plans, there was a form of in|egration between private and

public pensions resulting "in the reduction of the contribu-
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tion. rates and consequential lowering of benefits in many of

the private plans so as to keep their relative total pension

costs in Iine with what they were before". Accordingly, the

terms of private pensions were also similarly aligned, in

most instances, to those of the Canada/ Quebec Pension PIan

and the technicalities connected with those pension plans

were not readily understood by the general public.

Few of the briefs, for instance, recognized that retire-

ment would be tied in many instances, to inflexible arrange-

ments within the private sector to accommodate the public

pension availability at age 65. Further, while many looked

forward to an assured income on which to retire, the econom-

ic hárdships encountered through unprecedented inflationary

times could not be anticipated in totality. Moreover, âD

assured pension income on retirement has, during the last

few years, encouraged the use of enforced early retiremenb

of the older worker from the workforce. This, in some in-

stances, has restricted the choice of Iifestyle for the old-

er citizen in our society. A more in-depth analysis of the

issues and a discussion of the findings follows.

By 1964, there was strong support for some type of con-

tributory old age pension insurance scheme from all types of

interest groups. Of 46 (93.9s¿) who discussed the principle'

31 (67 .4e") approved and 15 (32.6e") disapproved. Cost con-

siderations appeared to be the major concern of those who

opposed the measure although a few suggested that because it
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would not cover all citizens, it should not be implemented

aS proposed" The Canadian Life Insurance Officers Associa-

tion, a "peak" organizatiOn, vtas adamant, âS in 1950, that a

contributory social insurance program as proposed by the

federal government would not be in the best interests of all

canadians and called instead for modifications to the old

Age Pension Act. The Canadian Chamber of Commerce, another

',peak" organization, while stiIl registering opposition to

Lhe enactment of the Canada Pension PIan in principle, nev-

ertheless recognized in their brief, that the strong support

for the BilI would assure passage and therefore included

recommendations in other areas of concern in their presenta-

tion to the Committee. Eleven economic, 11 integrative, 7

cultural and 2 political functional groups supported the

proposal in principle. Four economic, 1 integrative, and 10

cultural functional groups rejected the proposal. Included

in this number vfere 7 "peak" organiza|ions,2 in the econom-

ic group, and 3 in the integrative group who supported the

measure while 2 economic groups rejected the proposal.

5. 1 .1 Financial ISEg-e-å

The funding of the proposed pension system vras discussed

by 21 (43v"J of the interest groups and 14 (66.6e") of the 21

rejected any notion of reserve funding. They advocated in-

stead a pay-as-you-go scheme. Three organizations in the

economic grouping, 3 in the cultural grouping and 1 in the

political grouping proposed some type of. reserve funding.
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One of the private individuals suggested that excess

funds collected under the Canada Pension PIan could be

transferred to the OId Age Pension Fund in order to reduce

taxes while the 6 other interest groups agreed with the

Province of Ontario's stand in which excess funds could be

loaned to t.he provinces. Others , who di sagreed wi th thi s

principle, claimed that it, vlas dangerous to give future pro-

vincial governments a large automatic market for their

bonds. One private individual, for example, cautioned that

allowing the provincial governments unrestricted use of the

plan's funds was dangerous because they would not have to

prove their worth in order to borrow from the fund. Under

t,he existing arrangements, he claimed, provinces seeking

funds in t,he private investment market had to show how the

funds would be used and how "wisely". Àlthough most govern-

ments are "normaIly efficient and intelligentw he stated,

"it is not safe to assume that all future governments wiIl

have these qualities and he worried that a certain amount of

self control would be lost in government circles with the

increased use of pensions plans for provincial borrowing

(Proceedings, 1964:2033) .

The Iiterature (nryden, 1974; Leman, 1977¡ LaMarsh, 1968)

stresses that the provinces wanted this type of funding in

order to relieve the economic pressures of the provinces"

The federal government, in tempting the provinces to enter

the plan I off.ered them on loan all the investment funds gen-
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erated by contributions in their jurisdictions, rather than

having to go to the investment houses to raise capital.

Bryden (1g742173) suggests that the provinces called for a

substantial reserve funding in order to satisfy "provincial

hunger for investment caPita1".

other than the provinces, the prime reason given by those

interest groups supporting a reserve fund was the danger of

underfunding, resulting in high tax subsidization. They

were insistent that a cushion of funding againsÈ the vagar-

ies of the economic climate should be ensured' Though the

majority of those who spoke to the issue favored a pay- as-

you-go scheme in Lhe proposal stage to one of fairly large

excess funding in the final legislation. AIl excess funds

would be made available to the provinces for investment in

provincial securities. LaMarsh (1964) suggested in the

House of Commons that consultation with the provinces which

were conducted away from the Committee hearings were instru-

mental in influencing the final decision'

The basic exemption issue was the concern of 15 (30'6e")

of the interest groups. The analysis indicates that the

proposed amount of $600 was considered as too high by 2 in-

tegrative groups, îaS acceptable by 1 integrative group and

2 cultural groups, but 1O Suggested that no exemption should

be allowed. This viewpoint was shared by 6 economic groups'

2 integrative groups , 1 cultural group and 1 political

group.
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The "peak" organizations had varied reactions to the pro-

posal. Of 4 (47.1e") ot those who spoke to the issue, 1 in-

tegrative group felt that it was too high, 1 integrative

group accepted the proposed $600, and 2 organ íza:-ions in the

economic functional grouping felt that no exemption should

be a110wed. The canadian chamber of commerce and the Life

InSurance Officers Association aS "peak" OrganizationS were

both opposed to any basic exemption buL it should be noted

that they did not accept the principle of the intent of Bill

C-1 36 in any form.

The Canadian Labour CongreSS, another "peak" organíza-

tion, v¡as fully in accord with this element of the plan and

expressed its concurrence with the principles embodied in

the Bilt. Their brief makes note of extensive representa-

tions by this group in several areas of concern, one of

which was the basic exemption which they stressed was in fa-

vor of the lower-income worker (nryden , 1974). The two in-

dividuals in the functional cultural grouping fett that the

benefit would help the low earner although neither were in

full support of the canada Pension Plan proposal itself.

Although it vras clear that the majority of those who were

concerned with the issue felt that there should be no basic

exemption and the original proposals before Bill C-136 had

not included an exemption clause, the final Iegislation in-

cluded a basic exemption of $600 per year. It is apparent

from the analysis of the canadian Labour congress' brief to
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the eommittee that representatives of this organi'zation had

been in consultation with the policy planners äuring the

formative stage and one must presume that their viewpoints

were taken into account in the drafting of Bill C-136. In

discussing the public pension system in general, they re-

marked that they had advanced their opinions "on ot'her occa-

sions" when dealing with specifics, and noted later that the

proposed $600 exemption "affords rather more relief to the

Iow income wage earner than would otherwise be the case".

Thus this organization appears to have been influential in

this area of concern.

Indexing the pension benefits was another issue in which

18 (36.7e") interest groups expressed their opinion. Ten

(5.5e") groups strongly rejected indexing of pension pay-

ments, primarily because of the cost factors. Six groups in

the economic functional grouping, and 4 in the cultural

grouping, spoke against the inclusion of this clause of the

BiII.

VlhiIe they agreed that there should be a periodic adjust-

ment made to the pension benefits they varied in their rec-

ommendations. The Canadian Welfare Council and the Canadian

Labor Congress, both "peak" organizations, claimed that in-

dexing of the benefits should be related to an earnings in-

dex rather than a consumer price index. The Senior Citizens

Advancement committee suggested that the pension benefits

should not be tied to the cost of living but adjusted up-



wards according to Gross National Product' The

Ontario and John Labatt Ltd. recommended that a

dex should be used for calculation of adjustment

benefíts rather than an earnings index.
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Province o.f

Pension In-

to pension

While the 2 "peak" organizations supporting the earnings

index were apparently successfuf in their bid for inclusion

of the concept in final legislation, those organ'izations who

opposed this type of indexing successfully delayed implemen-

tation by influencing an inclusion of a 7 year transition

period in which pension indexing was the accepted formula.

The final legislation based both the earnings ceilings and

average earnings adjustments on the pension index untiL 1975

and to the earnings index thereafter.

There were 19 (38.7>o) interest groups who discussed an

extension of OId Age Security benefits. Seventeen (89.4e")

were in favor and 2 (10.5eo) did not approve. The functional

grouping shows that 5 economic aroups, 2 integrative

groups, I cultural groups and 2 political groups made recom-

mendaLions for extension of these benefits while 2 cultural

groups rejected this princiPle.

Those who lfere not in favor were 2 private individuals

who were concerned about adding any extra cost to the tax-

payer. Some who supported the principte advocated that ex-

tra benefits added to the OId Age Security ect would be eq-

uitable for all citizens than would the Canada Pension Act
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which was earnings related and therefore not completely uni-

versal. Others argued that an extension of benefits in the

Old Age Security act would complement the Canada Pension

Act, providing coverage for those not otherwise included and

would also provide extra income for those in low earnings.

AII functional groupings were represented in those favoring

such action: 5 economic groups, 2 integrative, I cultural
groups and 2 political groups. OnIy the cultural group

showed a diversity of opinion in this regard.

The resolution introducing BiIl C-136 into the House of

Commons for debate included the intention of extending ben-

efits to beneficiaries under the OId Age Security act. An

examination of the data suggests that the policy planners

had responded to the wishes of the majority of groups who

had continuously lobbied for these benefits. In introducing

the Bill into the House of Commons, the Minister remarked

that concerning supplementary benefits, the proposed Bill
incorporated a "number of suggestions put forward by the

other provinces and by various groups in their representa-

tions to the federal government" (House of Commons Debates,

1964:9900). Therefore, in this instance, it is difficult to

assume that one interest group seemed more influential than

others in this regard"
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5.1"2 Àdmi nistration I ssues

The retirement age of 65 was generally supported by the

interest groups except for the 1 province represented and 1

labor group. The Province of ontario cautioned against the

complexities of implementing a retirement test for the grad-

uated benefíts between the ages of 65-69 as proposed while

the Ontario Teacher's Federation felt that the retirement

test should be extended to age 70 but retirement before that

age should be allowed. The qualifying age for old age ben-

ef its was proposed in BiIl c-136 as unconditional at age 70

with a retirement test from age 65-69. The qualifying age

for retirement tested þension would be reduced progressively

until age 65 in 1970. This was incorporated into the Àct as

proposed and as vras noted, with Iittle dissention.

coverage of the plan generated 23 (46.9e") responses.

Nineteen (82.6e") interest groups suggested that it should be

compulsory for aII workers while 3 (13e") proposed a volun-

tary coverage. self-employed persons were included in the

coverage issue in 4 btiefs. The canadian Federation of Ag-

riculture, a "peak" organization, made strong representa-

tions to the Committee in favor of compulsory coverage of

self-employed people, including farmers. Noting that it s¡as

included in BiIl c-136, they claimed credit for the provi-

sion by vray of "lobbying" the government and Members of Par-

liament while it was stiIl in the formation process'
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In introducing the Bilt into Lhe House, LaMarsh (1964)

noted that one of the important changes from the previous

BiII C-75 v{a.s the extension of coverage of the self-employed

on a compulsory rather than a voluntary basis. she claimed

this change was directly related to submissions made to the

canadian government and made ment.ion of one in particular

from the Canadian Federation of Agriculture asking for this

inctusion. some interest groups countered this proposal'

arguing that it was difficutL for the self-employed because

of the contributory earnings lower Iimit. only 1 suggesied

that it be completely voluntary. Because it had been sin-

gled out for special ment,ion by the Minister, it can be as-

sumed that the canadian Federation of Agriculture did have

an influence in the final legislation in determining compul-

sory coverage of the self-employed although it should be

noted that aII types of groups supported this measure. Two

economic groups and 1 cultural group rejected the proposal

while 1 economic group proposed that coverage should be com-

pulsory only if the worker was not covered under a private

pension plan.

The integration of private pensions with the intended

Canada Pension Act vras the concern of 22 (44'9e.) interest

groups. Twelve (54.5e") of the 22 indicated that integration

with the federal plan should be the objective, while 10

(45.4e") suggested that they should remain as an addition to

any public scheme. Most of those who rejected the idea of
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inLegratïon claimed that there was a danger of

Iosing control over their company plan if it was

with a national plan" There was further concern

gration would be difficult because of added cost

tributor"
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individuals

integrated

that inte-

to the con-

However, many of those who wished private and public plan

integrat,ion felt that they could be satisfact.orily combined

to protect existing levels of benefits. Though there was a

strong consensus on the matter in general by the functional

groupingS, of the 5 01.4eo) "peak" organizations who ad-

dressed the issue , 4 recommended that private pensions be

integrated with the Canada Pension PIan and only 1 suggested

that private pensions should be in addition to the public

p1an. The federal government made it clear that because

(90e") of private plans are under provincial jurisdiction,

they would not interfere with private plan arrangements aI-

though they encouraged the private sector to redesign their

programs to complement the public plan.

Related to this issue were recommendations by 18 (36.7e")

interest groups concerning contracting out of the Canada

Pensions PIan. Six (33.3e.) of the 18 interest groups sug-

gested that those under private pension plans be allowed to

maintain their present arrangements onIy, 12 (66.6e")

stressed that compulsory coverage of aIl workers, regardless

of private pension arrangements, should be included in the

Iegislation. Àlthough the functional groupings show t'hat
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there was some divergent opinion within separate groups'

particularly the economic groups, the integrative and polit-

ical groups were in total agreement with not allowing any

coRtracting out of the public plan' Of the 4 "peak" organi-

zatíons who took note of this issue, all rejected any notion

of contracting out of the public plan.

¡¡either the federal proposals of BiIl C-136 or the final

Iegislation made any except,ion for opting out of the Canada

Pension Plan for those under private pension arrangements'

It is clear that those who wished to add this clause to the

proposals were not successful and it would also appear that

Lhe majority of the groups who made recommendations in this

area of concern, except for the cultural grouping, supported

the government's position. It is presumed that consulta-

t ions dur íng the draf t ing of t.he Bi 11 ' part icularly by the

Canadian Labour Congressr êS described earlier, ensured this

position would be favorably considered.

The transitional period during which less than the full

benefits were to be paid, generated response from 18 (36"7e")

interest groups. Six (33.3e") of the 18 felt that the pro-

posed 10 year period for maturity of pensions benefits

should be extended, most suggested 20 years' while only 1

(5.Se") approved of the proposal. The Canadiar¡ Welfare Coun-

cil a "peak" organization, while accepting the formula of a

maturity date of 10.years, recommended that the fuIl amount

of the basic OId Àge Security payment should be available to
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those vrho retire between the ages of 65-69 and to their de-

pendènt spouses provided that there would be no reduction in

the wage-related pension. They believed -that the fulI old

Àge security payment for those who have retired with inade-

quate means was most important during the transitional peri-

od.

Eleven interest groups recommended elimination of Lhe

transitional period because those retiring shortly after the

implementation of the plan would have inadequate pension'

They argued for immediate pension payments. The functional

groupings show that the economic grouping had divided opin-

ions with 4 recommending elimination and 3 suggesting an ex-

tension of the maturity time. There were 2 in the integra-

tive category that sought elimination while 1 supported the

proposal. Five cultural groups sought elimination and 2

asked for an extension of the transition period. There was

1 in the political grouping which favored an extension. of

the 3 (4 2.}eo) "peak" organizations who spoke to this propo-

sal, 1 economic functional grouping asked for an extension,

1 integrated group sought elimination while 1 integrative

groupacceptedtheproposalwithmodifications.

Although there was a fairty strong representation for

elimination of the transition period and firm recommenda-

tions for an extended period of maturation, the final legis-

Iation remained at t.he 10 year period. LaMarsh (1969 ) inti-

mated that the government took cognizance of the electorate
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who vrere impatient for action rather than the prudent propo-

sals for a later maturity period. The Canadian Welfare

Council reflected the wishes of its varied membership and

provided clear arguments to support their position which co-

incided with that of the government. An examination of the

data ín this study thus indicates that they may have been

influential in upholding the 10 year period'

The qualifying age for the universal pension was debated

by 11 (22.4e") interest groups. None (81 .8s") of the 11 sug-

gested that the age be lowered from 70 to 65 while 2 (18'1>")

supported the proposed age of 70. Those who argued for age

70 suggested that the cost of reducing the age would be far

too high for the taxpayers. Those that supported age 65 as

t,he quatifying age for pension benefits were critical of the

reduced pension for those aged 65-69. The functional group-

ing shows that 2 groups in the economic grouping, 3 in the

integrative grouping, and 4 in the cultural grouping sup-

ported age 65 as the qualifying age while 2 ín the cultural

grouping did not.

Three "peak" organizations spoke to this issue, 1 in the

economic arouping, and 2 ín the integrative grouping. All 3

advocated age 65 as the qualifying age for universal pension

payments. Bil-I C-135 proposed that universal pensions be

unconditional at age 70 and a permanently reduced pension at

age 65. During Commitlee deliberations the government pro-

posed a change to this section of the BiII in which the
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qualifying age would be progressively reduced from age 70 to

65 in 1970, Some of the representations made favorable noLe

of this intent. AIl "peak" organi.zat ions expressed unquali-

fied approval of this amendment. It would appear that in-

terest groups supporting this principle, by their unified

approach, vüere instrumental in persuading the government t'o

amend the proposal as noted. The final legislation embodied

thís clause.

5"1.3 Social Issues

Eighteen (36.7e") interest groups were concerned with Wid-

ovrs and Mothers pensions. Seventeen (g4.4e") of the 1B were

in favor of extending the pension benefits and 1 (5.5e.) did

not approve. Seven economic Aroups, 6 integrative groups, 3

cul-tural groups and 1 political group supported a widening

of pension benefits for this segment of the population,

while 1 cultural group did not. Three (42.8e") "peak" organ-

ízations spoke to this issue and all gave strong support for

extended benefits.

Coñnected with this issue were disability pensions for

the deemed disabled. Sixteen (32,7eo) interest groups ad-

dressed this issue and 15 (93.7eo) of the 16 were in favor of

further extensions to the benefiLs. The functional group-

ings show that a majority in all groups supported this prin-

ciple: 7 economic groups, 4 integrative groups, 
.3 cultural

groups and 1 political group
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Four ( 57, 1e") of these groups were "peali" organ ízations.

The functional grouping indicates that 2 economic groups and

2 integrative groups recommended action in this regard"

The final Iegislation included a wide range of benefits

for widows, mothers, and the disabted including the children

of the disabled. This inclusion would seem predicated upon

the st.rong representations to the Committee by aIl types of

groups. Although one particular group may not have been

singularly successfuf in influencing this section of the

Àct, it seems clear that interest groups as a whole reflect-

ed the wishes of various segments of society in this respect

and the government resPonded.

Às indicated in the earlier discussion on the extension

of benefits, the analysis determined that the majority of

interest groups favored the extension of benefits to the ex-

isting pension system as a form of supplement to the Canada

pension Àct. This majority also favored eligibility by way

of a means test. Fourteen (28.5e") interest groups addressed

thi s i ssue, 1 0 (71 .4e") of whom were in f avor and 4 (28.5e")

not in favor. Of those in favor most supported the conten-

tion that any supplement to an earnings related program

should be based on a means test in order to provide for

those who needed it most. The cost of providing the extra

pension benefits was also of general concerlì to those who

favored this proposal as vlas the ideal of encouraging per-

sonal savings.
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Those that opposed a means test for the universal pension

called such a measure degrading. The Congress of Canadian

Women expressed the general feeling of those opposed when

they said in their brief to the Committee "the time is

past...when OId Age Pensions can be looked upon as an act of

public charity and the recipients as paupers to whom a dole

is handed out". The old Age Security act remained a univer-

sa1 provision without a means test even though the majority

of the interest groups speaking to this issue favored the

means test provision. Moreover, the proposal and the Act

provided for the gradual elimination of the OId Àge Assis-

tance Act which was means tested. It would appear that

those organizations who were opposed to the principle of

means testing were influential in retaining a means test

universal basic pension plan. However, it should be noted

that a Guaranteed Income Supplement amendment to the Act was

passed in 1966 in which eligibility for an extra allowance

was subject to a means test. This did not, however destroy

the universality of the OId Age Security act itself.

Flexible retirement issues were discussed by several in-

terest groups. Of the I (16.3e.) who mentioned flexibitity

in retirement practises, 7 (87.5c") approved while 1 (12.5e")

did not. In general, they suggested that the pension ar-

rangements should be ftexible enough to allow an option of

choice for the older worker. The 1 interest group who re-

jected flexibitity of any kind was more intent on securing
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public pensions at age 60 when the private pension

their membership would enforce retirement

151

plan of

Early retirement was discussed by 11 (22"4e") interest

groups" None (81.8e") of the 11 suggested that early retire-

ment should be allowed as an option to the older worker on a

graduated pension income basis while 2 (18.2"'o) suggested

that retirement should be allowed on fuI1 pension income

Ievels. Those that approved of a graduated principle tied

the public pension eligibility age to those of private pen-

sion arrangements, many of which included a retirement age

of 60. They recommended that some type of arrangement

should be available in the public plans for those who wished

to retire earlier than the stipulated age eligibility for

pension payments. Most of those who spoke to this issue

were concerned that some private plans would not a1Iow later

retirement than age 60 which would put the beneficiaries of

those plans at a distinct disadvantage in economic terms'

Rather than attempt to find employment for the older worker

for the few years before full public pension allowance, they

suggested that a graduated pension income at age 60 would

relieve the pressure. The Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion was a strong advocate of this position.

Those that advocated fult income on earlier retirement

vrere concerned with the 65-69 age group who untiJ- 1970 would

be placed on a graduated pension income basis. They further

suggested that rather than impose penalties for early re-
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tirement, the problems of reducing the work force as a re-

sult of automation could be better resolved by providing

fuII pension for those involved. Of the total , 4 (57.+v")

were "peak" organizations who spoke to this issue, and all

advocated a graduated income as proposed in BilI C-136, aI-

though the Canadian Welfare Council suggested that the pro-

rated basis should be re-examined with a view to improve-

ments.

The functional groupings show that those who favored a

graduated income level $¡ere concentrated in 4 groupings: 3

in the integrative 2 ín the cultural and 1 in the political

grouping. The "peak" organízations were represented in 2

functional groupings: 2 ín the economic and 2 ín the inte-

grative groupings.

The final legislation provided for the qualifying age to

be gradually reduced from age 70 in 1965 Lo age 65 in 1970.

This cl-ause in effect allowed for fuII benefits at age 65 in

1970. It would appear that the concern of the interest
groups who spoke to this issue $¡as taken into account in the

drafting of the final tegislation, although there was no

provision made for earlier retirement than age 65.

Only 4 (8.2e") interest groups spoke of later retirement

as an option for the older worker. These 4 groups, 1 inte-

grative and 3 cultural groups, advocated that persons should

be allowed to work without penalty as long as t,hey were pro-
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duct ive in t.he workf orce. They stressed that later ret. i re-

ment would relieve the expected economic burden of a growing

number of pension beneficiaries as welI as providing person-

a1 satisfaction t,o those who wished to continue working.

Both the government proposals and the Canada Pension Act em-

bodied the principle of later retirement by allowing full

pension benefits Lo be paid at age 65 (1970) if so desired,

whether or not the beneficiary remains in employment. If so

wished, contributions could be made to the pension fund up

until the age of 70. It is clear that this provision had

been initiated by input prior to the proposal stage and it.

is difficult to judge by the small response to the Commit-

tee, which interest groups may have had an impacL in this

instance.

5.1 .4 Conclusion

It is noticeable that by 1964 a greater number of inter-

est groups than ever before were represented at Committee

hearings dealing with pension matters. Although it is prob-

able that an introduction of a social security system int,o

Canadian society motivated articulated concerns by a larger

group of interest groups, it also seems plausible to suggest

that all segments of society had by this time begun to be

aware of the influence which some interest groups seemed to

have achieved through their lobbying tactics. It is clear,

for instance, that the Iife insurance companies made their
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objections to the PIan widety known both inside and outside

government circles (nryden, 1974; LaMarsh, 1969). The labor

unions, in an attempt to thwart the life insurance indus-

tries' influence, produced a large scale lobbying effort of

their ohtn. Government archival documents of this period in-

clude a large number of letters and briefs to the Minister

arguing against the Iife insurance industry's stand[2] "

Many were initiated in an attempt to bolster the efforts

of the Canadian Labour Congress. The Vancouver Civic Em-

ployees' Union was one of several who mentioned this fact'

They included in their brief the words

whereas the proposed canada Pension Plan has been
subject to aitaãk and un just criticism by. plivat'e
insurance companies... this Executive wiIl lend
aII possible èupport and assistance to the Canadi-
an f,ãbour Congrãss in their efforts to have the
present Government establish the canada Pension
ÞIan as a Government administered plan'

It would appear as the literat,ure review in chapter 2 indi-

cated, interest groups on either side of the issue used this

forum in an effort to negate the influence of the other'

It is weII known that before the Canada Pension act \'¡as

enacted long and difficult negotiations had taken place be-

tween the provincial and federal officials. Quebec was in-

tent on developing its own Act and many of the modifications

made to the proposed federal plan were initiated in an at-

tempt to provide a complimentary federal plan whiçh would

create complete portability between aIt provinces' The Iit-

erature as reviewed in chapter 2 stresses the Strength of
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provincial power in negotiating welfare measures because of

the nature of the federal-provincial jurisdictional splits.

It is clear from the House of Commons Debates during this

period t.hat the provinces, particularly Quebec¡ won conces-

sions in respect to the Canada Pension Plan'

Leman (1g77) suggested that because of these negotia-

tions, interest groups and indeed opposition parties had

Iitt]e influence on the federal proposals. However, the

analysis of these data indicate that some interest Groups

had a particular impact in some areas of change between BitI

C-136 and the Canada Pension Act. The Canadian Federation

of Agriculture in the economic functional grouping, the Can-

adian welfare council and the canadian Labour congress of

the integrative f unctional grouping, aII 'tpeak'' organ iza-

tions, were particularly successful, as had already been

noted, in achieving their specific recommendations for

change.

Thus though it is acknowledged that those in the politi-

cal functional category played a large influential role in

the design of the final legislation, those in the integra-

tive and the economic grouping also were particularly influ-

ential in specific instances. The data also suggests that

"peak" organ iza:ions within these functional groupings ap-

pear to have exerted a greater influence on the pension pol-

icy planners at this time of our history than did the "regu-

Iar" organizabions.
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In capsule form, Tab1e 10 indicated changes made to

the government proposals and the proposals and the inLerest

groups' approval or disapproval of the issues addressed. As

indicated in the analysis, the matter of mothers, widows and

disabled pensions were more fuIly addressed by the govern-

ment during the Committee deliberations. The figures for

these issues show a positive response to these later propo-

sals"

Flexible retirement provisions, âs suggested earlier,
were not major considerations of the interest groups. The

analysis of the data indicates that retirement with an ade-

quate income was the foremost consideration rather than pro-

visions to allow for flexible retirement patterns. The

small numbers of groups who spoke to fl-exible issues seem

indicative of the lack of general interest in this area at

this period of our history.
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o_N RETTREMENT AGE POLTCTEg'

For several- reasons, the data for this study could not be

analyzed using the same methodological criteria as the ear-

Iier studies. In the first instance, there were no pension

act proposals or final legislation with which to compare any

changes. Therefore only modifications to the existing Acts

could be used for analysis. Secondly, although iL was known

that a letter of invitation was sent by the Committee to

some organ ízaLions inviting t.hem to appear at the Committee

hearings, there is no public record of the names of these

organízaLions. Some organizations publicly thanked the Com-

mittee for their invitation to attend, during their preamble

to their brief, but not all organízations made note of

whether or not they had been invited. Therefore official

recognition of an elite status could not be established us-

ing this criterion.

During private discussions with Some presenters' it was

also acknowledged that letters had been sent to what one re-

ferred to as the "heavy-weights", but there again this could

not be officially verified. It vras understood from these

discussions that government offical policy had changed in

recent years which now discouraged specific invitations to

appear at public hearings. Tnstead it v¡as suggested that

the committee must only advertise publicly for aIl interest-

ed parties to make presentations. Àlthough there may be

SENATE COMMITTEE
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documenLation confirming specific invitations to some inter-

est groups in'the files of the Committee in the Àrchival Li-

brary, Ottawa, the 30 year denial of access rule prohibits

full access to these particular files at the present t.ime.

Thus it is difficult to judge who were considered to be the

"peak" organízaLions.

However, a number of "peak" organízaLions who made sub-

missions to the earlier Committees under study also made

submissions to this Committee. Thus they are judged to be

the "peak" organizaLions in this instance, according to the

established methodoIogY, although it is recognized that, oth-

er organizaiuions have acquired an influential role in gov-

ernment policy matters in recent years. Six presentations

are designated as representing "peak" organizations fOr com-

parison purposed in this study. They are, however, included

in the total sample for general analysis. While it is ac-

knowledged that this will not give an accurate account of

"peak" organíza|ions at this period of time, it wilI at

Ieast enable an historical basis to be established in order

to examine a continuing influence of some organ izations

throughout the years. It is noted that the Chamber of Com-

merce 'and the Canadian ManufacLurers' Association, both

"peak" organízations in earlier studies, presented a com-

bined presentation to the CroII Commission and, therefore,

are considered as one "peak" organization for this analysis.
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AIso unique for this. study was the thrust of the Commit-

tee hearings which focussed upon mandatory retirement and

its implications for society. By the 1970's this practise

in Canada had manifested itself into controversial retire-

ment patterns which were being challenged by Human Rights'

activists and the general public at large, attracting the

interest of many groups on either side of the question.

As a result, the Special Senate Committee on Retirement

Age PoIicies was established in 1977 to look into "all
aspects of public and private policies governing retirement

ages" (Crol1, 1979:vii). Although Lhe terms of reference

specifically concerned retirement, the Committee also dealt

with other aspects including income support and the welfare

of retired persons.

It should be noLed however, that these other issues were

discussed in submissions to the Committee only in connection

to flexible retirement options. For instance, the Canadian

Pensioners Concerned Inc. suggested that if people worked

after the normal retirement â9e, pension credits could be

enhanced and pension benefits could reflect longer contribu-

tions. Furthermore, such issues as homemaker pensions,

vesting and portability of pensions vtere included in the

discussion of flexibte retirement options by some interest
groups who savr these issues in this instance, âs contribut-

ing to a greater choice of lifestyle for the older citizen.
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Flexible retirement issues inevitably are related to eco-

nomic solvency for if one cannot afford to retire, all other

avenues of choice are closed. As discussed earlier in the

introductory chapter, the incidence of poverty is much high-

er among the elderly than the rest of the population. While

this researcher recognizes this deficiency in our pension

system, this study focusses upon the structure of the pen-

sion policies which allow a freedom of choice in other areas

of retirement patterns. Thus for the purpose of this analy-

sis, an assumption of adequat.e individual economic arrange-

ments is made in order to examine what other flexibilities

âre available within Èhe terms of the pension policies which

would permit a choice of l-ifestyle in the later years. It

is clear, that even with an adequate income in retirement,

some older workers prefer a choice of flexible working ar-

rangements rather than fuIl retirement. Therefore, finan-

cial issues are not discussed in this analysis although

there is a recognition that these issues cannot be totally

isolated from flexible retirement options'

For all Of these reasons, the analysis of this study

could not fulfill the prerequisites of the methodology used

in the earlier studies. However, this particular commission

was included for study because of its focus upon retirement

patterns which had developed as a conseguence of earlier

pension'policy decisions. Thus it is a valuable basis for

studying the ímplications for our society which the terms of
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Canadian pension policies dictate" Therefore the data for

this study were utilized primarily to derive implications

for flexible retirement as suggested by the terms of the

pension policies to which interest groups responded.

Moreover, it is one of t.he most recent Commissions estab-

Iished to deal with these particular issues and Lherefore

add to the historical dimension of the study. The focus on

ftexible retirement by this commission reflects the growing

concern of today's society with issues which had not been

given much prominence in earlier studies. Tt then becomes

an important tool for comparison purposes in the historical

analysis. Even though it may not meet the strict methodolo-

gical requirements of the general study, justification for

its inclusion would seem verified because of these very im-

portant considerations.' Às in the earlier studies, the is-

sues used for analysis vrere chosen in accordance with the

methodological criteria developed for the thesis and pre-

sented in chaPter 3.

There were 45 briefs presented to the Committee during

public hearings held to solicit the views of interested par-

ties. Five were not applicable for this study because they

did not include specific policy statements" Two briefs con-

tained only government statistical information and provided

background material for the committee. one brief discussed

military personnel and the necessity of exempting them from

civilian Iegislation. Another criticized the administration
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theof the Canadian National Railway's pension funding while

other dealt with a private company' S pre-retirement coun-

selling program.

Forty submissions were designated as the sample for this

study. As Table 11 shows qll functional groupings were rep-

resented although there were no private individual represen-

tations recorded. As Table 12 indicates there are few ad-

ministrative issues in this study and it is assumed that the

administration of the pension system had by this time al-

ready been well defined and was generally acceptable to the

general public. Again, it is clear that not aII issues were

addressed by all interest groups. What is most noticeable

again, as vras noted in the 1966 study, is what appears to be

the greater polarization of special interests rather than a

wide approach to general issues as vras the case in the 1950

study. Financial issues were discussed by 29 (72.5e") inter-

est groups, administrative issues by 28 (70e"') , and social

issues by 27 (67 .5e") .

The social issues do not provoke as great a response from

the interest groups as one may have expected from the terms

of reference given the CroII Commission. It would seem that

though flexible retirement issues were a concern in 1977,

the groups appear to have focussed much of their attention

on their own special interests rather than speaking to the

social issues as a whole. À more in-depth analysis of the

issues follows although as indicated earlier' the discussion
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of the findings are focussed exclusively on implications for

flexible retirement" Therefore issues designated as social

are inc-luded in the following analysis as is the principle

of mandatory retirement and the age at which one is eligible

for pension benefits.

The issue of mandatory retirement was addressed by 39

(g7"5e") interest groups, twenty-six of whom argued against

the principle while 12 supported t,he measure. The business

groups and trade aSsociations in the economic functional

grouping overwhelmingly caIled for its retention, the major-

ity arguing that mandatory retirement provided the only

practical solution to removing the older worker from the

workforce. The Province of Prince Edward Island also upheld

this principle. While it spoke directly to the position of

the c ivi f servants in t,his province, the presenters also re-

garded it as reflecting the wishes of the general public in

all areas of pension policy. An examination of the recom-

mendations of the "peak" organ ízai-ions shows that only those

in the economic grouping supported mandatory retirement

while both the integrative and the cultural functional

groupings rejected the principle. The findings suggest that

the business community strongly supports an inflexible re-

tirement age.

Related to a specific ret.irement age is the issue of ear-

ly retirement which 34 (85e") interest groups addressed.

Thirty-one of these groups called for early retirement meas-
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ures to be adopted within both private and public plans'

WhiIe some of these groups also supported a mandatory re-

tirement â9ê, they called for early retirement provisions

within the pension system which would enable the older work-

er to make yray for the young. However it is worthy of note

that none of the "peak" economic groups supported such a

move because they claimed, there $¡as a potential f or too

high economic costs. Furthermore' they argued against any

change to the status quo at this time' and instead called

for more research on the subject.

This also held true on the issue of a later retirement

age. 9,Ihi1e they could see the merit of allowing a vrorker Lo

work past the normal retirement age in order to relieve eco-

nomic pressure on pension funds, they adamantly opposed any

Iegislative changes to existing plans. Of twenty-5even

(67.5e") interest groups who spoke to this issue of a later

retirement âg€, 25 (92.5e") supported the principle. Those

who argued against such a measure were concerned that the

older yrorker may be competled to continue working past the

normal retirement age of 65 without choice, thus defeating

the goal of flexibilitY.

Phased rebirement, a new concept not discussed in earlier

submissions, attracted the attention of 16 (40e") interest

groups. Fifteen of the 16 representing all functional

groupings supported this principte while 1 was uncertain in

its opinion. This organization, the Association of Pension
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Management, was cautious in this respect for they were in

t,he process of researching this type of program and had not

yet reaced a decision. However' the majority of the inter-

est groups felt that ít may be the answer for those who

wished to withdraw from the workplace gradually, benefitting

bot,h the employee and the employer. The labor organization

and the welfare organízations in the "peak" integrative

functional grouping supported this principle. Because they

are primary influential groups, it may be that their support

of phased retirement may be indicative of further research

evidenced in this area [3] .

The allowance of part-time work after retirement from

one's full time career without loss of pension benefits v¡as

supported by 15 (37.5e") interest groups. while it is note-

worthy that none of the labor organizaLions supported such a

move, it nevertheless was an important recommendation in Lhe

submission of the other adherents to the principle.

Related to this issue is that of reemployment after nor-

maI retirement age. Nine (22.5e") submissions included pro-

posals for this type of employment for the older worker, ad-

vocating the utilization of expertise which would otherwise

be lost. Again, the labor organizations did not approve of

this measure, Pfofessing that younger workers would lose the

opportunities for advancemenL.
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À few of these groups , 7, (17.5eo) tied these issues to

t.he public pension plans" Five recommended that regardless

of work related income, the pensions should be paid at age

65. One argued that it should be delayed until retirement

while another suggested that public pensions should be paid

at age 60 if one decided to retire at that age. It would

appear that all of these issues are gaining favorable re-

sponse from interest groups while no firm recommendations

for pension payments accompany the appeal.

Twenty-four of 27 (67.5e") interest groups discussed flex-

ible retirement in favorable terms. The groups in favor all

claimed that flexible retirement should be the goal of a

modern society. While many stressed that economic issues,

such as vesting and indexing of pensions should be the top

priority in order to maintain an acceptable standard of. liv-

ing in retirement, the availability of choice of retirement

age should also be an important consideration in pension

policy planning.

5.3 DI SCUSSION AND CONCLUSI ON

Some of these issues are not rel-ated to public plans, for

the Canada Pension Plan and the OId Age Security act provide

for pensions to be payable at age 65 whether or not one

leaves the workforce. However' there is no provision for

early retirement benefits in these p1ans. Thus although

later retirement is not a factor (a worker may add to inís/
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her retirement fund until age 70 if desired) the flexibili-

ty does not exist for those under the age of 65. Private

pension plans, to which most of the interest groups present-

ing to this Committee addressed their concernsr are for the

most part under the jurisdiction of the provincial govern-

ments. Legislation governing private pension pIans, under

the "property rights" section of the Canadian Constitution

faIls within provincial jurisdiction. Regulating private

plans is also a provinc ial responsibility (task Force,

1 994:3 ) . At the present t ime, the provinc ial governments

are responsible for regulating private pension plans for

about "90eo of the labor force, and the federal government

for the remaining lOeo (Government of Canada, 1982¿5). More-

overr private pension plans are usually negotiated between

the representatives. of the employer and employees and are

considered binding contracts. As has been demonstrated in

recent years, only appeals under the Human Rights legisla-

tion have resulted in upsetting mandatory retirement age

practises as written into these negotiated contracts.

To date, interest group presentations to the CroIl Com-

mission have had little impact on flexible retirement is-

sues. Pension splitting on divorce and the chilC rearing

drop-out clause are the major modifications.made to the pub-

Iic pension System at the present time. The Canadian Coun-

cil on Social Development in the cultural functional catego-

ty, has been a particularly strong advocate of these
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provisions" They had conducted and widely publicized two

earlier studies on reLirement policies, in which these rec-

ommendations were included[4] .

Because the data from this study was used primarily to

compare implications of policy decisions for flexible re-

tirement from a historical perspective, a futl examination

of these f inancial issues was not developed. Hov¡ever' it

does show that continuing pressure for changes to existing

pension legislation by some interest groups appear to be

successful in particular areas of concern. Furthermore, the

proliferation of federal government White Papers on other

issues in recent years attests to the successful influential

efforts of other interest groups. The Parliamentary Task

Force on Pension Reform (1983:7) claimed that their inquiry

vras in response to an insistence by society in general that

t.here be more individual rights to know and to participate

in government decisions by "an increasingly educated and ar-

ticulate population and labour force". They stated that one

consequence vras the emergence of interest and issue-oriented

groups pursuing their interests through political channels.

CaIling for urgent reforms to the existing pension system to

allow for flexibility and resilience, they said "the pace of

change and the range of individual experience to be accommo-

dated will overwhelm any system that is rigid""

appear that the continual ,strong recommendations

cultural organizaLions at this time may be re-
would

by the

II

made
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sponsible for the move by the government. The canadian Ad-

visory Council on the Status of Women and the Canadian AsSo-

ciation on Gerontology are two such organizations which pre-

sented to this Committee. Their call for reform to the pen-

sion system to aIIow for retirement flexibility was

expressed best by the canadian Association on Gerontology'

They claimed that the key to flexible retirement is adequate

pensions with optional methods of retirement included in the

pension scheme vtithout PenaItY

With respect to private pension plans, it should be noted

that Quebec has recently passed legislation prohibiting com-

pulsory retirement. This policy was in response to repre-

sentations made to the government on behalf of citizen

groups. This prohibition is implemented through the Labour

Standards Àct and not connected to the Human Rights legisla-

tion. This, in effect, negates alt mandatory retirement

provisions in negotiat.ed contracts, for section 2 states in

part t.hat the employee is entitled to work regardless of his

age or the "co1lective agreement" of his retirement plan

(Rothstein, 1982: 75). Evidence suggests that other prov-

inces are also examining the issue with this prospect in

mind (Rothstein,' 1 982) .

Because of the few modifications to provisions in pension

policies relating to a choice of retirement patterns, it is

difficult to judge who the influential groups are for this

segment of the analysis. However, the economic aroups, in
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their submissions, caLled mainly for the status quo to be

maintained and argued against any changes to the practises

of mandatory retirement. Perhaps this would indicate that

they may be more successful in influencing the policy plan-

ners than may be determined from this analysis. The labor

unions in the intçgrative category, while advocating flexi-

ble retirement, nonetheless rejected any proposals for a

Iater retirement age or reemployment after reLirement. It

may be that they have been able to delay any action in this

regard.

In addition, it also appears from the findings of this

study, that total flexibility for retirement age wiIl not be

attained without the weakening of the influence of the

"peak" organ izaÌ-ions in the economic and integrative func-

tional grouping. Table 13 shows the pressures for reform to

the existing public and private pension plans which are cul-

minating in government pension reform discussion papers. It

can be Seen that there are strong advocates for reform in

some areas in the pension system to allow more flexibility

tor retirement arrangements.

What seems to be developing as a trend, however, is the

suggestion of a growing influence of the cultural groups

than had been noted in Lhe earlier studies. While this may

be difficult to corroborate in this study because of. the

Iack of comparative maLerial, lhe wide publicity given to

many of these groups in the media and in recent government



Tab le 13

Pressr:res for Reform to Present Public and
to InP

P for Reform

lÞ

* I97 7

Prqsues (Social)

I. mandatory retirement
2. early reEirement
3. flexih]e retirement
4. phased retirement
5. part-time work after retjrement
6. reemployment after retjrement,
7. later retirement,

P

NA
Yes
Yes
Yes
NA
NA
NA

t Percrentage is h"ced on number of gor:ps who spoke to each issue

** Private pen-sion plans hnve a rrarieLy of pension cptiicrrs. Pressures for reform are directed to
thcee who ò nct. incorporate the pecific issue in tÌ¡eir cont¡acts

ts.{
N

Private**

Yes
t'es
Yes
Yæ
Yes
Yes
Yes

Aqainst

69.2
8.8

11.1
6.2

7.4

30.8
9L.2
88.9
93.8

100.
100.
92.6

For



publications (fask Force, 1983 ) indicate t,hat their

íng sÈatus is beginning to be acknowledged. The

council on social Development is one cultural group

peared to have had particular influence in achieving

cations to existing pension legislation'
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Notes to Chapter V

t1l The Honorable Judy LaMarsh, Minister of National Health
and Welfare, moved in 1964, that the house go into com-
mit,tee to consider the following resolution:

That is expedient to introduce a measure' to be known
as the Canada pension plan, to establish in Canada a
comprehensive program of retirement pensions payable to
contr ibutors;

to provide for the payment of contributors and ben-
efits to contributors who become disabled;

to provide for the co-ordination of pensions payable
under the Canada pension plan and for the payment of ad-
justed pensions under the OId Age Security Àct beginning
at any age from 65 years;

to provide for the adjustment of pensions and other
benefits in line with increases in earnings and the cost
of I iving;

to provide that funds arising from the operation of
the Cañada pension plan shall be invested in securities
of the provinces, provincially guaranteed securities of
provinciaf crown agents, and securities of Canada;

and to provide further that aIl expenditures under
the Canada pension p]an, including costs of administra-
tion, shall be financed from contributions by employees
and employers and from contributions by persons in re-
spect óf self-employed earnings (House of Commons De-
bates, 1964:9898).

12) A large number of resolutions respecting the proposed
Canada PIan !{ere directed to both the Minister of Health
and WeIfare, Judy LaMarsh, and to the Prime Minister,
Lester Pearson rather than to the Committee itself. Be-
cause they were not part of the public hearing process'
they were not included in Lhe sample. However' many of
theãe submissions were indicative of the strong influen-
tial efforts of both the labor unions and the insurance
industry.

t3l The concept of phased retirement is beginning to gain
some recognition in retirement option literature as one
which may be most viable for modern sociely (Rosow and
l,ager, 1982). Discussed at a business seminalin Winni-
peõ, March 1985, the general consensus was that it may
be an acceptable solution to the older employee who does
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not wish to terminate fu1l employment at a specific age
but wishes a gradual retirement.

l4l Hos Much choice? neji¡-e¡qen-!" Poriçies þ Çelgda ""t pub-
ffi¡rffin 1975 and-Wgtleq and Pens:LcnÊ in 1978. Both of
these studies included recommendations for changes to

. the pension system to accommodate both of these proYi-
sionã" Begiñ (1979) made reference to these two publi-
caLions in her background paper to the brief she pre-
sented to the Committee" ihis would indicate that this
organization may have been influential in obtaining re-
forms in this area



ChaPter VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The purpose of t,his thesis v¡as to examine the fole of inter-

est groups in the formation of canadian pension policy. In

addition, the implications which the terms of these policies

have for flexible retirement vtere investigated. The discus-

sion in the literature review on the theories of Canadian

policy development focussed primarily upon the functionalist

theory for it seemed to this researcher, to be most appro-

priate for the analysis of canadian social policy. There-

fore the typology of interest groups for the analysis of

this thesis was based upon the functions whích interest

groups fuIfill in carrying out societal Lasks'

Àn adapt.ation of Wootton's (1969) functional model of in-

terest groups as discussed and diagrammed in chapter 3 was

used in the analysis. Furthermore' the basic tenets of the

elite theory of interest group influence vrere utilized in

the attempt to establish who the most influenlial groups

were within each functional grouping'

In order to facilitate a clearer analysis of the issues,

subject categories were developed for each period of analy-

sis. Based upon historical material, and using the criteria

noted above, the content analysis provided several points of

178
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inLeres|. In the first insLance, it became clear from a

hist.orical perspective, that t'he 1950 study was unique in

the interest groups' response to particular issues. At this

time period, social issues evoked the greatest response with

administrative issues following closely behind and financial

issues eliciting the least response. Moreover, the interest

groups who presented aÈ these committee hearings were vital-

ly interested in all aspects of the proposed Act'

Canadian social poticy literature makes note of the af-

fluence of Canadian society at this period of our history

and social programs were beginning to find favor with the
d

policy planners (Bryden, 1974; Guest, 1980)' B1¡d9-n (1974)

claims that the economic expansion of the 1940's gradually
\- -'--'---' (-'- -

brought the subject of pensions into the fore, suggesting
(*-/_.. U/= '.-

that a prosperous nation is more receptive to social meas-
u':-..>i': -_-"

ureS. FurthermOre, the concept Of comprehensive social Se-

curity, developed from Keynesian economics, and the publica-

tion of the Canadian Marsh Report of 1943 which stressed

overarching social security became a greater focus of inter-

est in many quarters (nryden, 1974¡ Guest, 1980; Leman,

1977).

However, the other three periods studied, 1927, 1964,

1g77 indicated that special interests of the presenting in-

terest groups generated the most attention. Moreover, fi-

nancial issues were the concern of the majority in these 3

instances followed by administrative issues with social is-

)t/ I
u'^ lj
ln' I
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sues gaining the least response. Statements taken from

briefs in each of.these years are indicative of support for

this finding. In 1927, âû old age pension payment $tas the

primary concern of the majority of the participating groups"

The mayor of tethbridge wrote "My opinion...is that Old Age

Pensions are very desirable and in the long run would not

cost the country much more than our present manner of taking

care of indigents". It vÍas apparent that pensions for the
/-\r-.

elderly were considered a necessary innovation and the cost
l--'-' -

the primary concern.

In 1965, many interest groups focussed upon their special

interests. The Canadian Association of Social Workers put

it succinctly when . they said in their brief to the Commit-

tee: "Since the proposed legislation is detailed and complex

these observations wiIl be confined to those areas in which

we have a particular interest". Their concerns concentrated

upon improving social security provisions for retirement in-

come and of extending coverage to incLude disability and

survivors benefits. Ànother brief from a private individu-

aI, W.M Ànderson, presented to the Committee at this time,

focussed exclusively upon the problems related to the "Sys-

tem of income transfer payments which operates between the

personal and government sectors in Canada'S economy". In

1978, Lhe Canadian Pensioners Concerned Incorporated con-

cluded their presentaLion to the Committee with the words

"We have voiced particular problems and suggested possible

tlt I
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primarily interested in the "Iack of

across our land".

These statements are contrasted with those from the 1950

study which suggest,ed a greater diversity of issue interest'

The Welfare Council of Greater Toronto for instance, dís-

cussed in their brief to the Committee, employment, old age

allowances, old age assistance, medical and nursing care'

and housing for the elderly and urged Lhat the related needs

in each area of their concerns "merit Special attention"'

The Canadian Manufacturers' Association vtas another group

who spoke of a comprehensive plan and discussed coverage,

financing, benefits, widows and orphans pensions, pension-

able ê9€r later retirement, basic old age assistance' means

test, self employment, unemployment insurance and part-time

employment. They suggested that aII these issues were of

primary importance because of the "necessity of dealing with

this problem of old age security on a long range' construc-

tive basis rather than by means of short term measures or

expedients".

In 1927, the economic difficulties of coping with the
-----"-\'

af termath of World V[ar I '
plus the continuing stlong influ-

ence of the Protest.ant work ethic prevented social issues
\..-

being considered as a top priority. Às the literature re-

view revealed, though it was realized that income at this

time should be provided for the older generation who could
-- \*-

no longer rely upon private arrangements, anything but a

4
^ll'.'
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standard pension payment to those in need was considered
\.------.. - --.-,--.-.--\...

f rivolqgF.ef.penditure. In 1965, the concept of social in-

surance touched employer and employee alike in economic

terms and thus it would appear natural that financial mat-

ters would be the greatest concern. In 1977, the threat of

the demise of mandat,ory retirement countered the discussion

of many other social issues. Thus it seems apparent that

the historical era in which these policies were formed

helped to shape the final legislation.

Secondly, the historical analysis indicated the growth of

interest group articulation in reference to new government

pension legislation. This finding is consistent with the

Canadian interest group Iiterature as reviewed. Pross

(1975), Thompson and Stanbury (1979) , and Van Loon and Whit-

tington (1g71) all make reference to the increasing number

of interest groups seeking to influence Canadian social pol-

icy. The literature indicates that the growth of government

is both a conseguence and cause of interest group activity

(eryden, 1974; Thompson and Stanbury, 1979). Guest (1980)

suggests that the concept of ci'tizen participation in gov-

ernment policy decisions began to gain active recruits in

the 1960's. The analysis of the data for this thesis sup-

ports this contention.

In 1927, it was noted that only 4 organizations appeared I

before the Committee during public hearings (aI1 labor un-

ions), but in 1964 they had grovrn to a totat of 49. In ad-

4
jL
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inLerest groups were representative of alt

within Canadian society. Àgain ir. appears

general conclusion of policy researchers

Van Loon and Whittington , 1971; Pross , 19'75)

the increasing varied interests of the groups

À third finding from the histori

slight shift of opinion noted in the

est groups. In 1927, the concePt o

ca1 perspective was the

attitudes of the inter-
pen- /q v''l

stem for the older worker was aut

need.

f a publ icly funded

lousIY ) ulp':-::d for

those who were in

shi ft of emphasis for removlng the connotatio e

from th: ggvernment pension system to that of a form of an

old age pension insurance. This gained full recognition by

1g64

submi

i ncen

Bv__1,?9_q there vtas a beginnÍ n o ofa

there were still pockets of resistance in some

hich cautioned against lowering personal saving

An a{Qmp.Ie of this shi f t of emphasis can be seen f rom

quotations taken from each of Èhe studies under examination.

In 1924, the government included the words in its proposals

for debqt-*e in the House of Commons "ol-d a9e pensions should

be provided deserving indlgent persgns" t rhe màVor of Otta-

war,in his brief to the Committee of 1924, while commending

the existing system of government annuit'ies which encouraged

personal saving, suggested that unfortunately some people

would not save voluntarily and therefore' provision must be

made for these indigent Persons.
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In establishing the Committee of 1950, Paul Martin,

Minister of Health and Welfare quoted Lhe Prime Minister as

saying that the proposed o1d age syst.em would be one "under

which our old people will receive their pensions as a matter

of right" (House of Commons Debates, 1950:643). This conno-

tation vras supported by an increasing number of groups at

this period of time. The Canadian Congress of Labour was

one of several groups who, in presenting t,o the Committee,

suggested that the welfare of Canadian citizens of any age

should be a collective responsibility. They said "It holds

that economic security should be the bírthright not merely

of a f ortunately situated f ew but of al-l".

The 1964 proposals for a social insurance system indicat-

ed the acknowledgement of the government's responsibility Lo

provide for the elderly at "some socially acceptable level"
(Guest, 1 980 :1 51 ) . Judy LaMarsh (1964) , the Minister of

Health and tielfare, stated in the House that this form of

social insurance would provide an opportunity for the indi-

vidual to help save for his ovtn future dignity with the

rights to benefit from it "completely portable from sea to

sea". Moreover these benefits vlere no longer seen, in most

inst,ances, only as Iife sustaining income maint.enance, as

envisioned in the earlier ptans, but also as a way of main-

taining a standard of pre-retirement income. The Canadian

Labour Congress for instance, said in bheir brief to the

Committee "it wiIl set standards of benefits which bear some
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of living enjoyed bY the bene-

Therefore the analysis of the data of these three studies

supports the majority of canadian social policy research re-

viewed within the literature. Guest (1980:151 ) summed it

best when he said "The social minimum for the aged has

moved, therefore, from the provision of an old age pension

at a bare subsistence level toward a concept of maintaining

Iiving standards following retirement".

The Iiterature review on interest groups focussed for the

most part, oD the strong role which business groups play in

influencing Canadian social policy (nryden, 1974, Presthus,

1973; Van Loon and Whittington, 1971; Thompson and Stanbury'

1g7g). The analysis of the data for this thesis partially

supports this majority position for it was clear that the

economic functional groups appeared to have been inftuential

in some pension policy decisions from 1950 onwards. What

also emerges in this study, however, is the appearance of

influence by the integrative functional groups. The labor

organ izalions and the welfare groups who make up this group-

ing were shown to be influential in several areas of pension

policy planning throughout the study period. This is an im-

portant finding when one realizes that both of .these types

of organizations include a wide variety of people from Cana-

dian society in their membership. In this respect, it would

seem that any influence which this functional grouping may
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thg welfare of this

wider segment of our

ÀIthough the labor organizations appeared to have had a

continuing influence throughout the years as was discussed

in the examinat ion of e.c"h t ime per iod, there seemed to

emerge a strengthening of the influence of welfare organíza-

tions during t.he latter period under study' particularly so

in 1965 and 1977. Guest (1980) noted in his study of social

security in Canada, that these types of groups forced the

Canadian government to recognize this trend in their policy

decisions.

A discussion in the Iiterature review of the function of

groups within society established that according to Parsons

and Smelser (1961), integrative groups are primarily used to

réIate between the units of society in order to maintain an

effective cohesiveness. The model of functional groups aS

adapted from Wootton (1969) used in the analysis of the data

for this study indicates that integrative groups are used

primarily for relating the "parts to the whole". In other

words, integration means, according to Wootton (1969) either

the binding together of the roles of the social system or of

the persons who perform those roles. This is accomplished

according to the social norms of the society and is per-

formed Wootton (1969:33) suggests' in an at'mosphere of an

ethos which is commonly caIled "moraIe, solidarity, cohe-
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siveness, or loyalty". Labor unions and welfare organíza-

tíons which were designated as integrative groups for the

analysis of this study perform this function and the

strengthening influence of the welfare or'ganízaLions appear

to add greater force to the integrative grouping as a who1e"

Business and economic groups on the other hand, have the

important function of adapting the social system to the so-

cial and physical environment. Yelaja (1978:18) says that

"systems must produce the resources and facilities to permit

adjustment to the environment and create new adaptive tech-

nigues". Wootton (1969) suggests that the division of labor

or role specialization is a critical area, because it is re-

sponsibte for providing the gratification of society's

needs. For this study it seems that the integrative groups

played as important a role in pension policy decisions in

their integrative roles as did the economic aroups whose

function is relating society to its physical environment in

its economic roIe.

This assessment, of course' is in deference to the potit-

ical influence which is of paramount importance in any Cana-

dian legislation. As the Iiterature review revealed, 9ov-

ernment policy is inextricably bound to the political

ideologies and the complex jurisdictional splits in Canadian

affairs which affect alI policy legislation at each period

of enactment. Canadian social policies have traditionally

been affected by what Parker (1976) and Irving (1980) call
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"Lhree models of welfare". Termed Conservatism, Liberalism

and Socialism, their particular ideologies have infused

themselves into welfare programs. As discussed in the tit-

erature review, conservatism is built around collectivism,

hierarchy or privilege; liberalism organized according to

the concept of individualism and liberty, and socialism,

while sharing the conservative concept of collectivism,

seeks "to replace privilege by eguality" (Guest, 1980)" The

strong presence of these three political ideologies in Cana-

da has been sufficient, Guest (1980) suggests, to leave its

imprint upon the history of its social security system, for

as was stated at the outset of the literature review, social

welfare programs are influenced by political ideologies and

in turn affect social values. In order to understand the

relationship between the two, one must also understand the

divergent political ideologies.

However, âs stated earlier, this thesis focusses upon the

sociological attempts to understand the evoLution of social

policy. Although it is acknowledged that social policy re-

flects the political ideology of a society, it was deemed

essential for the purpose of this study, to provide an in-

sight into how and why these policies were adopted and under

what conditions they were produced.

with respect to the economic and integrative groups,

these functional groups seem to represent two types of in-

fluence. The economic aroup seems to have been successful
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through the years in inhibiting progress of new legislation

anð/or rnodifications to existing legislation. The integra-

tive group meanwhile, appears to have achieved some of their

progressive objectives in the amendment of particular pieces

of legislation. Because the membership of the integrative

groups is so varied, it would appear their strengthening in-

fluence is reflective of what the literature has ca]Ied the

government's recognition of citizen participation in policy

matters (Guest, 1980; Task Force, 1984; Government of Cana-

da, 1982), This researcher suggests, that though the liter-

ature tends to Support the view that economic groups contin-

ue to hold the highest influential role in policy planning,

the integrative groups, by their increasing influence, wilt

tend to dampen the effects of the persuasive tactics of the

economic aroups.

Another finding of consequence on the subject of func-

tional groups, is the apparent lack of major influence of

cultural groups on pension policy formations. This holds

true for all periods of study under review. Thus none war-

ranted inclusion in the elite category as defined for the

total study. The function of cultural groups is defined by

glootton (1969) as maintaining the social values and thus the

maintenance of society. In order to achieve their objec-

tives, they, Iike atI interest groups who seek influential

roles, must have strong internal organization and represent

a large segment of the population. Perhaps these conditions
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appeared to attain elite sta-

only t,hose with sPec iaI inter-

An examination of the interest groups who were defined as

cultural groups are by their designations, special interesL

groups whose membership would naturally be restricted. Fur-

thermore, the literature stresses that issue orientated

groups usually have Iimited organizational base and focus

upon particular issues (pross, 1975¡ CastIeS, 1967; Aucoin,

1975). But most importantly, interest group researchers em-

phasize that t,he most influential groups are financially

well-endowed and adept at employing sophisticated organized

tactícs in dealing with the government (Àucoin, 1975; Pross'

1975; CastIes, 1967; Dawson, 1975¡ Eckstein, 1963)' On the

other hand, cultural groups such as those who appeared be-

fore the hearings under study' according to Pross (1975) are

often under financial restraints, their membership is usa11y

fluid and their knowledge of government is both often naive

and minimal. In addition, it would be extremely unlikely

that private individuals, (except for those recognized as

experts in their field), could command the futl attention of

policy planners (Dawson , 19751.

For these reasons, it appears that the cultural groups

who presented to the Committees under question were not able

to influence the policy planners to any great extent. How-

ever, it should be noted that many of their concerns were
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ar-
the

inwere more

Most importantly for the purpose of this thesis, the his-

torical analysis vras significant in establishing that some

interest groups have a long sùanding influence on government

pension policy. The Canadian Welfare Council, now known as

the Canadian Council on Social Development, ivas instrumentaf

according to the findings of this study, in achieving cer-

tain objectives in 1950, 1964 and 1977. The Canadian Feder-

ation of Agriculture was a major infLuence in 1964 and the

literature suggests, a continuing influence throughout the

years. Van Loon and l.ihittington (1971) stated that this or-

ganization appears to be "almost an extension of the various

departments of agriculture". The Canadian Congress of La-

bour, acknowledged in the Iiterature as having a long stand-

ing important influence on Canadian social policy (Bryden,

1974; Van Loon and !.Thittington , 1971) appeared to have been

influential, according to the analysis of this study, in

some areas of pension reform in 1950 and 1964. The findings

also seem to indicate that the Canadian Chamber of Commerce

and the Canadian Life Insurance Officers Àssociation have

had a continuing influence throughout the years.

the majority

the purpose

the findings show that

peak organizations for

of

of

those

thi s
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study, maintained this status throughout 1950*1977. As La-

ble 14 shows, the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, The Canadian

Life Insurance Officers Association, the Canadian Manufac-

turers' Association, and the Canadian Welfare Council (Cana-

dian Council on SociaI DevelopmenL) appeared at hearings

1950, 1964 and 1977, with the analysis of the study indicat-

ing special attention accorded their presentations.

The analysis of the data supports the basic premises of

the thesis. It would appear first of all, that interest

groups do play an important role in pension policy forma-

tions. Further, some interest groups Seem to hold an elite

influential position in pension policy matters. Evidence

suggests from the analysis of the data, that seven particu-

Iar organ ízations have been successful in inituencing policy

decisions in their favor, and all had been designated as

"peak" for this study. Moreover, it appears that all who

were deemed "peak" organízations had been accorded special

attention during the process of policy rnaking in each era of

concern.

EIite theorists contend that. some elites have more social

weight than others because "their activities have greater

significance" (Keller, 1 968 226) . This is a common thread

throughoui interest group literature (lowi, 1964; Bryden'

1g74i presthus, 1973; KeIIer, 1968; Stone, 1985; Wootton,

1969). Often caIled "peak" organiza|ions, they resemble

what Wootton (1969) describes as the peak of a superstruc-
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Can. Assoc. of
Social- t4orkers (I)

Can. Cfnmber of
Ccrrrrerqe (E )

Can. Congress of
Labour (I)

Can. Life Ir¡surancre
Of f icrers Assoc. (E )

Can. I'h¡ufacturers'
Assoc. (E )

Confederation of
Agrriculture (E)

Can. ttelfa¡e
Oouncil
(Canadian Council on
Social Developnent ) ( I )

Federal Stperannuates
ìhtional Assoc. (E)

L'Union Catholiqte
Des Cultivateurs (f)

La Confederation Des
Travailleurs Catholiques
du Canada (I)

Trades and Labour
Congress of Canada (I)
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Tab Ie 14

Peak Organizations by Year and !fr!e lqsignation

1927 I950 1964 L977 EIite

+ +

+++

+

+

++

+

+

+

++

+

+

+

+

+ +

+

+

+

+

+

++

+

+ +

+

+

Individuals
Anderson W.M. (C)
Cassidy Dr. H.M. (C)
Lanontagne l'1. (C)
l4arsh Dr. L.C. (C)
hlhitton, Dr. C. (C)

Tlrc letters in brackets represent tlre functional groupinc to which these
organizations or individuals have been assigned:
E=economic C=cultural
I=integrative P=political

+
+
+
+
+
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social system

( see method-

The organ ízalions selected as "elite" from the analysis

of the data for this study are also often mentioned as in-

fluential groups in Canadian interest group literature (Oaw-

son, 1975; Wootton, 1969i Van Loon and Vthittington, 1971¡

Bryden, 1974). Therefore, this finding is supported by oth-

er research in this area and suggests a further verification

of their influence on Canadian policy matters. It is sig-

nificant to note however, that their "sociaf weight", though

predominately in the economic sphere, also includes those of

the labor movement and a welfare organization. With their

varied membership, there are indications that perhaps a

Iarger "social weight" is relegated to society in general

than is usually acknowledged.

Also of significance is the apparent lack of influence of

regular organlza|ions. There were no instances of influence

detected within any of the studies which could be attributed

to those organ ízations who had not been considered as peak

organizations in each segment of analysis. Therefore it

would appear that those who were deemed to be elite at the

particular period of time vtere also accorded this status by

the policy planners. In order to achieve an influence in

policy matters, interest groups must enjoy the confidence of

these particular persons", The Iiterature supports the con-
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tent.ion that continuing access to the policy development de-

partments is vital in establishing an influential role for

an interest group (Pross, 1975¡ Thompson and St'anbury, 1979;

Presthus, 1973\ "

Moreover, it would seem that the groups who are well or-

ganized, and vrith expert advice, are much more able to en-

hance their bargaining power. Thompson and Stanbury

(1979248) quote John Bulloch' President of the Canadian Fed-

eration of Independent Business as saying

AIl positions that government takes are tbe re-
sults of conversations' the chinwags, that 90 on
between the experts who are owned by the major
corporations and the trade unions, and the experts
who work for the government. It's a mandarin-to
mandar in-process.

The elite organizations as designated in this study all had

continuing access to the government agencies, according to

their submissions, while no such admission was made by any

of the regular organízalions. Thus it would seem that the

prognosis of continuing access is compatible with continuing

influence.

concerning the implications which pension poticy deci-

sions have had on flexible retirement, âD examination of the

data indicates that although there was discussion concerning

flexible retirement issues throughout the years' Iittle

headway has been made in this regard. The normal pension-

able age of 65 is still very much in evidence in private and

public pension plans, defeating most efforts for flexible
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retirement arrangements. Moreoverr flexible retiremenL pro-

visions, although proposed by many interest groups, have noL

been universally acceptable. In additionr êS was discussed

in the analysis of the data from the Croll Commission, 1977,

some groups, operationalized as elite in this study' Iobby

against flexible retirement provisions with continuing fer-

vor.

In this respect, there is evidence to suggest bhat cul-

tural values have been slow, in some instances, to adapt to

changing societal conditions. ÀIthough it is obvious from

the increasing challenges in the Courts that people are be-

ginning to question forced retirement in response to both

societal and economic deprivations, Some or9êniza|-ions stiIl

advocate this provision in negotiated contracts. One busi-

ness organization as one example, Specifically stated in

their brief in 1977 that "legislation to abolish mandatory

retirement should not be enacted" (proceediDgS, 1977:204:6).

Another also called for the retention of this provision as a

yray of "orderly planning of retirement and the creation of

new employment opportunities for younger Nova Scotians"

(Proceedings, 1977 z23A:40).

The recent studies on mandatory retirement (Rothstein,

1982; Dunlop, 1980) as reviewed in chapter 2, indicate that

the continuing debate on the issue shows strongly held di-

vided opinions. The briefs presented to the CroII Commis-

sion are no exception. When one examines the terms of the
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pension policies which are defended by part,icular groups, it

is clear that before a greater choice of retirement patterns

can be achieved, a changing philosophical stance of some in-

terest groups will have to take pIace. As was noted in the

analysis of the 1977 study, the economic groups supported

the retention of mandatory retirement, while at the same

time calling for the maintenance of the status quo in other

terms of pension policies. EarIy and later retirement for

instance, which would allow for some flexibility of retire-

ment â9er r.Iere two issues which these groups did not sup-

port. The labor organízations in the integrative functional

grouping vrere also not fully supportive of terms which would

aIlow a choice of retirement. The principle of part-time

work after retirement, plus reemployment afÈer normal re-

tirement age were rejected by the labor unions. They main-

tained their long held stance which support.s the removal of

the older worker from the workplace to make way for the

youn9

The analysis of the data for this thesis thus supports

the Iiterature concerning flexible retirement issues in Can-

ada. Àlthough as recent government pubtications indicate

(fask Force , 1983¡ Government of Canada, 1982; Government of

Canada, 1984) pressures for reform of the pension system in

Canada to allow a greater flexibility of retirement are

growing, other literature on the subject indicates strong

resistance (Financial Post, 1985), As the Iiterature review
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shows (tindale, 1983; Brown , 1975¡ AlIentuck, 197g; Hum,

1981) arguments on either side of the quebtion are strongly

debated, with the economic aroups holding fast to their long

held pension eligibility rigidities.

Thompson and Stanbury (1979:13) suggest that policy out-

comes in Canada "tend to promote the interests of the eco-

nomic elite and, more generally, the preservation of the

status quo". The findings from this study indicate that la-

bor unions (as integrative groups) were also a strong influ-

ence on pension policy throughout the years, supporting in-

flexible retirement issues. In addition ' organizations

within these functional groups were elite influential

groups. with this in mind, it is understandable vrhy the

analysis also indicates that the terms of pension policies

which deter flexible retirement have not been modified to

any great extent to aIlow such conditions to exist.

The table of peak organizations (table 14\ shows that

only one welfare organization waS noted to have continuing

influence as an elite group throughout the study years. The

trend toward an added influence of other welfare organiza-

tions, ôS suggested by the 1977 studyr ffiâY in time reduce

the majority position of the economic aroups in the elite

designation. With this accomplishment, their professed aim

of seeking improvements in the pension system to provide a

choice of Iifestyle for the older generation, in opposition

to the business groups, trade associations and the labor un-

ions, flây be considered in positive terms.
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6. 1 rMPL_rCÀTrqNS OE FINDINGS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The findings of this sLudy have implications for further

research on the subject. Because of the qualitative and ex-

ploratory nature of this project, no firm conclusions can be

reached on the basis of this analysis. Moreover, because

there is so little research on inteiest group influence on

Canadian pension policy, âh accurate portrayal of the flows

of influence is difficult to predict empirically.

Howeverr ãs has been suggesLed, some interest groups ap-

pear to maintain an elite position in respect to influencing

government pension policy decisions. Further research fo-

cussing upon these interest groups may strengthen the find-

ings of this study. The questions which should be addressed

concern the internal organization of these groups in rela-

tion to others, such as their economic situation, and the

amount of expertise they may have on staff. This may facil-

itate an understanding of how they have been able t.o main-

tain their elite position" Furthermore, it would be of ben-

efit to study how these groups see themselves as influential

in government policy decisions and what deliberate steps

they take in order to achieve their objective.

One difficulty with the study is inherent. in all content

analysis. That is, one can deal only with the information

on record. Many of the submissions used in the data analy-

sis did not include policy statemenLs on all issues chosen
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for analysis. Therefore it was difficulL to arrive at a ma-

jority position in some instances. Unfortunately this adds

to the tentativeness of Lhe conclusions reached in the

study, It would be of benefit in future studies to attempt

to update the information by personal contact v¡ith those

groups who are still viable entities in order to ascertain

their policy stands in areas not covered in their official

submi ss i ons .

Although the study indicated the particular policy posi-

tions of the different interest groups, it presented littIe

evidence for the relative weighting which they give to the

differing policy issues and their recommendations for

change. It may be argued that the issues not addressed by

the differing interest groups $¡ere acceptable as proposed.

Therefore they would be given a lower rating than would be

the issues which commanded their attention. Moreover, it

may be said that the issues to which each interest groups

addressed their concerns were considered more salient by the

particular interest group at the time of presentation than

were those not discussed.

In addition, who decides on the prominent areas of focus

is one question which is often debated among interest

groups' researchers (Hudson, 1980). This is particularly

important if one is to gauge whçther the organization's

spokesperson is directed from the general membership or

granted elite status to act on their behalf. Presthusf
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(1973) theory of elite accommodation suggests that one of

the conditions for success in influencing government policy

ís that the membership of an interest group must be prepared

to delegate extensive power to its leaders. These leaders

in turn are prepared to interact with Lhe political govern-

ing elites in ad hoc bargaining and compromise. Thus the

general membership of the interest group would, in this

caSe, endorse their leader'S recommendations rather than

presenting a list of proposals developed from withín the or-

ganizatíonrs general meetings. fhiS research did not answer

these questions. Further research in aII of these areas may

assist in establishing a more thorough understanding of in-

terest group submissions to the Committee in question"

Another research sphere which was not explored in this

study was the scarcity of interest group organizations which

were concerned specifically with aging problems. Although

the government files held in the Federal Arctrives Library

contain numerous correspondence from old age interest groups

from the 1930's onward, few were represented at the various

Committee hearings. In 1950, there were 6 organizations

representing the older citizens who presented submissions to

the Committee,4 in 1964, and 5 in 1978. None of these or-

ganizations were considered as elite organízat ions for the

purpose of t.his thesis, It would be interesting to further

research old age pensioners' organízaLions and those con-

cerned specifically with gerentological issues in order to
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in articulating their concerns"
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not been more active

Furthermore, Estes (1982) suggests that research on pen-

sion policy is based upon the working life oÉ the individual

because the terms of the policies are based upon paid em-

ployment in our society. If changes to these policies are

to benefit reÈirees, then we must look at the structure in

which pension policies are conceived. This thesis examined

pension policies onIy. Perhaps future reåearch should also

look at the structure of society which encourages the social

value of paid employment to be so highly regarded. regard-

ed. The focus then would be upon the role that interest

groups play in creating the society in which the pension

policies are formed.

At the outset of t.his thesis, it was noted that social

policies are not formed in isolation but interact $¡ith each

other with f.ar reaching implications. The complex nature of

these interrelationships are not easily explained and one

study leads naturally to another. Perhaps the further re-

search needed¡ êS suggested aboverin response to this study,

is a most important finding in itself.

However, despite the somewhat inconclusive results of

this study, and the questions left unanswered, it is hoped

that this research wilI contribute constructive data for the

smalI but growing analysis of interest group influence in
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Canadian government policy decisions" Ïn addition, it is

hoped thaL this study will add to an alrareness of the

strength of interest group countervailing influences in pol-

icy planning, and may assist social planners to avoid such

entanglements, FinalIy, it may serve to alert pension poli-

cy planners to the extent of consequences of policy deci-

sions in the retirement process, particularly so for flexi-

bIe retirement Patterns.



Àppendix

GLOSSARY OF

A

TERMS

1 FlexibIe re't _irement denotes f ormal arrangements with-

in the pension system which alIows a choice of re-

tirement options. Accessibility to part-time work

while still receiving part pension may be considered

as one alternative to full retirement. Choice of re-

tirement age is another alternative. Throughout this

study any deviation from mandatory retirement at age

65 is considered as flexible retirement.

2. Pension PIan (public and Private) are annuities re-

sulting from a formal group arrangement whether un-

dertaken by the state or private arrangements. Pub-

lic pension plans are those which provide pensions

under condltLons appJ-icable to the entire population.

The term OId Age Pensions is of common usage in re-

ferring to public plans and is referred to throughout

this thesis within this context (based on Bryden,

1974) 
"

3 " Interest Group_ i s

uals ,who seek to

chosen direction.

a shared-attitude group of individ-

influence public policy in their own

When they act on the Political

204



leve1, they are usuallY

Both terms are often used

utilized within this thesis
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known as pressure groups.

interchangeably and is so

(based on WootLon, 1970) "

There are t,wo classifications of interest groups

according to t,he most commonly accepted criteria
(potter , 1961 ¡ Eckstein, 1 960 i Castles, 1967) . The

first is the interest groups which are organized for

particular sectors of the community, such as trade

associations, trade unions, and professional bodies"

The canadian Medical Association is one example of a

body who confine their membership to a particular

sector of the community: namely doctors. This type

of group is primarily concerned with protecting their

shared sectional interests and in most cases act as

spokespersons for their collective membership.

The second category of interest groups is usually

referred to as an 'attitude group' and is one whose

membership is open to atl those who share a particu-

Iar attitude. The candian MentaI Health Association,

the canadian Red cross, and the Big Brother Associa-

tion are examples of groups whose memberships cut

across sectional interests to incorporate aII who

share particular objectives, Each of these classi-

fied interest groups have one thing in common that

membership in the group denotes a sharing a common

interest. However, the sector group is usually con-
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sidered a fairly permanent group and exist as Castles

(1967;3) suggesLs, as long as the sector exists. By

contrast the attitude interest groups exist only "as

Iong as their objective or cause remains unattained".

The literature indicates (rivey and Wohlegemuth,

1 958 i Potter, 1 958 ) tfrat researchers of interest

groups tend to separate the two types of interest

groups for analysis because of the difficulties of

dealing with such differences. However, for the pur-

pose of this thesis, because both types of groups

seek to influence policy decisions in their favor and

articulate their concerns with the same fervor, both

classifications are considered in this study as one.

Thus, the term interest groups includes both sector

interest groups and attitude interest groups.

4. Lob lno is usually described as a situation in which

a group seeks to promote their particular interest by

attempting to influence the policy planners. Mil-

braith (1963:8) defines it as

stimulation and transmission of a communi-
cation, by someone other than a citizen
acting on his own behalf, directed to a
governmental decision maker with the hope
of influencing his decision.

The form of lobbying can take the form of media

campaigns, informal contacts with senior government

officials, the formal presentation of briefs to par-

Iiamentary committees , oÊ a combination of aII three
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(rhompson and Stanbury , 1979). For the purpose of

this study, the focus in on the presentation of

briefs to public parriamentarlz committee hearings'

with the understanding that other forms of lobbying

usually accompany the formal presentations.

Power and Inflgençe are not easily defined. It is as

Bierstedt ( 1 950 ) has been quoted as stat ing "[^le may

say about it in general only what St. Augustine said

about time, that we all know perfectly well what it

is until someone asks us" (Coser, 1976:136). Lukes

(197A¿3a) defines the concept of power by saying that

"A exercises povrer over B when A affects B in a man-

ner contrary to B's interests". Theodorson and Theo-

dorson (19792202) suggests that influence is "the

power to ef f ect a volunt.ary change in a person's at-

titude or opinion through persuasive actionrr. Simi-

IarIy Bierstedt (1950) equaLes power with coercion

and influence with persuasion.

In relating these general definitions of polrer and influ-

ence to interest groups, Berry \1g74) echoes the sentiment

of others (Wootton, 197Oi Eckstein,-1960i Castles, 1967) who

claim that an interest group's power and influence may be

defined in similar fashion. In Canadar â5 in other demo-

cratic nations, groups seek to influence policy makers by

the povrer of persuasion rather than coercion. Although

5
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there is support within the Iiterature for the conLentíon

that. some interest groups are more powerful than others

(Wootton , 1974; Thompson and Stanbury , 1g7g), for the pur-

poses of this thesis, influence rather than power is used as

the term of influence. Berry (1974:605) aefines interest

group influence as "the ability of an interest group to ob-

tain regulatory and policy outputs favorable to its inter-

ests as those interests are def ined by the group". With t,he

assumption that this is achieved through persuasive tactics

Berry's definition is utilized throughout this study.



APPENDIX B

Gror:pings Accordinq to F\:nctional t4odeL 1924

Ðcrcnornic

Business Groups and Business Trade Associations

fnteqrati VE

Iabor Orqanizations

Railway Transportation Brotherhood
Trades and Labour Congress
Railway Conductors
Tloronto District I¿bour councir (ord Age pensions Association )

l^lelfare Organizations

Cultural

Private

Private Individuaìs

Anonynrous

Political-

Provincial

Alberta
British Coltrnbia
It(anitoba
ìIes¡ Brunswick
btrva Sætia
Ontario
Prince Edrmrd Island
Quebec
Saskatchewan

Cities

Brandon
CaJ.gary
Canpbelton
Eùronton
Farnham
Fernie
Grand rf'1ere

-209.
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Halifax
HuÌI
Iethbridge
¡bgog
lbdicine Hat
Moncton
Nevr t^¡estminster
Ottawa
Paris
Psnbroke
Peterborough
Portage La Prairie
Port Arthur
Prince A1bert
Regina
Saskatoon
Sault Ste. I'brie
St. Catherines
St. Lambert
St. Stephen
Stellarton
Sussex
Thrree River
Quebec
[€stnpnt
t{codstock
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Gror.pings According to Functional I'bdel 1950

Ecrcnomic

Business Groups and Business Trade Associations

Anerican Stockholders' Union
Board of Trade, Toronto
Canadian Life Insurance Officers Association
nuninion Foundries and Steel Ltd'
Morrison-Lanrcnth Bakery Ltd'
lrlorth Anerican Life esiurance Co' (w't"t' Anderson)

The Canadian Congress of Labour
ffre trades and Labour Congress of Canada

f.-Coni"aeration Oes fraváitleurs Catholigues Du Canada

enafgaÍìated Civil Servants of Canada .

The Association ãr-rrv Technicians in Household,science

United Electrical, Radio ana vacfrine Wcrkers oftAnerica' (District Five)

L'Union Datholiqr:e Des Cultivateurs
Catholic Union óe r'..t=ts U.C'C', St' Ignace' Oue'

Catholic Union of Färners

Inteqrative

Labour Orqan izations

[^IeIfare zations

Canadian Assoeiation of Social !{crkers
Canadian I'telfare Council
¡¡=fi.r" Council of Greater Toronto, Division of OId Age

Flin Fron councii on Rehabilitation and Post lrtrar Reconstrusbion

IocalAdvisoryco.*itt."on}üationaltrplolrrentservicre
St. Catherines' Ont'

Ir4ontreal Council of Sociat Agencies

Cultural

Private

Regina Security CIub
asåociation of Stperannuated Civil Servants
Canadian Federation of the Blind
Canadian Association of Incurables
CanadianNationallnstitutefortheBlindandtheC.andian

Council of the Blind
OId Age Pensioners' Organization' B'C'
oia ú Pensioners' organization, Sask' ,,
Dcrninion Association of Sracerannüated Civil "old Age Servants", Qr-ebec
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Private Individuals

Cassidy, Dr. H.M.
Leduc, Geo. M

La }4cntagne, M.

Osborne, H.C.
Soelting, Kurt
Spurr, Dorothy
9fr¡itton, Charlotte
W.M. Anderson (North A¡rerican Life Assurancre Co. )

PoIitical

Province of Nqsfoundland
Province of Ontario
Province of Saskatchewan
Provincre of Alberta
thr Veterans Allowance Board, Federal Governnent
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Groupings Acaording to F\:nctional lvtcdel 1964

Econornic

Business Groups and Business Trade Associations

Ackernan, P.
Alexander and Al-ocander Se¡vices Ltd.
Carybe[, lawless and Pritchard
Canadian Chamber of Ocnnercre
Canadian Construction C-rrrpany
Canadian Federation of Agriculture
Canadian Life Insurance Officers, Association
Canadian l*bnufacturers I A.ssociation
C¿nadian Pulp and Paper Association
Ctresapeake and Ohio Railway et aI
E. B. Eddy Ccrpany
Eùronton Ctr,amber of Ccnnerce
John Labbatt Ltd.
Life Underwriters' Àssociation of Canada
Retail Council of Canada
William Merc.er Ltd.
!{yatt Corpany

Inteqra tive

Labor Organizations

Canadian Labour Congress
Canadian Teachers I Federation
Fisheries Ãssociation, B.C.
International Firef ighters
International Railway BroLherhoods
Ontario Teachers' Federation
Teaclrers' Organization Atlantic Region
Teachers' Organization Í,Jestern Region

fttelfare Orqanizat IONS

Age and Opportunity Br:reau
Canadian Association of SocÍal !^tcrkers
Canadian Welfare Oouncil
Õngrress of Canadian l.lcrnen

Cultural

Private Groups

Action Ccnrnittee for Àdvancrenent of the Blinded
Federal Stperannuates National Association
Salvation Army
Senior Citizens Advance¡rent Ccnmittee
Senior ticnren's Ocnmittee for pension Increases
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Private Individuals

Ar'¡derson, W.M.
Baillie, Donald
Butt, Douglas R.
Campbell, 

-l[iss 
M. E.

Carpbell, K.
Clark, Dr. Robert M.
bwsett, R.C.
Eckler, Samuel
Johnson, M.
Joyce, Wal-Iace R.
Kilgour, D.
l4acdonald, Mrs. J.A.
IvhcGregor, Donald C.
Nix, Robert A.
Roberts, Þliss Mary T.
Ruse, Edr,^n'rd
Sager, Earl-
Steele, Mrs. G.
Thonpson, S.M.
[Ëtson, G.N.

Political.

Ccnmunist Party of Canada
l"linistry of Trans¡rort
Province of Ontario
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Groupings According to Functional I'fcdel I97B

Ecr¡nornic

Business and Business Trade Associations

Anaor Canada
Association of Canadian Pension Managenrent
Canadian Ctnmber of Cqnrerce and Canadian Ma¡ufacturers Association
Canadian Federation of fndependent Business
Canadian Institute of Acturaries
Canadian Life fnsurance Association
Canadian l"fedical Association
Canadian National Railway
Financial b<ecutive Institute Canada
Kellogg Sal-ada C-anada Inc.
Ontario Professional Fire Fighters Assoc.
¡britine Tel and Tel Ccnpany Ltd.
I'lichelin Tires (Canada ) Ltd.
Roclcwell fnternational of Canada Ltd.
Royal Bank of Canada
Sherritt C,ordon t"tines Ltd. 'lËrner Lambert Canada Ltd. t

Inteqrative

Labour zations

Confederation of tlational Trade Unions
Canadian Teachers Federation
lhtional Union of Students

!Èlfare zations

Canadian Advisory Oouncil on Status of l.t¡nen
Canadian Association on Crerontologry
Canadian Association of Social S*¡rkers
Canadian Oouncil on Social Develoçxnent (Canadian Welfare Oouncil)
Council on Aging

Cultura1

Private Groups

Association of Pension l4anagenent
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada
Canadian Association of University Teachers
Canadian Pe¡sion Conferenc-e
Canadian Pensionersr Ooncerned fnc. (NationaL)
Canadian Psychiatric Assoc.
Canadian Railways trployees' pension Association
Council of Canadian personnel Association
Federal Sr,perannuates lrlational Association
fnstiLute for Research on public policy
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University of Toronto

Political

Canadian trploynrent and Inmigration Ccnmission
Canadian Hunan Rights Ccnmission
Departnent of ìiational Defence
Departnent of llational Hea1th and 9þlfare
Province of lier¡foundland and Labrador Social Services Departnent
Province of Princ.e EdlÍard Island Social Services Departnent
Province of l.lova Sætia Senior Citizens Ccnmission
Statistics Canada
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